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ABSTRACT

Portai imaging was originally developed for geometric treatment verification of
photon beams used in cancer radiotherapy. More recently, portal imaging systems have
been successfuIly used in dosimetric treatment verification applications- Many of the
proposed dosimetnc applications involve the accurate calculation of a predicted portal
dose image, including both primary and scatter dose components emerging from the
patient. This thesis presents the development of a two step mode1 that predicts dose
deposition in arbitrary poaal image detectors. The algorithm requires patient computed
tomographie data, source-detector distance, and knowledge of the incident photon beam

fluence. The first step predicts the photon fluence entenng a portal imaging detector
located behind the patient. Primary fluence is obtained through simple ray tracing
techniques, whiie scatter fluence prediction requires a library of scatter fluence kernels
generated by Monte Car10 simulation. These kernels allow prediction of basic radiation
transport parameters characterizing the scattered photons, including fluence and energy.
The second step of the algorithm involves a superposition of Monte Carlo-generated
pencil beam kernels, desctibing dose deposition in a specific detector, with the predicted
incident fluence of primary and scattered photons. This process is performed separately
for primary and scatter fluence at high and low spatial resolutions respectively, and yields
a predicted planar dose image.
This algorithm is tested on a variety of phantoms including simple slab phantoms
and anthropomorphic phantoms. Other clinical parameters were varied over a wide range
of interest, including 6, 18,33 MV photon bearn spectra and 10-80 cm air gap between

phantom and portal imaging detector. Both low and high atorriic number detectors were
used to verify the algorïthm, including a h e a r array of fiuid ionization chmbers and a

solid state, arnorphous silicon detector. Agreement between predicted and measured
portal dose is better than 5% in areas of low dose gradient (dO%/cm) and better than
5 mm in areas of high dose gradient (>30%/cm) for the variety of situations tested here.
It is concluded that this portal dose prediction algorithm is fast, accurate, allows

separation of primary and scatter dose, and c m mode1 dose image formation in arbitrary
detector systems.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.1

Description of treatmcnt process
The main rnodalities for cancer treatment are surgery, chemotherapy, and

radiotherapy, often delivered in combination. Radiotherapy rnay be administered via
extemal radiation beams, or less often via application of radioactive sources inserted in
the diseased tissue (brachytherapy). The success of a radiotherapy treatment is cntically

dependent on delivering the prescribed dose to the twnor while simultaneously

minimizing damage to healthy tissue. This is a difficult undertaking, and requires a large
nurnber of steps involving many different types of professional staff including radiation
oncologists, radiation therapists, and medical physicists.
Initially, the cancer needs to be diagnosed. Once location is identified (through
palpation, exploratory surgery, endoscopy, or various imaging techniques), pathological
assessment of a tissue biopsy assigns the tumor a grade and stage, which will help defhe
the course of treatment and prescribed doses of chemotherapy and radiotherapy.
The patient is imaged using computed tomography (CT), and the 3D image set is
used quantitatively for treatment planning and dose computations based on tissue

densities. Treatment planning involves choosing the modality, energy, number, shape,
and direction of radiation beams in order to deliver the prescribed dose to the -or

while

minimizing dose to smounding tissue. CT data are preferred since they are geometrically
accurate and may be converted to electron density information using simple relationships
for subsequent accurate calculation of the delivered dose distribution within the patient.
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Once the beam configurations are decided upon, the treatment is simulated. This
rnay be done by setting up the patient on a couch and recreating the planned beams using
a 'conventional simulator', which closely mimics the motions and beam delivery of a real

treatment unit, or it rnay be done by virtual simulation. The conventional simulator is
equipped with a diagnostic x-ray tube, and therefore is much less costly (in money and
patient dose) than a real treatment unit which has a linear accelerator. The simulation
allows the treatment to be checked for any potential problems before treatment actually
begins, making for a more efficient use of resources. Instead of delivering megavoltage
radiation, the simulator 'delivers' a diagnostic x-ray beam. This ability allows diagnostic

quality x-rays of the patient anatomy to be acquired when in simulated treatment position,

which rnay be used to assess beam coverage of the tumor and to compare to megavoltage
images acquired during real treatment. If the CT data set is available, a cornputer
calculation of this x-ray image (digitally reconstnicted radiograph) rnay also be available
and used in virtual simulation.

When the treatment plan is successfully simulated, the patient rnay then be treated.

The patient is set up in a manner as close as possible to the simulation set up. Additional
custornised beam shaping and/or intensity modifjing devices (e.g. compensators, wedges,
multileaf collirnator) rnay be physically incorporated into one or more beams at this point.
The prescnbed dose is delivered in many fractions (for radiobiological advantage),
typically 25-30 over a period of 5-6 weeks. Each fiaction will involve the delivery of al1
fields of radiation in the treatment plan.

The entire process is complex and involves many professionals and machines. Each
step adds to the overall uncertainty, and there is always a risk of human error.
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Tissue response to radiation
The relationship between the delivered dose and the biologicat consequence in a

particular tissue is described by a dose-response curve. These curves are sigmoidal in
shape (see Figure 1.1)with steep slopes and variable relative positions, and are unique to
a particular tissue type. A quantitative description of the slope is the normalised dose

gradient (y), and may be expressed as [Br841:y=D.(dR/dD), where D is the dose and R is
the response of the tissue (percentage of cells unable to reproduce). This parameter
describes the change in tumor response for a given relative increase in absorbed dose.
Values of y for tumor tissues are commonly above 3.0 and occasionaI1y above 5.0 Pr841,
whereas slopes for healthy tissue are usually even steeper [Mi87].
The higher a dose delivered to the tumor, the greater the ability to control the tumor.
However, if increasing dose is delivered to the healthy tissue, the complication rate
increases. The interplay between the dose-response curves of al1 tissues within the patient
determines the outcome of a treatment. Ideally, normal and tumor dose-response curves
would be separated to such an extent that the dose to the tumor for 106% response would
lie at 0% response of the healthy tissue. Unfortunately this is not realistic. However, by
delivering a treatment which maxirnizes the dose to the tumor and minimizes dose to
healthy tissue ,the resulting response points for a treatment will be pushed as far apart as
possibIe (see Figure 1.1).

Due to the steepness of the dose-response curves, a small variation in delivered dose
can result in a large change in tissue response, and therefore a large uncertainty in
treatment outcome. Based on clinically available data, accuracy requirements for dose
delivery have been recommended as 3% [Br84], 3.5% w87],and an absolute maximum
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Dose (arbitrary units)

Figure 1.1 : Example of a dose response curve for tumour control and normal tissue
complication. D, represents normal tissue dose and D, tumour dose, for a given treahnent.
The treatrnent is designed to minimize Dnwhile maximizing Dt, taking advantage of the

dose response gradients.
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tolerance of 5% [IC76]. Since errors fiom each treatment step are considered to be
independent of one another, they may be added together in quadrature to estimate the total
error. This implies that every step in the treatment process may contribute o d y an
uncertainty significantly less than the tolerated overall uncertahty.
Employing conventional radiobiological models for the healthy tissue and tumor
responses, it has been estimated that a 2% increase in cure rate for early stage patients is
achieved for every 1% gain in the accuracy of dose delivered [Bo88]. Considering that
the number of new cases of cancer in Canada alone in the year 2000 is estimated to be

132,100 Canadians [NaOO],this represents a substantial number of human lives

potentially saved.
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Uncertainties in radiotherapy treatment
Uncertainties in the radiotherapy treatment process may be subdivided into random

and systematic categories. Random uncertainty results nom a limited precision on a
treahnent parameter, while systematic uncertainty results fkom mistakes made at any point

in the treatment process [pu84]. Theoretically, if they c m be identified the systematic
errors may be elimuiated (e.g. incorrect laser alignment). Several investigators have
attempted to estimate the uncertainty in the h a 1 dose delivered to the tumor by a
methodical analysis of individual steps involved in treatment. An overall uncertainty of
-8% was estirnated by Svensson [Sv841 accounting for contributions fiom the ionisation

chamber calibration, dose rate calibration of the treatment machine, treatment planning,
and patient setup. Using a similar approach, but with lower uncertainty estimates for

individual steps, Mijnheer et al [Mi871 arrived at an overall uncertainty estimate of -4%
for a two-beam treatment. These values will Vary between treatment institutes due to
differing approaches to quality assurance of equipment, staff training, and treatment
protocol for a given site.
So far, the discussion has ignored the possibility of human errors. These cannot be
estimated theoretically, but can be studied through some form of retrospective analysis.
One such study, involving 464 patients, htroduced a separate human check performed

afler the first patient treatment Le92bl. The study was performed to assess data transfer
errors, which can include transcription enors, round-off errors, forgotten data, or
interchange of data. Errors in the data transfer process were detected in 139124128
parameters ((1 %), but these were spread over 119/464 patients (-26%). Of these, 25
would have Ied to an error in dose delivery exceeding 5%. These major errors affecteci
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25/464 patients (5%). Another study examining human errors was presented by

Calandrino et al [Ca93]. This study specifically investigated errors in calculating the
rnonitor units (ie. dose delivered). Even for computerized calculation systems, human
errors are possible in the transcription or insertion of data into the system. The study
involved 890 dose calculations on 750 patients, made by two physicists (to ailow the
check). Errors over 5% were encountered in 17/890 cases (1.9%). It was also found that
the incidence of errors decreased over t h e since principal causes of mistakes were

identified and given more attention as the study proceeded.
Another method of estimating overall treatment uncertainty is by experimentally
measuring the dose delivered to various points and comparing to the predicted dose at
those points. This approach is difficult since operators need to select and reproduce (i.e.
fkaction to fraction) appropriate point locations. Noel et al [No951 measured entrame and
exit point doses using silicon diodes on the beam axis at the patient's skin. From these
measurements, a dose estimate to the tumor was derived. During this five year study, 79
errors (defined as deviations between measured and expected readings greater than 5%)

were detected out of 7519 patients. Of these errors, 45 would have caused an error of
over 10% of the delivered dose. Human error accounted for 78 of the 79 errors.
Leunens et al Le92al made similar entrance/exit dose measurements using silicon
diodes, on 11 head and neck treatments. Seven of these treatments were found to be in
error by more than 5% of the expected dose.
Mitine et al w 9 1 ] made 261 entrance dose measurements using silicon diodes, on
34 fields for 10 head and neck patients. Twelve of these measurements were found to be

in error by more than 5% of the expected dose. Examining only the first treatment, eight
of the 34 fields were found to be in error by more than 5% of the expected dose.
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Rationale for treatment verifieation in radiotherapy
It is demonstrated in the foregoing discussion that there is an arcay of potential

errors associated with the radiotherapy treatment process. Errors in delivered dose of over

5% (and in some cases over 3%) may drarnatically affect the treatment outcome of a
patient. The use of in vivo methods of treatment verification have been determined to be
very powerful for detecting and correcting errors during treatment.

Treatment techniques are becoming more complex (for example: more accurate
dose calculation algorithm in three dimensions, greater availability of three dimensional
image data, conformal field edges formed by multi-leaf collimators, step and shoot
approaches, and intensity modulated radiotherapy). These developments allow the
delivery of a three dimensional high dose volume, shaped to conform to the tumor edges
while sparing surrounding healthy tissue. For these complex treatments, there is an
increased chance of error in treatment delivery wi87], and therefore an even greater need

for effective treatment verification. As will be emphasized in this thesis, the evolution is
towards using imaging techniques to ver@ the 'exit' dose pattern, replacing point
sampling measurements with planar measurements.
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CHAPTER T W 0
INTRODUCTION

2.1

Current Methods of Treatment Verification

As described in chapter one, the delivery of radiotherapy treatment to a patient is
complex, involving many individuals and processes (such as diagnosis, imaging,
delineation of disease, treatment planning, treatment simulation, manufacturing of beam
modulation devices, and treatment delivery). Error in any step will contribute to
uncertainty in the h a 1 delivered dose distribution. Therefore it is absolutely necessary to

verie that a treatment has been properly performed. Many forms of treatment
verification exist, as discussed below.

2.1.1

Record and verifl systems
With the advent of rnicrocomputers came the most straightforward approach to

treatment verification, the 'record and ve-'

concept. In this technique, the treatment

setup for al1 patients is stored on a central, computerised data base. This data base is
interfaced with the treatment machine software and has the ability to check the curent
setting of treatment machine parameters (gantry angle, collimator angle, jaw settings, etc.)
against the prescribed settings. If these do not match within a tolerance, delivery of the
treatment beam is not allowed. This approach haç been shown to significantly reduce
treatment errors. For example, Podmaniczky et al [Po851 found mistalces in 1.O% of all
radiation fields delivered per treatment machine per year. By analysing the situations
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where errors occur, these systems may also identiQ problems in treatment procedures
[po85, Mu911. Mohan et al No85bl found significant errors in 1.2% of al1 fields treated,

which would have afZected -60% of patients treated due to random occurrences. In
particular, the systems are efficient at detecting major human errors such as wedge
orientation and monitor unit setthgs (dose to be delivered) Wu911. A bar code scanner

rnay extend this approach to the coding of customized beam modifjring devices or patient
positioning devices, which are not normally recognized by record and veri@ systems

w88]. However, this extended approach has not been widely adopted, probably due to
increased manpower needed to implement it, and a .increased potential for human error

(ie. mislabeling).
In general, the record and veri& approach is lirnited to checking of physical
parameter settings of the treatment machine. The approach cannot detect the actual
presence or location of shielding blocks, orientation of compensators, settings of treatment
couch, or the patient setup. This can only be done by using small 'test exposures' of the
patient witti the radiation beam.

2.1.2

Geometric treatment verification
The patient anatomy, including the tumor region(s) as delineated by the physician,

is required for a radiotherapy treatment. This information may be obtained through one or
more of cornputed tomographie imaging (CT), magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound
imaging, nuclear medicine imaging, or x-ray irnaging during treatment simulation. Most
cornmonly, CT data are used to design the treatment plan, due to the good geometric
characteristics, soft tissue discrimination, and the simple conversion of CT attenuation
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coefficients to electron density information which is generally required by dose
calculation algorïthms. A computerised treatment planning system allows individual
bearns to be custornised for a particuiar patient, and allows calculation of the resuiting
dose distribution. The shape and size of the treatment fields must geometricaily coincide
with the target volume, and need to be verified during the course of a patient treatment.

This may be accomplished by imaging pnor to or during treatment, commonly termed

megavoltage imaging with the use of hi& energy x-rays. The congmence of the position
of field edges with respect to patient anatomy between the megavoltage image and a

pretreatment image (provided through either a simuiator x-ray or a digitally reconstnicted
radiograph calculated fkom the CT data) constitutes a geometric verification.
Classically, radiographic 'portal' films have been widely used to gather the
verification image. The term portal is used here since the treatment field is also known as
the treatment portal (ie. opening), and hence the obtained image will be in the shape of
this portal. Placed on the exit side of the patient and perpendicular to the incident beam, a

portal film will record a projection of the patient anatomy within the trratment field. Note
that a portal image is formed by a primary fluence component added to a scatter fluence
cornponent, and modulated by the detector response (in this case, a film cassette). A
portal film may be acquired at the beginning of a treatment using only a srnail dose, and
then processed and examined before the treatment is finished (called a localisation fih).

To reduce total patient treatment tirne, a portal film may be exposed over the entire
treatment (called a verification film). In this approach, the setup can be corrected only on
subsequent treatments, and fûrthennore the image quality will degrade with patient
movement. In order to visualise anatomy outside the field, a double exposure approach
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may be taken, where a short exposure of a large area, open field is taken followed by a
'test' exposure of the actual treatment. The disadvantages of using portal hùn include:
thne required for processing, poor image quality, sensitivity to filming technique, material
and human resources needed for storage and retrieval, and cost of both film and
processing. These factors have limited the number of portal films taken per patient
treatment course.
DeveIopment of electronic methods of acquiring digitd portal images has
alleviated many of the problems associated with film. Technical details of the wide
variety of such systems available experirnentaily and commercially are described in

section 2.2.1. Electronic systems offer such benefits as real-time imaging (or close to
real-time irnaging), digital storage, and digital image processing techniques to allow
extraction of more information fiom a gathered image.
While ~rovidine:useful eeometric information regarding the a l i m e n t of field and
tumor. these methods do not provide anv auantitative information relating to the dose
de~ositedwithin the ~atient.

2.1.3

Dosimehic treatment verification
The accuracy of the delivered dose can be venfied only by measurement d u k g a

course of radiotherapy treatment. The dose may be measured either at the beam entrance
or exit points, relative to the patient. Film, ionisation chambers, thermoluminescent

dosimeters (TLDs), and semiconductor detectors may be used. Film may provide dose
information over an area, but results are sensitive to the film processor and film
digitization method. The other methods provide only a single or a few point
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rneasurements which cannot be used to identiQ the causes of any discrepancies between
measured and prescribed dose [Wo90a]. TLDs for dosimetry were deveIoped in the
1960s and 1970s. These dosimeters require calibration, pre- and post-irradiation
annealing, regular cleanïng, and regular sensitivity sorting. The use of TLDs and
serniconductor detectors allow an investigation of al1 treatrnent parameters when a dose
delivery error is detected. The main advantage of serniconductor detectors over TLDs is
that the measurement results are available instantly. However, semiconductor devices
have many other drawbacks. They require many correction factors to convert readings
into dose. Due to the varïabiiity of response and some energy dependence, the
characteristics of semiconductor detectors must be deterrnined individually. if located at
the entrance surface, these devices may cause significant attenuation of the primary

fluence. Dose reductions of 4% at 10 cm depth w 9 1 ] , and 5% at 5 cm depth mi881

have been found. Semiconductors are temperature dependent, thus when placed on the
surface of the patient they must be allowed to reach a steady state to reduce variability. If
placed at the entrance surface, both semiconductors and TLDs will increase the patient
skin dose since they provide additional buildup material. For both semiconductors and
TLDs, increased treatment setup tirne is required in order to properly position the

detectors on the patient.
For dosimetry applications, electronic portal imaging devices offer many
advantages over al1 of the above methods:
1) Dosimetric information may be provided over a large two dimensional area
encompassing the treatment field. In principle, any setup errors may be detected
fiom this information be86,Wo90].
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Simultaneous verification of geometry and absolute dose delivered is possible,
thus treatment times are not increased,

There is no physical contact needed between the patient, detector, and staff who
must currently place dosimeters at the skin.
Images may be obtained in real-time (or close to reai-tirne)Since there is no increase in treatment times, an image for every treatment fraction

may be taken and stored, providing a permanent dosimetric record.

The literature contains a variety of proposed dosimetric applications involving
electronic portal imaging systems. This extends their application well beyond purely
geometric venfication. These proposed applicatoins are sumrnarised in section 2.2.2.
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Potential of Portal Imaging Systems for Dosimetrie Treatment Verif~cation

2.2.1 Portal Imaging Systems

Before examining current portal imaging dosimetric application proposals or
available methods of portal dose image prediction, an overview of portal imaging

technology would be usefùl. Several different types of portal image detectors are
currently available commercially, with more designs being researched. Excellent reviews
of portal imaging system technology have been provided by Boyer et al po92], Munro

Wu951,Webb [We93], and Antonuk [An98].

2.2.1.1 Camera/screen systems

The most prevalent commercialiy available systems are composed of a thin
metaVphosphor screen which phosphoresces when energy is deposited, with the resulting
optical image viewed by a video camera. The metaVphosphor screen is located behind the
patient, perpendicularly oriented to the incident beam. The metal layer is beneficial to the
imaging process for several reasons. The metal causes an increase in deposited energy in
the phosphor due to the buildup effect created by charged particle cascade. The metal

also serves to remove contaminant electrons, which rnay otherwise reach the detector
material and increase image noise due to in-air scatter. Another 'side' benefit of the metal
screen is the preferentid attenuation of fow energy scattered photons which reduces the
scatter signal, thus increasing image quality. The role of the phosphor is to convert the

energy deposited into optical photons which are captureci by the camera. The camera is
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mounted in the gantry of the radiotherapy treatrnent unit and views the phosphor through
the use of one or two 45 degree mirrors. Susceptibility to radiation damage and noise due
to primary photon interactions prevents the placement of the camera directly behind the
screen. The camera may be the older tube style, or modem CCD (charge coupled device)
variety. Investigators have found the newer CCD cameras to be supenor for dosimetry
applications due to irnproved signal linearity and reduced geometric distortion properties
wu95]. Due to the low light intensity generated in the phosphor, the entire detection

apparatus is mounted in a light-tight enclosure. These systems offer the possibility of
real-time imaging, but the improvement in detection efficiency due to the conversion
phosphor (one interacting electron may generate thousands of optical photons) is offset by
the inefficient collection of these optical photons by the camera. The camera collection

efficiency is typically CO. 1% Wu95J. Unfortunately, the need to maintain a clear optical
path between camera and phosphor screen within a light tight enclosure results in an

apparatus which is buky and cumbersome. This is countered by engineering the devices
to be retractable or removable when not in use. Commercially available versions of this

type of detector include the ~ e a m v i e d ~ ' '(Siemens Oncology Systems, Concorde, CA,
USA), the SRI400 now known as Niew (formerly Philips Medical Systems, Crawley,

UK, now Elekta Oncology Systems Ltd., Crawley, UK), TheraView (Cablon Medical BV,
Leusden, The Netherlands), and PORTpro (Eliav Medical Imaging Systems, Haifa,
Israel).
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2.2.1 -2 Liquid ionisation maîrk

Another style of cornmercialiy available portal imager is the liquid ionisation

matrix, originally developed by Van Herk and Meertens pa88]. This design consists of a
layer of ionisable liquid sandwiched between two circuit boards, each etched with 256
electrodes and onented perpendicularly to one another. The ionisation in the liquid

medium caused by interacting primary photons may be measured by sequentially applying
a polarizing voltage on each row of the top circuit board, while reading the signal fkom the
256 electrodes on the bottom circuit board. A slow readout time of about 5-6 seconds

rnakes this detector unsuitable for real-tirne imaging. Due to spurious signals generated in
the electrodes and varying sensitivity across the matrix, the device must be routinely

calibrated. However, it is less buky than the camerdscreen style. This detector is
available as the PortalVision Mark 1 or Mark 2, fkom Varian Medical Systems Inc. (Palo

Alto, CA, USA).

2.2.1.3 Solid state detectors - linear arrays

The main disadvantage of al1 lhear arrays is the small angle of radiation which

they subtend (compared to area detectors). To build up a 2D image, they must be scanned
across the intended imaging plane, and therefore do not offer real t h e imaging capability.
A scanning linear array of silicon diodes was implemented by Lam et al [La86].

The design consisted of a line of 255 diodes at 2 mm spacing, with 1.1 mm iead buildup.
The array was stepped in 2 mm increments across the field, with readings digitised into a
cornputer.
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Another linear detector incorporates a double row of scintillation crystals Wo911.
The design consists of two rows of 64 scintillating crystals (ZnWOa), coupled to photo
diodes to detect the x-ray induced scintillation events. The dense scintillating crystal with
its inherent signal amplification (conversion to optical photons), results in a high quantum
efficiency for this detector, despite being a linear array.

2.2.1 -4 Solid state detector arrays - area arrays

Solid-state area detectors in the form of active matrix flat panel imagers (AMFPIs)
are the most likely candidates to succeed the prevalent camerakcreen style. This
technology has experienced rapid growth in recent years, in part due to the flat panel
display industry. These detectors offer superior detection efficiency, reduced bulkiness,
real-time imaging capability, and are resistant to radiation damage. Generally, they
consist of a two dimensional pixelated amay residing on a substrate (usually glas), an
overlying x-ray converter, an elecîrode acquisition system (which controls the operation

of the array and processes analog pixel signais), and a cornputer to control data acquisition

and processing [An98]. Two different methods of detecting deposited radiation exist, and
impact on the detector configuration. If indirect detection is employed, an overlying
scintillator (ie. a phosphor screen, or an array of Cs1 crystals) is optically coupled to
photosensitive elements on the array. The array of diode detectors may be placed in direct
contact with the phosphor layer, greatly increasing optical signal capture compared to
camera systems (detection efficiency of optical photons is -30% versus <O. 1% for camera
systems w
u95])
. Direct detection AMFPIs require a thick, overlying photoconductor
which is electrically coupled to capacitive elements on the array. Each discrete pixel is
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typically a photodiode for indirect detection designs, or a storage capacitor for direct
detection designs. Several investigators have demonstrated success£ûl application of this
technology to portal imaging applications, and commercial products are just entering the
market. Indirect, solid state detector systems are recently available fkom Varian Medical
Systems Inc. (Palo Alto, CA, USA) and soon to be available fiom Elekta (Crawley, UK).

2.2.2

Proposed applications/implementationsfor portal image dosimetry
There exist many proposals throughout the literature on how to produce and use

portal dose images. The following section descnbes the major applications.

2.2.2.1 Cornparison of predicted image to measured image

Leong [Le861 implies a cornparison with a precalculated poital dose image when
he suggested that errors (such as the incorrect amount of dose delivered or an incorrect
placement of a bearn modifyuig device) may be instantly detected, if a portal dose image
is available. Wong et al [Wo90a] found that detection of dosimeûic discrepancies couid
be made when predicted and measured portal dose images are compared, and M e r

proposed that ideally these images should compare pixel data to within 3%. Wong et al
[Wo90a] used the Delta Volume dose calculation algorithm to predict portal dose images
at planes very close to the exit surface of the patient, using a cobalt-60 beam. Kroonwijk
et al P(r981 compared measured and predicted portal dose images to demonstrate intemal

organ movement (primarily due to gas pockets in the rectum) for ten prostate cancer
patients.
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2.2.2.2 Adjustment of patient CT data

Ying el al Bi901 described the possibility of using the measured and calculated
portal dose images to improve the estimate of patient dose. Ying argued that if large setup
errors are detected and corrected, then the differences in measured and calculated portal
dose images are due to patient differences (ie. differences in the actual patient anatomy
between the time of CT data acquisition and the time of treatment delivery). Ying
proposed an iterative method to modiw the original CT data until the calculated portal
dose image matches the measured dose image. A more accurate patient dose distribution
may then be calculated using the new CT data set. However, Ying does imply that a

unique solution (independent of treatment site) to the modification of the CT data may be
virtually impossible.

2.2.2.3 Exit dosimetry

in developing an early prototype electronic portal imaging system, Leong pe86]
suggested that an estimate of exit dose fer the treatment may be made. Kirby et al w93,

Ki951 has demonstrated that a Philips SRI-100 portal imaging system may be calibrated to
provide central axis exit dose estirnates for patient treatments. The set of calibration data
includes portal imager response with many field sizes (5x5, 10x 10, 15x15,20x20 cm2)?
thicknesses of homogeneous phantom of unit density (10,20,40 cm), and air gap
distances (20,30,40, 50, 60 cm). The image of a steel ring of known diameter placed at
the exit surface of the patient or phantom determines the air gap distance accwately,

dlowing an estirnate of exit dose. This method agreed to within 3-9% of diode
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measurements, with the accuracy depending on field size and treatment site. Additioaaily,
comparison was made to exit dose calculations generated by a commercial treatment
planning system (Target 2 GE Medical Systems, a Bentley-Milan algorithm), with these
predictions agreeing to within 5-2 1% of diode measurements.
The approach taken by Boellaard et al @o97a] ailows prediction of an entire plane

of exit dose. A set of exit dose spread fünctions are derived fiorn an extensive set of
measured data. When convolved with the primary exit dose, these exit dose spread
b c t i o n s calculate the scatter exit dose, and may be summed to the primary exit dose
estimate to yield total exit dose. On inhomogeneous phantoms, predictions compared to
within 2.5% (1 standard deviation) of measured data. However, the method is oniy
applicable at large air gaps (50 cm or more). A slightly modified version of this algorithm
po97b] includes an empirical geometry factor, which improves the results for
inhomogeneous phantoms and patients to 1.7% (1 standard deviation).

2.2.2.4 Transit dosimetry

Transit dosimetry is related to exit dosimetry, but compares estimated and
prescribed doses at some depth on the central axis of a treatment beam within the patient
instead of at the exit surface. Transit dosinetry historically developed as a direct
measurement of transmitted primary radiation, which then allows an estimate of the TAR
(tissue air ratio) for the treatment field at some depth Pe57; Ba761. More recently, Pasma

Pa99bl derived an estimate of patient dose at 5 cm depth fiom a Philips SRI-100 portal
imager using the predicted beam transmission (ratio of portal image dose with and without
the patient), and an empirical relationship between portal dose and patient dose at 5 cm
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depth. However, to understand ciifferences between predicted and prescribed doses at 5

cm depth, a cornparison between measured and predicted portal dose images was
required.
The earlier exit dosimetry work of Boellaard po97a, Bo97bl was modified to
scale the calculated total exit dose to yield an estimated dose at the midplane of the
phantom or patient [Bo984 Bo98bl. Generally, the midplane dose estimates derived fiom

measured portal images agreed to within 2.5% (1 standard deviation) of calculations
performed with a treatment planning system.

2.2 -2.5 Recalculating patient dose distribution
Another approach to utilizing portal dose image information is to recalculate the
dose deposition within the patient [Ha96, Mc96al without modifjring the CT data but
instead modifjhg the incident beam fluence. McNutt et al [Mc96a] used an iterative
approach where the predicted portal dose image is used as an initial guess of the primary
energy fluence exiting the patient. This distribution is backprojected through the patient

(ie. CT data set) and the convolved with the dose kernels to deterrnine a new predicted
portal image. The ratio of the predicted primary energy fluence to the predicted portal
dose image is then multiplied by the measured portal dose image with the result used as
the new guess of prùnary energy fluence. The process is repeated until convergence is
obtained, and an accompanying predicted three dimensional 'delivered' dose distribution

is obtained. Using a liquid matrix portal imager and three phantoms, dose volume
histograms calculated using the three dimensional matrix and resulting fiom the iterative
technique and the fionvard dose calculation, compared to within -3%. The method
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proposed by Hansen et al [Ha961 is not iterative. The predicted scatter fluence is
subtracted Çom the rneasured total fiuence. The resuking primary fluence is
backprojected through the patient CT data to yield a distribution of primary fluence in the
patient. This distribution is convolved with appropriate dose deposition kernels to
generate a patient dose distribution. Using an experimental scintillation crystalphotodiode linear array detector Mo9 1] and treating the pelvis region of a humanoid
phantom, the predicted central axis depth dose agreed to within 2% of measurement at
selected points.

An underlying assumption of these approaches is that there are no changes in the
patient anatomy between the times of CT data collection and treatment. This may lead to

an incorrectly estimated distribution of patient dose.

2.2.2.6 Venfjbg dynamic treatrnent beams

Treatment techniques are becoming more complex and may involve the use of a
multi-leaf collimator with dynamic leaf control, or a 'step and shoot' approach where the
collimation is changed for each of several static treatment fields delivered. These
complex techniques present challenges for their dosirnetric quality assurance. Several
groups have proposed the use of an electronic portal imager for pre-treatment verification

[Ma97, Cu99, Pa99a1, which only checks the incident beam fluence. This involves
delivering the intended dose with appropriate beam shaping but without the patient
present. By employing an electronic portal imager during this delivery, the integrated
treatment may be measured and then compared with prediction. In principle, this process
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may be employed over the course of an actual treatment delivery. This has not yet been
done, but would be cntically dependent on an accurate portal dose prediction algorithm.
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There are several difncult radiation physics issues encountered in the prediction of
dose deposition in a portal imaging system. These include:

transporting both primary and scattered photon fluence across an air gap which

rnay widely Vary in size (-1 0- 100 cm)
predicting dose deposition in a multi-layered detector, which rnay exhibit
regions of electronic disequilibrium (buildup at entrance surfaces or builddown
at exit surfaces)
predicting dose deposition in high atomic nurnber materials (such as phosphor)
the need for a fast implementation of any prediction algorithm, in order to be
clinically useful for multi-field and/or dynamic treatments

The first issue involves accurately transporting both primary and scattered photon
fluence across an air gap which rnay vary between approxirnately 10 cm and LOO cm.
Generally, the image is formed by causing prirnary photon interactions to occur in an
imaging detector material, and detecting the subsequent energy deposition by the
electrons. The energy deposited in the detector medium rnay be maximized by placing a
'buildup' layer of material directly before the detector, in order to generate a charged
particle cascade. This buildup material also serves to remove contaminant electrons,
which rnay othewise reach the detector material and increase noise due to in-au scatter,

as well as degrade spatial and contrast resolution. The buildup material rnay be nearly
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tissue equivalent (ie. polymethylmethacrylate or PMMA), or a thin sheet of metal (ie.
bras, copper, lead, or steel). However, this results in a detector system of multiple
materials and interfaces, which complicates the calculations since many dose algorithms
do not perform optimally in these interface regions. Regions of charged particle
disequilibriurn rnay arise around the interfaces, which is of concern since most prevalent

portal imagers (Le. camerakcreen) exhibit thin layers of detector material, usually Cl mm.
Another complicating factor is the detector material itself, which may or may not be tissue
equivalent. The liquid ionisation matrix detector is nearly tissue equivalent, but most
other detectors involve the use of a high atomic number scintillating material (Le.
phosphor or crystals). The next-generation solid state detectors also use high atomic
number phosphor to convert energy deposition into optical photons. The dose deposition
process in high atomic number materials may be significantly different fiom tissue
equivalent materials, due to differences in the weighting of photon interaction
mechanisms. This is an important issue since, in general, dose calculation algorithms are
designed to calculate dose to a water equivalent medium.
Any general method for predicting portal dose Mages will need to address al1 of
these issues. Furthermore, with the increasing use of more dynamic radiotherapy
treatments (eg. step and shoot, arc therapy, and intensity modulated radiation therapy), the
speed of the prediction algorithm becomes an increasingly important factor affecting the
ease of clinical implementation.
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2.3.2 Use of treatment planning algonthms
The simplest approach to predicting portal dose images is to apply existing

treatment planning algonthms to an 'extended' patient which includes the portai detector
(ie. the portal detector becomes part of the dose calculation matrix which generally
includes the patient only). If successfÛ1, this approach is attractive since most cancer
treatment centres possess treatment planning systems, and therefore possess the resources
to implement the approach.
The use of the Delta Volume dose calculation algorithm w o 8 3 ] has been
investigated for portal image dose prediction [Wo90a]. The algorithm was successfùlly
utilized at the exit plane and very short air gaps using TLD and film dosimeten, which are
nearly tissue equivalent detector matenals. However, this approach is not suitable when a
large air gap exists between the patient and the imager wc96b], since the Delta Volume

dose calculation technique involves the density scaling method and straightline rays to

account for inhomogeneities. The density scaling method scales the thickness of an
inhomogeneity in proportion to its relative density. In three dimensions, the path between
a small volume of scattering material and the calculation point of interest is scaled by an

effective density. An overestimate of dose occurs in regions following an air gap, due to
the incorrect assurnption of straight line travel of primary electrons and multiply scattered

photons wo86; W090bJ. Instead, these particles take complex paths between the small
scattering volume and the point of calculation. For a given pathlength through an
equivalent thickness of water, the electrons and photons will spread out more in the
presence of an air gap than without one. This effect has been demonstrated by Woo
[Wo9Ob], where the error was shown to increase with increasing air gap and smaller field
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sizes. Several of the patient dose calculation algorïthms in clinical use [Cu85;Wo92]
employ some form of this approach, as do many advanced convolution/superposition
techniques LAh89; Ma85; Mo861 which are beginning to be implemented clinically.

2.3 -3 Three-dimensional superposition

The superposition method of dose calculation is based on physical principles and
the use of precalculated, point interaction dose kemels. This technique divides the dose

calculation volume into a three-dimensional grid of density voxels in which the total
energy released per unit mass is first calculated with the knowledge of the incident energy
fluence spectnim. This distribution is then 'convolved' with the dose point kernels to
yield dose deposited in the medium, but since the kemels are spatialiy variant the process
is more aptly described as a three-dimensional superposition. Mathematicaliy, the process

may be described as Mc96bl:

-.
( ) Y (r) = total energy released per unit mass at point r,
P
A [ p - [(r'), m] = dose deposition point kemel
p . I(r') = radiological distance
P = angular direction

The point interaction dose kernels are usually precalculated by Monte Car10 simulation
and represent the dose spread around a primary photon interaction in an infinite water

phantom. Inhomogeneities are accounted for by scaling the kemel by the radiological
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pathlength separating the interaction voxel and the scoring voxel. This scaluig is handled
slightly differently depending on the history of the particle depositing the dose Wa851.
For this reason, separate dose kemels are created to reflect the history of the dose
depositing particle (eg. dose due to electrons/positrons generated by initial primary photon
interaction, dose due to interactions of photons which have already been scattered once,
dose due to interactions of multiply scattered photons, and dose due to bremsstrahlung
and positron annihilation photons). The prïmary and singly scattered kemels are density

scaled along rays as descnbed above, but the multiply scattered and bremsstrahlung
kernels are scaled by the average 'bulk' phantom density, since they are a result of
interactions spread throughout the medium. This dose calculation approach has been
successfully deinonstrated for patient dosimetry, and has recently been implemented in
commercial treatment planning systems.
The 3D superposition method has been applied by McNutt et al Nc96bl to the
calculation of portal dose. In that work, the portal imaging device used was the liquid
ionisation matrix type, which is a low atomic number material. A 6 MV photon beam3
was used, and air gaps ranged h m -10-25 cm. Results were promising, with the
calculated portal dose images lying within 4% of the measured images for most pixels in
the central low dose gradient region of the treatment field. However, this approach has

not yet been applied to portal imagers involving high atornic number matenais, nor in

' For typical linear accelerators used in radiotherapy, photon spectra are polyenergetic.
The term ' 6 MV' represents a photon beam containing photons with energies ranging
from O to 6 MeV. Photons produced by linear accelerators are not monoenergetic since
they are created through bremsstrahlung processes experienced by the interaction of a
high-energy, nearly-monoenergetic electron beam and a high atomic number material
'target' Ip. 216 of At861.
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situations where the air gap is larger than 25 cm. Previous work p o 9 0 , Wo941 indicates
that large errors may be encountered when density scaling primary dose kemels at both
the fiont and back surfaces of the interfaces of inhomogeneities. Sauer [Sa951
demonstrated that dose kemels generated in water are not suitable to be applied to higher
atomic number matenals through density scaling and argued that this is due to the Zdependence of the angular scattering power of electrons. Sauer [Sa951 suggests that use
of prirnary dose deposition kemels generated specifically in the material of interest would
be more appropriate. To date, this approach has not been investigated.

2.3.4

Two-dimensional superposition
Two-dimensional superposition approaches have arisen specifically to address the

prediction of fluence or dose in portal imaging systems- The idea is to calculate either
fluence or dose response in the portal image detector by transporting a 2D grid of 'pencil
beams' of photons through the patient. A pencil beam is an infinitesimaliy narrow beam.

The scatter component at the detector is calculated by a superposition of scatter kemels
with the incident beam fluence. The scatter kemels in this approach are not the same as
the point interaction dose kemels discussed above, but rather represent the scatter
response at a certain distance behind a homogeneous slab of material due to an incident,
infintiely narrow 'pencil beam' of photons. The incident beam may be modeled as being
composed of a regular grid of these pencil bearns, with the overall scatter contribution
being the cumuIative sum of individual pencil bearns. The advantage of this approach is
that the calculation speed for scatter contributed to a single scoring voxel in the portal
detector system is then proportional to BI2 (if the incident beam is broken into NxN
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points), instead of at l e s t N~valid for the 3D superposition approach (if the patient is
broken into NxNxN voxels). The extra N in the 3D approach comes fkom breaking the
patient into N calculation voxels in de@, which is not necessary for the 2D approach.

2.3 -4.1 Experimentai scatter kemels

There have been two implementatioos of the 2D superposition approach proposed

in the literature to date. The fkst is experïmentally based [Pa98a], using a large quantity
of rneasured data to derive scatter dose kemels valid for a particular portai imaging
configuration. Unfortunately, the scatter kemels presented in that work are unphysical,
since they demonstrate an extremely sharp rise in scatter response (factor of two) with

increasing radius up to -5 cm. This is inconsistent with Klein-Nishina cross section
predictions (to first order), as well as with Monte Car10 simulations of scatter response
behind homogeneous slabs due to incident photon pencil beams. It is expected that the
scatter fluence response behind a homogeneous slab due to an incident pencil beam

exhibits a maximum positioned 'in-line' ivith the incident p e n d beam, and decreases
smoothly with radial distance off-axis. The e m a introduced by these kemels did not
significantly affect the results, since the portal imager used in that work was at a fixed
source-detector distance (SDD) of 160 cm. At that distance, the scatter fluence is only a
small fraction (G%)
of total signal for most clinical situations, and exhibits very little
spatial variation (ie. a flat response). However, many other portal imaging systems do not
possess this large SDD,and the errors in the kemels may become apparent for predictions
at shorter SDDs.
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2.3 -4.2 Monte Carlo simulation of scatter kemels

The second implementation of the 2D superposition approach has involved
generating the scatter kernels using Monte Carlo radiation transport techniques wa97].
This work generated scattered photon fluence kemels using an energy spectnim
representing a 6 MV photon beam, and in-house Monte Carlo radiation transport software.
The scatter kemels were used to remove the scatter signal in the portal image through an
iterative deconvolution. The method d e h e s the scatter signal by the superposition of the
scatter fluence kernels with an open field measurement. This approach assumes that the
response of the detector will be independent of the incident photon energy (ie. the fluence
is proportional to signal for al1 incident photon energies). This assurnption is only true
when the detector is an ideai photon counter.
This work Ba971 has been recently extended in an attempt to account for scatter
dose response in a uniform detector medium [SpOOa, SpOOb]. This conversion involves
analytical approximations to estimate the dose response to multiply scattered photons,
while accurately modeling singly scattered photons through analytical techniques.

However, the observed errors between measured and predicted image signals are up to 8%

of the central axis signal [SpOOa].
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The Need for a General Approach to Portal Dose Image Prediction

2.4.1 Summary of limitations of current approaches
A summary of the limitations of the currently available methods is presented here.

For simpler treatment planning algorithms, the air gap separating the patient and the portal
imager presents problems for the scatter component prediction.
The 3D superposition method may be suitable, but research needs to be done on
increasing the accuracy in high Z matenals, and around interface regions. Several groups
have shown problems implementing this approach over air gaps Wo906, Wo941, and in
high Z materials [Sa95]. The speed of the 3D approach may also become a limitation if
faster, reliable, 2D methods are available.

The 2D methods do not account for patient uihomogeneities as accurately as M l
3D approaches. However, this may not be important since the scatter fluence varies

relatively slowly with spatial location in the portal image (ie. the effects of
inhomogeneities are smeared out). Furthermore, both 2D approaches found in the
literature pa98a, and Ha97 extended in SpOOb] are restricted to the types of portal
ima,oing devices they were applied to, and do not represent a general approach for al1
detector systems.

2.4.2 Required features of a general approach
A general approach will successfully account for the problems described in section

2.3.1. The approach needs to work at small and large air gaps. The approach wili predict

dose in thin, multilayered detector systems involving high atomic number matenals. Fast
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system available commercially or experimentally now and in the fùture.
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A Brief Overview of Monte Carlo Techniques used for Radiation Transport

Radiation transport soAware uicorporating Monte Carlo simulation is a powerful
research tool used throughout this thesis. It is therefore essential to understand this
process and its limitations.

2S.1 Monte Carlo technique
A random trajectory for a particle may be calculated given a knowledge of the

probability distributions goveming the individual interactions of the particle iu the
materials involved. The physical quantïties of interest are tracked for a large nurnber of
particles, and this provides solutions pertaining to average quantities and any associated
distributions. To reduce systematic errors, the probability distributions must be sampled
in a random fashion, thus leading to the use of the term 'Monte Carlo' (ie. international
garnbling capital) to describe this approach to solving radiation transport problems.
This technique has been used increasingly over the 1 s t several years in the area of
medical p hysics (including radiotherapy, diagnostic imaging, and nuclear medicine). This
is due to the increase in cost effective computing power combined with the widespread

availability of large scale, well-developed cornputer software packages. Furthexmore, the
Monte Carlo approach allows one to investigate parameters which may not be physically
measurable.
The Monte Carlo technique is applied throughout this thesis as a tool. Various
applications involve generatïng point-interaction dose kemels, scatter fluence kernels,
pencil beam dose kemels, as well as patterns of photon fluence, mean energy, and mean
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angle. Each of these wiii be describeci in turn. Although several software packages are
available, EGS4 pe85] was utilked due to its widespread and proven application in the
energy range invoived in radiotherapy Fo901.

2.5.2

The EGS4 radiation transport code
The EGS4 (electron gamma shower, version 4) code was developed originaiiy at

the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center [Ne85]. The code simulates photon and

electron/positron interactions. Photon interactions include the photoelectnc effect,
Compton scattering, pair production, and elastic or 'Rayleigh' scattering.
Electron/positron interactions include bremsstrahlung creation, positron annihilation, as
well as multiple-scatte~geffects, and the creation of knock-on electrons. Knock-on
electrons are those electrons that have been ejected fiom an atom due to an inelastic
collision with an incident electron or positron.
Electron transport algorithrns have been divided into two categories depending on
how the energy of the primary electron is lost [Ro90]. In class 1 algorithms, the effects of
al1 interactions of each type are grouped together for each simulation step. In class II
algorithms, the effects of only a subset of the interactions of each type are grouped
together, while the remaining interactions are simulated individually. Generally, class II
algorithms are more accurate due to the inclusion of correlations between primary and
secondary particles. In practice, the class II algorithm requires a cut-off energy (usually
user-defined), above which an individual secondary particle is simulated. EGS4 is a class
II algorithrn, and as such, requires the user to speci@ the energy thresholds above which
the secondary particles are simulated. These are the production threshold variables AE
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and AP, for electron (knock-on electrons, bremsstrahlung) and photon production,

respectively.
Al1 Monte Car10 simulations perfonned in this work employ the parameter
reduced electron step transport ~1gonth.m
(PRESTA)[Bi87]. It has been shown that EGS
simulation results may exhibit artifacts dependent upon energy step size mo84]. The

PRESTA algorithm was developed to substantially reduce this artifact possibility by
shnnking electron steps in the vicinity of an interface (ie. plane separating two materials
or scoring regions). In this manner, the electron may cross the interface without

ambiguity. To maintain simulation efficiency, PRESTA lengthens the electron steps as
the electron recedes from an interface.
Any inelastic interaction will cause an energy decrease of the p r i m q particle.
Particle interactions are simulated until the energy of the primary particle falls below
some threshold, in which case the remainirig energy is deposited locaily. In EGS4 this
threshold is user dehed, with the variables labeled as ECUT and PCUT for electron
transport and photon transport, respectively.

Another important aspect of the EGS4 code package is that it contains cross
section data (or the ability to generate this data) for al1 sirnulated interactions. The cross
section data for elements are derived theoretically, while cross section data for compounds
and mixtures of elements are generated through weighted combinations of element cross
sections.
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2.5.3

Selection of random numbers
The sampling of the particle interaction cross sections is required to be completely

random, otherwise systernatic errors will occur in the scored results. To obtain a tnily
random sequence of numbers, one would need to employ some natural phenornenon such

as electrical noise or radioactive decay. The difficulty with this approach is in getting the
data into a digital format useable by a cornputer.
However, mathematical approaches which may be implemented on computers can
achieve pseudorandom sequences. While not tmly random, these sequences are generally
acceptable for Monte Carlo appiications. The random number generator used in al1
simulations in this thesis is a well studied and widely implemented pseudorandom number
generator laiown as RANMAR wa90], which uses a combination of a lagged Fibonacci
sequence and an arithmetic sequence. This pseudorandom number generator satisfies
very stringent tests [Ja90], and has a period of approximately 2'"

;
2x 1o ' ~which

is more

than adequate to avoid recycling of the same sequence for the simulations performed here.

2.5 -4 Accuracy of EGS4

Since the physical processes are simulated by randomly sampling particle
interaction cross sections, the results are subject to statistical uncertainty. This
uncertainty is estirnated by dividing the simulation into ten independent batches, each
processing the same nutnber of initial particles. For each scored quantity of interest, the
final answer will be the average of the results of the ten batches. The uncertainty estirnate
on this answer is given by the variance of the mean.
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There are also systematic errors present in the EGS4 code package. These rnay
include programming errors, modeling inaccuracies, tnincation (rounding) effects. As
stated earlier, EGS4 is a popular radiation transport package, and has been used in iiteraiiy
hundreds of applications

m]thereby minimizingthe probability of significant

programming errors. Modeling inaccuracies are documented, and it is up to the user to
ensure that the intended application does not function beyond modeling limits.
Truncation errors will be rninimized by good coding technique, which avoids using very
small accumulation variables. A major advantage of using a widely employed code is that
it has been tested in a variety of applications, and there is a development group providing
support for its use N b ] .
The most significant limiting systematic error is that of the particle interaction
cross section data (the probability of a photon experiencing a certain interaction). Any
error in the cross section data will be directly transferred to the final results via the
random sampling process. Estimates of uncertainty for the photon cross sections are
bro ken down by interaction. Where the photoelectric effect dominates, uncertainty is 3-

5%. However, this region is usually only dominant at very low energies relative to the
therapeutic regime. In the region dominated by Compton scattering, the uncertainty is
estirnated at under 1% for low atomic number elements (Z),and 2-3% for higher Z
elements. For pair production, the uncertainty is estimated to be 5%. For low Z
materials, this is not of concem, since pair production does not dominate within the
therapeutic energy regime. However, for high Z matenals, pair production may dominate
at the energies of interest (for example, this occurs at 12 MeV for calcium, 9 MeV for
brass, and only 5 MeV for lead).
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Equivalent Fields
The equivalent field method aliows depth dose data for rectangular fields to be

derived fiom depth doses of square or circula fields. The method is attractive since it is
conceptually simple and weli established in the radiotherapy community Pa961. The
standard definition of an equivalent field is the standard shape field size (either square or
circular) which possesses the same centrai axis depth dose characteristics as the given
non-standard field pa96]. This relationship generaliy holds over the radiotherapeutic
energy range (cobalt-60 to 24 MV photon beams).
Yeboah [Ye97, YeOO] applied the equivalent field concept to portal dosimetry. In

that work, a field radius r, in a reference geometry (e-g. slab phantom with no air gap)
was defined to be equivalent to a field r in the ciinical geometry if both field sizes resulted
in the same exit dose. An empincal relationship between the equivalent field radius,
clinical field radius, and air gap was proposed. This empirical relation contained two fit
parameters, one of which was dependent on phantom thickness. The fit parameters were
obtained through modeling of Monte Carlo-generated data, and verified through
expenmental measurement.

The approach of Yeboah pe97; YeOO] is limited in several ways. It relates only
single, central axis points to the reference geometry (and does not provide a fiamework
for relating off-axis points). The fit parameters were shown to depend upon the portal
image detector. Furthermore, the approach is not a physical model, but rather an
empincal one, thus making generalization difficult.
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Thesis Overview
The use of portal images during radiotherapy treatment is known to provide

verification and allow correction of the geometric coincidence of treatment beam and
treatment volume, as described in section 2.1.2. These images may be acquired on a wide
variety of equiprnent, electronic or otherwise. Au exciting new use of electronic portal

imagers involves their application as an area dosimetric device with the potential of realtime dosimetry. Many potential dosimetric applications require the calculation of a map

of dose deposited in the detector system. To be usefûl, the predicted portal dose images
need to be accurate. This requires that the calculation algorithm be able to mode1 a wide
variety of detector designs, including both Iow and high atomic number, thin, and multiple
layered materials. The calculation algorithm must be able to fiinction accurately,
independent of the detector position (e.g. at short or large air gap). Finally, with the
movement towards dynamic therapies, the need for the calculation algorithm to be fast
becornes increasingly important. The work presented in this thesis describes the
development of a portai dose calculation algorithm that fùlfills al1 of these needs, and
therefore provides a usefùl tooI for many portal dosimetry applications.
Appendix A presents the initial attempt at developing the algorithm. A one-

dimensional approach based on equivalent fields theory was investigated. As briefly
described in section 2.6, equivalent fields theory was developed to relate the dose
deposition of different shapes of treatment fields. The motivation for this approach was
derived from its simplicity and potential speed of implementation. However, it was found
to be inadequate for accurate dose calculations off the central axis within the patient, let
alone in complex detector systems outside the patient. The approach is also limited to
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uniforxnly thick and homogeneous slab-like 'patients', and was not pursued M e r .
While not directly relevant to the final algorithm design, the work evolved into a novel
application of the modem three-dimensional convolution dose calculation algonthm in
redeveloping equivalent field relationships.

In chapter three, scattered photon kernels are generated using the EGS4 code.
These kemels represent distributions of basic radiation field parameters of the scattered
photon fluence at various planes behind homogeneous, uniforni slabs of water due to an
incident pencil beam of photons. The scored quantities include fluence, mean energy, and
mean angle, and the resulting distributions are radially symrnetric about the incident
pencil beam. These kemels are m e r separated, depending on the history of the

scattered photon: singly scattered photons, multiply scattered photons, and
brernsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons. The energies of the incident photon
pencil beams investigated include 2.0 and 10.0 MeV monoenergetic spectra, and 6 MV
and 24 MV polyenergetic spectra. The scatter distributions are examined in detail, and
analysed using a varïety of appoaches (scatter fiaction, full width at half maximum, and
modulation transfer fùnctions).

In chapter four, the scatter kemels are implemented in a two dimensional
algorithm which predicts radiation field parameters of scatter fluence reaching a portal
imaging detector plane located behind a patient. The algorithm is described in detail, and
tested on a variety of simple phantoms, at two photon beam energies (6 and 24 MV).
Analytic calculations are compared to full Monte Carlo simulation. The accuracy of the
algorithm is studied as a fimction of air gap, field size, phantom geornetry, incident beam
resolution, and photon history. It is found that by maintaining a small air gap of 10 cm,
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errors in the predicted scatter fluence may be kept under 3%. This level of accuracy over
a wide range of air gap and an assortment of phantom geometries is sufficiently low to
warrant investigation into a method of converting the predicted fluence parameters into a
dose estimate.
The method of converting the predicted fluence map into dose deposited in any
arbitrary detector system is descnbed in chapter five. Given a knowledge of the detector

geometry and materials, a set of dose kernels may be calcutated using the EGS4 code. A
pencil beam of photons incident on the detector generates a dose kernel scored in the
detector material layer (this is the material which actually measures dose). These are
radially symmetric kemels, and are required over a range of incident monoenergetic
photon energies (0.1-24 MeV) for the detector of interest, which is a water equivalent
detector material in this chapter. The incident fluence is converted to dose via a
convolution/superposition process of the dose kemels with the predicted fluence map.
The algorithm dose predictions are compared to measured data for two different detector

configurations, 6 and 23 MV beam energies, a wide range of air gap (10-80 cm) and
several phantoms (including lung and pelvis treatment sites on an anthropomorphic
phantom). Analysis was perfonned according to recomrnendations of Van Dyk et al
[Va931 for assessing the accuracy of dose calculation algorithms of treatment planning

systems. Approximately 96.5% of data points lying within Iow dose gradient regions
(<30%/cm) agreed to w i t h 3%, while 98.5% of data points lying in high dose gradient

regions agreed within 4 mm spatial separation.
Chapter six describes the validation of the algorithm on a high atomic number
detector system. The amorphous silicon detector used here incorporates a gadolinium
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oxysulfide phosphor scintillating screen to convert deposited radiation energy to optical
photons which f o m the portal image. A water equivalent solid slab phantom and an
anthropornorphicphantom were examined at beam energies of 6 and 18 MV and over a
range of air gaps (-20-50 cm). In the many examples presented in this chapter, portal
dose images in the phosphor were predicted to within 5% in low dose gradient regions,
and to within 5 mm (isodose line shift) in high dose gradient regions. Other basic
dosimetric characteristics of the amorphous silïcon detector were investigated, such as
linearity with dose rate (kW%), repeatabilïty (f2%),

and response with variations in

gantry rotation and source to detector distance. The latter investigation revealed a

significant contribution to the image from optical photon spread in the phosphor layer of
the detector. This phenomenon is generally known as 'glare', and has been characterised

and modeled as a radially symrnetric blurring kernel. This kemel is applied to the

caiculated dose images as a convolution, and is successfûlly demonstrated to account for
the optical photon spread.
Chapter seven summarises the work, and makes recommendations on future areas
of research which may build on this thesis.
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CHAPTER THREE~

PHOTON SCATTER IN PORTAL IMAGES:
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PENCE
BEAM KERNELS GENERATED USING TEE
EGS MONTE CARLO CODE

3.1

introduction
When a radiotherapeutic photon beam passes through the patient, some photons

will undergo scattering events. These scattered photons may undergo m e r multiple
scatterings within the patient. The image formed in the portal imager consists of signal
contributions caused by both primary (unscattered) photons and scattered photons. While
the primary photon contribution is relatively straightfoward to estirnate, one of the

challenges in calculatïng portal dose images is to accurately account for the scatter photon
contribution. Therefore this chapter presents a study of the physical nature and behavior
of scattered photons in the context of portal imaging.
Several authors have investigated photon scatter in portal imaging. JafEay et al.
[Ja94] examined energy s p e c t m changes with air gap, and central axis scatter variation
with air gap, phantom thickness, and circular field size. Hansen et al. [Ha971 used p e n d

bearn photon scatter kemels generated by in-house Monte Carlo simulation software for

deconvolution of scatter from portal images. Swindell et al. [Sw91; Sw96] examined
scatter primary ratios (generated via in-house Monte Carlo simulation software) at
various air gaps and the impact on portal imaging system design. Pasma et al. [Pa98a]
estimated p e n d beam scatter kemels fiom measured portal image data.

Based on WcOOa].
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This chapter presents pencil beam photon scatter kemels generated by the EGS4
(Electron Gamma Shower version 4 pe85]) Monte Carlo code. Photon scatter kemels
for several incident photon energies (including 2.0 and 10.0 MeV monoenergetic and
nominal 6 MV and 24 MV polyenergetic spectra), many phantom thicknesses (1-50 cm)
and air gaps (0-100 cm) were produced. This information provides a comprehensive data

base of pencil beam photon scatter kemels for use in predicting the amount and quality of
photon scatter to portal Maging planes via a superposition method [Ha97; Pa98al. This
provides a reliable set of pencil beam fluence kernels calculated by a widely accepted and
freely available radiation transport simulation system. For incident spectra containùig
higher energy photons, the importance of simulating charged particle transport and
subsequent production of bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons, is clearly
demonstrated in this chapter. Pencil beam scatter kemel data has been generated for
many air g q values, instead of just one or two as previously reported. This enhanced
resolution combined with the inclusion of charged particle and combined photon-electron
transport allows for improved accuracy of portal fluence image calculations over previous
efforts. Some analysis in the current chapter provides an extension of the previously
published data, as well as independent confirmation of portions of those results. Further
analysis includes an estimate of the variation of full width at half maximum of the scatter
kemels, and central axis scatter hction as a function of photon history, air gap, phantom
thickness, and incident energy. In addition, modulation transfer huictions were calculated
F a 8 11, providing a theoretical limit to the spatial resolution of any portal irnaging

system.
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Materials and Methods

3.2.1

Simulation geometry for ideal pencil beams
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An innnitely thin pencil beam of photons was made perpendicularly incident upon
(Le. parallel to the central axis of) a semi-infinite homogeneous slab of water. Any non-

primary photon passing out of the slab on the exit side may contribute to the pencil beam
scatter kemels. The scatter kemels are scored in a plane perpendicular to the incident
pencil beam, as a function of radius from the incident pencil beam (Le. cylindrical
geometry). Al1 pencil beams were generated using at least 4x10' incident photons. This
resulted in a maximum variance in the scored total scatter fluence of less than 3% of the
maximum total scatter fluence within a scoring plane. Radial scoring bin size was set at
0.25 cm increments over a range of 0-60cm. The planar fluence of scattered particles
was tallied in each bin, as well as the mean energy, and mean angle with respect to the
incident pencil beam. The mean energies and mean angles were averaged over al1 scored
photons for a particular bin. The medium behind the water sIab phantoms was air, as
depicted in Figure 3.1. Pencil beam data were generated with four incident photon energy
spectra (2.0 and 10.0 MeV monoenergetic and 6 and 24 MV polyenergetic), 21 slab
thicknesses (1-10 cm in 1 cm increments, 12-20 cm in 2 cm increments, 25-50 cm in 5 cm
increments), and 21 air gap distances (0-100 cm at every 5 cm). The code was also
modified to track the particle history, by employing the LATCH parameter. Photons
were tracked and scored in four categories according to scattering history: i) primary
(unscattered) photons that are not part of the scatter kernel by definition, (ii) singlyscattered photons, (iii) multiply-scattered photons, and (iv) photons arising fiom
bremsstrahlung or positron annihilation events.
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incident pencil beam

thickness

air gap

Figure 3.1 : Geometry of pencil beam simulation. Scattered photon fluence, mean
energy, and mean angle were scored withui the radial bins as a fimction of air gap,

phantom thickness, and photon history.
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The result of these simulations is a library of data describing the scattered photon
distribution at various portal imaging planes (air gaps) and over a wide range of phantom
thiclmesses, for an impulse input of photons.

3-2.2 Monte Carlo simulation

Parameters ECUT and PCUT, which represent the total energy of electrons and
photons below which no radiation transport takes place (as descnbed in section 2.5.2),
were set to 0.80 MeV and 0.01 MeV respectively. ECUT was set low enough to ensure
that there was no impact on bremsstrahlung production, yet high enough to significantly
decrease simulation times. The two incident polyenergetic energy spectra reported here
represent nominal 6 MV and 24 MV photon beams fiom typical linear accelerators

No85aJ.
The singly-scattered photon fluence component may be calculated from first

principles using Compton kinematics, Klein-Nishuia cross sections, and an inverse square
effect. A computer program was written to perfom this calculation for pencil beam rays
for al1 phantom thicknesses, air gaps, and incident energy spectra examined here. Singlyscattered photon fluence contributions are summed fiom along the ray iine, and summed
over the incident energy spectra (if polyenergetic) for scoring bins identical to those used
in the Monte Carlo simulations. However, in-air scatter behind the phantom slabs was

ignored in the calculation. Furthermore, the singly-scattered photon energy was

calculated for each scoring bin, and then fluence averaged to h d the mean energy. The
results of these analytical calcuiations are used to verifjr the accuracy of the singlyscattered component (fluence and mean energy) of the Monte Carlo simulations.
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Scatter fiaction, fùll width at half maximum, and modulation tram fer fiinction
Some additional parameters were calculated to M e r characterize the pencil

beam photon scatter kemels. Scatter contribution as a fiaction of total fluence (scatter

plus primary) was examined on the central axis for 21 air gaps and 21 phantom
thicknesses. The reciprocity theorem was used to relate the circular scoring area with an
incident pencil beam to incident field size with an infinitesirnally smaii scoring area on
the central axis. Due to the use of reciprocity, the calculated scatter fractions are valid for

incident parallel, circular field sizes, which are converted to square field sizes by area
equivalence. The use of reciprocity also implies that the incident energy spectra and
photon fluence are assumed to be constant across the incident field, which is not fully
representative of the clinical situation. Before calculation of the scatter fiaction, the
planar fluence data were converted to sphericai fluence data by dividing each scoring
bins' fluence by the cosine of the mean angle for that bin. Where possible, scatter

fiactions are compared to results obtained by J&ay et al. [Ja94]. That work presented
only a very small fiaction of the data presented in this chapter, so only a few cornparisons
are possible.
The full width at half maximum of the photon fluence scatter kemels was
calculated for varying air gaps and phantom thickness, and for each scattered fluence
component.

The modulation transfer fûnction (MTF)is a quantitative mesure of system
performance, d e h e d as the ratio of output modulation to input modulation Pa811.
Modulation transfer functions were calculated by taking the modulus of the Fourier
transform of the pencil bearn photon scatter kemels added to the prirnary. This is
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perfonned with total scatter fluence kemels and behavior is examined as a fhction of air
gap and phantom thickness. The calculated MTFs are an approximation since the

incident pencil beam is in a parallel geometry, and the scatter generated is assumed to be
similar to that of a diverging geometry.
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Results and Discussian

3 -3.1

Cornparison of singly-scattered fluence with analytical calculation
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The singly-scattered fluence and mean energy distributions matched the Monte

Carlo simulation results. Figures 3.2 and 3.4 include an oveday of the analytical results
for predicting fluence with air gap and phantom thickness, demonstrating nearly identical

distributions to the Monte Carlo results. The slight ciifferences at small scoring radius are
due to the analytical calculation not accounting for in-air photon scatter. The analytical

prediction of mean energies of the singly-scattered fluence as a function of air gap and
phantom thickness are overlaid in Figures 3.3 and 3.5. The results are nearly identical to
those of the Monte Cario simulation, for the monoenergetic spectra. Small ciifferences
are observed in the polyenergetic spectra results due to the effect of energy binning in the

analytical calculation.
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(OVERLEAF) Figure 3.2: Monte Car10 prediction of iso-scattered b e s . The scattered

photon fluence is nomalized to the incident fluence (units are x lo4 cm-2)and due to an
incident (a) 6 MV, @) 24 MV, (c) 2 MeV, and (d) 10 MeV pencil beam behind a 20 cm

thick water slab, at various air gaps. Solid lines represent singly-scattered photon fluence,
dashed iines represent multiply-scattered photon fluence, and dotted lines represent

bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons. Gray lines represent results of an
analytical singly-scattered fluence calculation for cornparison. Background shading
indicates dominance of the singly-scattered photon fluence whereas no shading indicates
dominance of the multiply-scattered fluence component except in (d), where no shading
indicates dominance of the bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons.
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(OVERLEAF) Figure 3-3: Monte Car10 prediction of iso-mean energy lines. Mean
energy (MeV) of scattered photon fluence due to an incident (a) 6 MV, (b) 24 MV, (c)

2 MeV, and (d) 10 MeV pencil beam behind a 20 cm thick water slab, at various air gaps.
Solid lines represent mean energy of singly-scattered photons, dashed h e s represent
mean energy of multiply-scattered photon fluence, and dotted lines represent mean energy

of bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons. Gray lines represent results of an

analytical singly-scattered fluence calculation, for cornparison.
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(OVERLEAF) Figure 3.4: Monte Carlo prediction of iso-scattered fluence lines. The
scattered photon fluence is normaiïzed to the incident fluence (units are xlod cnf2) and
due to an incident (a) 6 MV, (b) 24 MV, (c) 2 MeV, and (d) 10 MeV pencil beam at a
30 cm air gap, behind various thickness' of water phantom. Solid lines represent singly-

scattered photon fluence, dashed Iines represent multiply-scattered photon fluence, and
dotted lines represent bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons. Gray h e s

represent results of an analytical singly-scattered fluence calculation for comparison.
Background shading indicates dominance of the singly-scattered photon fluence whereas
no shading indicates dominance of the multiply-scattered fluence component except in
(d), where no shading indicates dominance of the bremsstrahiung and positron

annihilation photons.
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(OVERLEAF) Figure 3.5: Monte Car10 prediction of iso-mean energy h e s . Mean
energy (MeV) of scattered photon fluence due to an incident (a) 6 MV, (b) 24 MV, (c)
2 MeV, and (d) 10 MeV pencil beam at a 30 cm air gap, behind various thicknesses of
watcr phantom. Solid lines represent mean energy of singly-scattered photons, dashed

lines represent mean energy of multiply-scattered photon fluence, and dotted lines

represent mean energy of bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons. Gray iines

represent results of an analytical singly-scattered fluence calculation for cornparison.
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3 -3-2 Muence of air gap on pencil beam scatter kemels

Introduction of an air gap aliows divergent scatter generated within the patient to
physically miss the portal imaging detector. The larger the air gap, the smaller the solid
angle defined by a portal imaging detector of given dimension, and therefore the less
likely scatter will impinge upon the detector. Figures 3.2 (a) and (c) present the variation
of the scattered photon fluence kemel as a fünction of air pap, for a 6 MV and 2 MeV
spectra incident upon a 20 cm thick water slab. The singly-scattered fluence is more
fonvard directed than the multiply-scattered fluence, and of greater magnitude as
expected from the Klein-Nishina cross section govemùig Compton scatter.
Bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation comprise the smallest contribution to total
scatter fiuence. In contrast, for the higher energy spectra (24 MV and 10 MeV, in Figures
3-2 (b) and (d)), using the same geometry, the bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation

component is on the same order of magnitude as the muitiply-scattered photons,
throughout the majority of kemel radii and air gaps examined. Singly-scattered photons
are more forward directed than the lower energy spectra examples. Again, this is

predicted by the Klein-Nishina cross section at higher energies.
The dominant scatter component is calculated for each plot in Figure 3.2. Singly(represented by shading) or multiply-scattered fluence (represented by no shading) is
dominant for the 6 MV, 24 MV, and 2 MeV spectra. Only singly-scattered or
bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation fluence is dominant for the 10 MeV spectnim.
However, for the 24 MV spectra the bremsstrahlung component may exceed the multiplyscattered fluence at smaller radius and moderate to large air gaps, but these regions are
dorninated by singly-scattered fluence. For al1 spectra, the singly-scattered fluence
dominates at smaller radü and larger air gap. The edge of the dominant singly-scattered
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shading shows a geometnc divergence. Fuahermore, the region of singly-scattered
fluence dominance expands towards larger radius and smaller air gap, as the p e n d beam
energy increases. This is explained by the reduction in the magnitude of the multiplyscattered and bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation fluence more than compensating
for the narrowing of the singly-scattered fiuence, as incident energy increases.
evident that singlv-scattered ohoton fluence cornorises the lareest portion of scattered

photon fluence for al1 energv spectra examined here, over a radius range that Uicreases
linearly with air gap.
The behavior of the correspondhg mean energies of the scattered photon pencil
beam kernels is a direct consequence of the preferential loss of large angle scattered
photons (and therefore lower energy photons). This effect becomes more noticeable as
the air gap is increased, since the solid angle of a given scoring plane dimension

decreases. This implies that the mean energies of al1 scattered photons should increase
with increasing air gap, which is obsewed. For the 6 MV and 2 MeV incident spectra
(Figures 3.3 (a) and (c)), the muitiply-scattered photons demonstrate a flatter distribution

of mean energies and lower magnitude, when compared to the singly-scattered photons.
The bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons show the flattest mean energies,

and are of very low magnitude. This also applies to the 24 MV and 10 MeV incident
spectra (Figures 3-3 (b) and (d)),

3 -3.3 Influence of phantom thickness on pencil beam scatter kernels

As the phantom thickness is increased, total scatter fluence at any given air gap
increases, reaching a maximum at some thickness dependent on incident energy, and then
slowly begins to decrease. Similar results have been reported by Jaffiay et al. [Ja94] and
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Pasma et al. [Pa98a]. This effect is analogous to the buildup of photon scatter within a
phantom, which eventually reaches equilibrium with the primary, whereupon photon
scatter begins to decrease as the primary attenuates fûrther. This relationship is evident in
Figures 3.4 (a) and (c), which describe the scattered photon pencil beam kemel behavior
with increasing phantom thickness for a 6 MV and 2 MeV energy spectra incident on
slabs of water of varyïng thickness, at an air gap of 30 cm. For the 6 MV specbrum, there
is a buildup which peaks at approximately 12 cm, 25 cm, and 16 cm for singly-scattered,
multiply-scattered, and bremsstrahimg and positron annihilation photons respectively.
Figure 3.4 (b) and (d) illustrates the slower buildup of scattered photons for the 24 MV
and 10 MeV energy spectra For the 24 MV spectrum the scattered photon buildup peaks

at approximately 18 cm, 30 cm, and 20 cm, for singly-scattered, multiply-scattered, and
bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons respectively. Al1 scattered photons
demonstrate more fonuard-peaked distributions at higher energy (although the multiplyscattered photons are only slightly more forward-peaked).
Again, the dominant scatter fluence is overlaid in Figure 3.4, with shading and no
shading representing the dominance of singly-scattered fluence and multiply-scattered
fluence respectively for the 6 MV, 24 MV, and 2 MeV spectra. Only singly-scattered and
bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation fluence dominate the scatter for the 10 MeV
spectrum. The singly-scattered fluence dominates multiply-scattered fluence at smaller
radii and thinner phantoms, since the multiply-scattered fluence is a broader distribution
and demonstrates a slower buildup to a maximum. For similar reasons, singly-scattered

fluence dominates the bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation fluence of the 10 MeV
s p e c t m , at smaller radii and very thin phantoms, except that the brernsstrahlung

component builds up nearly as quickly as the singly-scattered fluence.
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It is evident fiom Figures 3.4 (a) and (c), in addition to Figures 3.2 (a) and (c), that

the resulting scatter fluence maps for the 6 MV and 2 MeV spectra demonstrate a high
degree of similarity. This resemblance indicates that the scatter fluence distributions are
not strongly dependent upon the incident energy spectnim. Although the polyenergetic
spectra used here were generated by modeling specific linear accelerators WoBSa], the
results shouid not Vary significantly for different brands of accelerators.
The behavior of mean energies with increasing phantom thickness is similar to
their dependence on air gap. The beam hardening of the primary fluence will contribute

to this effect for polyenergetic spectra, leaving higher energy photons in the beam to be
scattered, as the phantom thickness increases. Furthemore, geometric arguments may be
applied to explain this. As the phantom thickness is increased, the mean source location
of scatter is removed fiuther 'upstream' nom a given detector position. The increased
'scatter source' to detector distance results in behavior similar to the dependence on air

gap, in that the mean energy of al1 scattered photons increases with increasing phantom
thickness for a given detector location. This permits preferential scatter and absorption of
lower energy photons over greater distances. The effect is observed with al1 incident
energy spectra (Figure 3.5). Backprojecting the mean angular data (angles with respect to

incident pencil beam) at the 30 cm air gap results in the mean total scatter (fluence
weighted) source location changing fiom 0.2 cm to 12.4 cm (measured upstream fiom the
exit surface) for a 1 cm thick and 50 cm thick phantom using the 6 MV spectrum.
Repeating this anaiysis ushg the 24 MV spectrum demonstrates similar behavior, where
the mean total scatter source location moves fiom 0.2 cm to 11.6 cm for 1 cm and 50 cm

thick phantoms.
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The variation of mean energy with phantom thickness and radius for both the
multiply-scattered and the bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons is flatter (in
the absolute sense) than that of the singly-scattered fluence. At lower incident energies,

the bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photon rnean energies are flatter than the
multiply-scattered photon pattern, but this is no longer true for the 24 MV spectnim.

3.3.4 Scatter fkaction

This quantity is an estimate of the amount of scatter present in relation to the total
photon fluence (scatter plus primary) present at a given point on a detector surface. The
scatter fkaction on the central axis as a fûnction of air gap and phantom thickness for a

27x27 cm2 equivalent field size is presented in Figure 3.6. The behavior of scatter

fkaction with incident field size and phantom thickness at an air gap of 30 cm is illustrated
in Figure 3.7. The dependence of scatter fiaction on incident field size and air gap is

dernonstrated in Figure 3.8, for a phantom thickness of 20 cm.
Several observations regarding the behavior of the scatter fraction on the central
axis are evident. A general increase in the scatter fiaction with increasing phantom
thickness is observed using both energy spectra. This is due to an increase in contributhg
scatter material combined with increased attenuation of the prùnary over larger

thicknesses. The behavior of these two factors results in similar scatter fiaction maps for
both energy spectra, except at larger fields and thicker phantoms, as illustrated in Figure

3.7(a). A decrease in scatter fiaction with increasing air gap is observed in Figures 3.6(a)
for fixed phantom thickness and in Figure 3.8(a) for fixed field size, as expected due to

the decreasing solid angle with increasing air gap. The scatter fiaction increases with
incident field size due to increased volume of s c a t t e ~ g
matenal encompassed by the
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larger field size. hterestingly, the tradeoff between the geometrical parameters of field
size and air gap results in straight contours for both energy spectra, not only for a
phantom tfiickness of 20 cm as shown in Figure 3.8 (a), but for al1 phantom thicknesses
skulated. M e r accounting for the diffcrence between parallel and diverging geometry

as described in Appendix B, the data presented in Figures 3.6-3.8 correspond weii with
the corresponding scatter hction data calculated by Jafnay et al. [Ja94].
It is clear that singly-scattered photons are the most important contributors to
scatter fluence at the portal imaging plane for both low and high energy spectra,
accounting for more than 50% of the total scatter on the centra1 axis (except at smaller air
gaps and thicker phantoms). For the 6 MV spectnim, the multiply-scattered photons

comprise the majority of the remaining scatter fluence, approaching the magnitude of
singly-scattered photons only at smaller air gaps and thicker phantoms, whereas the
contribution of bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons are minor. For the
24 MV spectrum, the significance of bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation

significance is increased to approximately coincide with or exceed that of multiplyscattered photons.
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(OVERLEAF) Figure 3.6(a): Total scatter fiaction as a fùnction of air gap and phantom
thickness, for a 27x27 cmZfield. Solid luies represent results using a 6 MV spectrum,
dotted Lines represent results using a 24 MV spectrum. The straight, dashed h e locates
the cross section plotted in Figures 3.6 (b) and 3.6 (c).

(OVERLEAF) Figure 3.6(b): Cross section of the 6 M V results corresponding to dashed
line in Figure 3.6(a). The solid line represents scatter fraction due to sùigly-scattered

photons, the short dashed line represents scatter hction due to multiply-scattered
photons, the dotted line represents scatter hction due to bremsstrahlung and positron
annihilation photons, and the long dashed line represents the total scatter fiaction.
Cornparison of total scatter eaction is made to data (O) of Jafnay et al [Ja94].

(OVERLEAF) Figure 3.6(c): Cross section of the 24 MV results corresponding to dashed
line in Figure 3.6(a). Line legend as in 3.6(b) description.
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(OVERLEAF) Figure 3.7(a): Total scatter fiaction as a function of phantom thickness
and field size, for a 30 cm air gap. Solid Lines represent results using a 6 MV spectrum,
dotted lines represent results using a 24 MV spectrum. The dashed line Iocates the cross
section plotted in Figures 3.7(b) and 3.7(c).

(OVERLEAF) Figure 3.7@): Cross section of the 6 M V results corresponding to dashed
iine in Figure 3.7(a). The solid line represents scatter hction due to singly-scattered

photons, the short dashed line represents scatter fraction due to multiply-scattered
photons, the dotted Line represents scatter fiaction due to bremsstrahlung and positron
annihilation photons, and the long dashed iine represents the total scatter fraction.
Cornparison of total scatter fiaction is made to data (0) of JafEay et al [Ja94].

(OVEKEAF) Figure 3.7(c): Cross section of the 24 MV results corresponding to dashed
line in Figure 3.7(a). Line Iegend as in 3.7(b) description.
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Total scatter fkaction as a function of field size and air gap,

for a 20 cm thick water phantom. Solid lines represent results using a 6 MV spectnim,
dotted lines represent results using a 24 MV spectnim. The dashed line locates the cross
section plotted in Figures 3.8(b) and 3.8(c).

(OVERLEAF) Figure 3.8(b): Cross section ofthe 6 MV results ccmesponding to dashed
line in Figure 3.8(a). The solid iine represents scatter h c t i o n due to singly-scattered

photons, the short dashed line represents scatter fiaction due to multiply-scattered
photons, the dotted line represents scatter fraction due to bremsstrahlung and positron
annihilation photons, and the long dashed line represents the total scatter fraction.
Cornparison of total scatter fiaction is made to data (O) of Jaffiay et al [Ja94].

(OVERLEAF) Figure 3.8(c): Cross section of the 24 MV results corresponding to dashed
line in Figure 3.8(a). Line legend as in 3.8(b) description.
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Full width at haif maximum of scatter fluence
To m e r characterize the scattered photon fluence distributions, the bl width at

half maximum (FWHM)iilustrated in Figure 3.9, is examined. As expected, the higher
energy spectrum results in narrower distributions of singly-scattered, as well as
bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons. The FWHM is approximately iinear
with air gap and is another indicator of the geometncal divergence of fluence throughout
the air gap. For larger phantom thickness, the width of the scatter fluence kemels

broadens slowly with increasing phantom thickness. The increase in FWHM occurs more
quickly for smaiIer phantom thicknesses for singly-scattered, and brernsstrahlung and

positron annihilation photons. These observations may be explained with simple physical
arguments, recalling that the scattered fluence is the result of interactions dong the entire
primary pencil beam. As the source of scattering is moved from the exit plane towards

the entrance plane, the attenuation and divergence effects, as well as the anisotropic
nature of the scatter, will broaden the scattered fluence distribution. The distribution of
scattered photons fiom material close to the exit will therefore be the narrowest and thus
the observed increase in FWHM with increasing phantom thickness is to be expected.
For scatter components with d i f i s e scattering sources, such as the multiply-scattered

fluence, the effects of attenuation and divergence will be less apparent, and the scatter
will be more isotropie. This explains the smaller dependence of FWHM with phantom

thickness for this component. At small phantom thicknesses, the FWHM of singlyscattered and bremsstrahlung/positron annihilation fluence demonstrates a stronger
dependence on phantom thickness, because of the quicker buildup of scatter into a
transient equilibrium condition (forward scatter being generated while primary
decreases).
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(OVERLEAF) Figure 3.9: Full width at halfmaximum data (in cm) as a h c t i o n of air
gap and phantom thickness for scattered photon fluence p e n d beams representing (a)

singly-scattered photons, (b) multiply-scatteredphotons, and (c) bremsstrahlung and
positron annihilation photons. Solid lines represent 6 MV spectnun and dotted lines

represent 24 MV spectrum.
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Modulation tramfer fùnction
For a constant phantom thickness, the MTF improves with increasing air gap,

since fewer scattered photons reach the scoring plane as it moves away fiom the phantom.
The significance of even a small air gap is shown in Figure 3.10, where the MTF is

shown to approach unity at aU spatial fiequencies as the air gap increases. For a constant
air gap, an increasing phantom thickness results in a decrease in MTF (Figure 3.1 1). This
is due to the increasing scatter fluence generated in thicker phantoms as well as the

greater attenuation of the primary signal. Once beyond a small air gap of 4 c m , the air
gap will only affect high spatial fkequency MTF by at most 40%, whereas the phantom
thickness variation between 1-40 cm will affect MTF by at most -7%. The MTF
calculated here presents the contribution of photon scatter within the patient to the total
MTF of the portal imaging system.
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Figure 3.10: Modulation transfer fuaction of point spread functions using (a) 6 MV, and
(b) 24 MV pencil beam through a 20 cm thick water phantom, for various air gaps.
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Figure 3.1 1 : Modulation transfer fimction of point spread functions using (a) 6 MV, and
@) 24 MV p e n d beam, at an air gap of 30 cm for various phantom thickness'.
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Summary and Conclusion
The nature of photon scatter behind homogeneous slabs of water at various air gap

distances has been studied for incident photon pencil beams, using the EGS4 Monte Carlo
based radiation transport code. Incident energies examined include monoenergetic
spectra of 2.0 MeV and 10.0 MeV and polyenergetic spectra representing nominal 6 MV
and 24 MV photon beams. The magnitude and mean energy of scattered photon fluence

kernels as a function of air gap, phantom thickness, and photon history (singly-scattered,
multiply-scattered, or bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation events) was examined.
For high incident energies, the si@cance

of bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation

photon fluence approaches that of multiply-scattered photon fluence. This implies that
accurate scatter fluence kemels for high energy photon beams must be generated using
methods which incorporate electron interactions (for example, EGS4 which simulates
coupled photon-electron interactions). The similarity of the 6 MV and 2 MeV scatter
fluence distributions (Figure 3.2 (a) and (c) and Figure 3.4 (a) and (c)) indicate that the
distributions are only weakly dependent on the exact details of the incident energy
distribution. Therefore, the distributions due to the polyenergetic spectra presented here
(6 and 24 MV) should be valid for linear accelerators of different manufacturers, but

similar nominal energies. The mean energies of singly-scattered photons show a
signifiant variation across phantom thickness and air gap, whereas the mean energies of
multiply-scattered and bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons are much flatter.
This indicates that the energy spectra of the scattered photons is cornplex, implying that

analytical approaches to predicting scatter fluence energy spectra may have some
difficulty (excluding the suigly-scattered fluence). The straightness of the mean energy
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contours (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.5) indicate that a geometric divergence of scatter
fluence is occwring.

Using reciprocity allows the scatter fiaction on the central axis behind the water
slabs for various incident circular field sizes, phantom thickness', and air gaps to be
examined fkom the viewpoint of a detector. First order scattering is shown to be the
major component of the scatter fiaction over the range of air gaps, phantom thicknesses,
and energy spectra examined here, generally accounting for 50% or more of the total

scatter except for small air gaps and thick phantoms. This fkduig indicates that a portal
dose image prediction algorithm may only need to accurately model singly-scattered
photon fluence, for certain clinical situations. The magnitude of bremsstrahlung and
positron annihilation photons increases significantly as the incident photon energy
increases, exceeding that of multiply-scattered photons for al1 field sizes and phantom
thicknesses examined here (valid for the 10.0 MeV and 24 MV spectra). Again, this
emphasises the need to accurately model brernsstrahlung interactions for higher energy
beams.
The full width at half maximum parameter was used to characterize the spread of
the pencil beam kernels with air gap, phantom thickness, and photon history. The width

of al1 scattered photon kernels changed very Iittle with phantom thickness, and steadily
increased with increasing air gap. This again indicates primarily a geometrical
dependency of the shape of the scattered photon kemels, for both energy spectra studied
here.
Modulation transfer functions were calculated representing the degradation due to
photon scatter in the patient, the theoretical Limiting MTF of any portal imaging system.
Introduction of a small air gap was demonstrated to provide a -6% improvement in MTF
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at high spatial frequencies. This implies that as large an air gap as possible should be

used to improve portal image quality, if the field of view is not compromised. Variation

in phantom thickness between 1-40 cm, and variation in air gap between 5-100 cm were
shown to have less than a 10%impact on the MTF at most spatial fiequemies.
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PHOTON SCATTER IN PORTAL IMAGES:
ACCURACY OF A FLUENCE BASED PENCIL
BEAM SUPERPOSITION ALGORITHM

4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, the physical characteristics of scattered photon radiation
at a portal imaging detector were studied through the analysis of radially symmetric
scatter distributions (or 'kemels') behind slab phantoms generated by an incident pencil
beam of photons. These planar scatter kemels may be utilized in a two dimensional,
superposition approach to calculate the scattered photon fluence due to a patient, incident
on a portal imaging detector. The accuracy and behavior of this fluence estimation

method over a wide range of clinical circumstances is investigated in this chapter.

While film and electronic portal imaging systems were originally designed for
geometric verification, recent efforts ps96; Fi93; Ha96; Ha97; He95; Ki93; Ki95; Le86;
Pa98a; Pa98b; Pa99d; Va92; Wo90a; Yi90; Zh95]have demonstrated their effectiveness
for a variety of dosirnetric applications. A portal image is formed by a primary fluence
component added to a scatter fluence component, and modulated by detector response.
The calculation of the primary fluence component using ray tracing methods is trivial,
and therefore if the contribution of scatter to the portal image can be determined with

suEcient accuracy and a knowledge of detector response is possessed, the ha1 predicted

Based on WcOOb].
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portal image may be compared quantitatively to an acquired image fEs96; He95; Ki93;
Ki95; Le86; Pa98a; Pa98b; Wo9Oa; Yi90; Zh95]. Due to the wide variety of portal

irnaging systems available (e.g. screedfilm Fi93;Va921, screedcamera po92; Mu951,
scintillation detector [Bo92; M a ] , liquid ionization chambers [Bo92;Mu951, linear
diode arrays po92; Fi9q, and amorphous silicon arrays [Bo92; Mu95]), it is beneficial
to separate the portal image calcdation process into two steps: (a) predict the fluence and
energy incident into a detection plane and (b) calculate the portal dose image using the
predicted energy fluence map and the specific detector response. The separation of
fiuence transport f?om detector response allows detailed modeling of each detector to be
performed independently, without affecting performance of the fluence transport
algorithm. The current chapter explores step (a) by examining a pencil beam algorithm
used to predict basic radiation field parameters (such as scatter fiuence, mean scattered
photon energies, and mean scattered photon angles) at an arbitrary imaging plane distal to
the patient, The modeling of specific detector response, referred to in step (b) above, wiU
be presented etsewhere.

The prediction of portal dose images using various calculation techniques has
been studied by a small number of groups. Portal dose images for a cobalt-60 beam were
predicted using the delta-volume technique and compared to measured images po90a;
Yi901, but a recent publication by McNutt et al. Wc96bJ shows that this technique is
unsuitable for prediction at larger air gaps. Portal dose image prediction has also been
investigated using a convolution/superpositionof Monte Carlo generated point-interaction
dose kemels wc96a; Mcgob]. In these works, a 6 MV beam was examined over small
air gaps (11-22 cm), predicting dose deposition in a low atomic number, water equivaient
detector. Pencil beam style algorithms, which are inherently faster than 3D superposition
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algorithms, have been irnplemented by Hansen et. al [Ha971 and Pasma et. al Pa98bJ.
Hansen et. a l Ba971 employed h h o u s e Monte Car10 simulation software to generate
pencil beam scatter fluence kernels for 6 MV beams which were used to deconvolve the
scatter fkom EPID (electronic portal image detector) images through an iterative
approach. This allowed an estimate of the primary signal from which radiological
thickness was calculated. The inhomogeneous phantoms examined in that work generated
small amounts of scatter (scatter to primary ratio of (6%) at the air gaps examined. Pasma
et. al Fa98bl derived pencil beam scatter kemels specific to a Philips SRI-100 electronic

portal imaging system, fiom measured data for 6,23, and 25 MV photon beams. These
kernels were used to predict the scatter dose component of an EPID, which when added to

a primary dose estimate yields a portal dose image. These experîmentally derived scatter
kernels were applied at larger air gaps (-40-100 cm), where the air gap serves to remove a
considerable portion of the scattered photons [Ja94; McOOa]. although these large air
gaps are typical for Elekta (formerly Philips) treatment machines, several commercial
electronic portal imagers provide air gaps of less than 40 cm pIu95; Sh96a], while portal
film cassettes may be placed to achieve almost any air gap. Varian and Eliav offer

variable source detector distances (SDDs). Theraview/Cablon offer SDDs of 135165 cm,whereas Siemens offers a fixed SDD of 140 cm resulting in air gaps of 10-35 cm.

Although the work of Hansen et. al ma971 indicated that their version of the pencil beam
fluence algorithm was promising at low energies ,there has been no forma1 study of the
factors iduencing the predictive accuracy of pencil beam rnethods applied to
transmission radiography, nor in predicting other interesting radiation field parameters
such as scattered photon energies and scattering angles.
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This chapter investigates the accuracy of a pencil beam algorithm for predicting
scatter photon fluence, as well as asçociated mean energies and mean angles with respect
to the incident beam axis (65) at arbitrary portal imaging planes, for nine phantom
geometries and several field sizes (10x10, 8 ~ 1 4 ~ 2 0 x 2and
0 , 30x30 cm2).
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Matenals and Methods

4.2.1

Monte Carlo simulation of radiation transport
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The EGS4 (Electron Gamma Shower version 4 me85]) radiation transport
computer code was used to perforrn al1 simulations in this chapter. As in chapter three,
parameters ECUT and PCUT were set to 0.80 MeV and 0.01 MeV respectively. ECUT
was set low enough to ensure that there was no impact on bremsstrahlung production, and
high enough to significantly decrease simulation times. Two polyenergetic incident

energy spectra were used, representative of nominal 6 MV and 24 MV linear accelerators
WoSSa].

4.2.2 Generating ideal pencil beams using Monte Carlo simulation

Details of the creation of the data base of pencil beams used here have been
presented previously (chapter three and WcOOa]), so only a brief surnrnary is provided.

An intinitely thin pencil beam of photons was made perpendicularly incident upon
a semi-infinite slab of water. Concentric ring scoring bins (radial dimension 0.25 cm)

were created in several planes lying behind and parallel to the water slab. The planar
fluence of scattered photons was taliied in the radial bins, as were the mean energy, and
mean @. Pencil beam data were generated for a range of slab thicknesses (between 150 cm), and air gap distances (0-100 cm). Photons were tracked and scored according to
scattenng history : (i) primary (unscattered) photons, (ii) singly-scattered photons, (iii)
multiply-scattered photons, and (iv) photons arïsing from bremsstrahlung or positron
annihilation events. The result of these simulations is a library of data describing the
scattered photon distribution at various imaging planes and over a wide range of phantom
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thicknesses, for an impulse input of photons. As an example, scatter kemels resulting
fkom pencil beams representing 6 MV and 24 MV polyenergetic energy spectra wo85a]
incident on a 20 cm thick phantom and 30 cm air gap are presented in Figure 4.1. Scatter
f?actions for broad beam situations may be estimated from these kernels as described in
section 3.2.3 and 3.3.4.

- - - - multiply scattered

Radius (cm)

Figure 4.1 : Scatter fluence kemels per incident particle, scored at an air gap of 30 cm
behind a 20 cm thick water slab due to incident polyenergetic pencil beam representing
6 MV (thin lines) and 24 MV (thick lines) spectra.
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4.2.3 Pencil beam algorithm to predict scatter fluence

The algorithm implemented here involves a fast, 2D superposition of scatter
fluence kemels. A p M information regarding the treatment setup is required, including
the energy spectnun and relative fluence distribution of the incident beam(s), and density

information describing the patient (e-g. CT data). A superposition of the Monte Carlogenerated scatter fluence kernels with the incident beam fluence aiiows the pattern of
scattered photon fluence, mean energy, and mean

at an arbitrary portal imaging plane

to be predicted. However, before this process occurs, the patient density data are

analyzed to form an equivalent homogeneous phantom (EHP). The EHP concept was
ïntroduced by Pasma et al. Pa98al. The calculation of the E H . consists of 6nding the
equivalent thickness of water for each column of voxels in the patient data set, along the
incident beam direction. A corresponding new air gap value is obtained by reorientïng
the equivalent thickness of water to maintain the centre of mass position, and hding the
new exit surface to imaging plane distance. Generating the EHP data set in a parallel

geometry requires processing times of less than 0.5 seconds (on a Silicon Graphics 0 2

R10000 platform) for a phantom data set of 256x256~40voxels.
A grid of pencil beams is then transported through the water equivalent patient,

where the EHP thickness and air gap detennine the scatter kernel chosen for a particular
point, and the resulting fluence contribution is weighted by the appropnate relative
fluence of the incident beam, which in this chapter is assumed to be an ideal step

-

function. The scatter fluence, mean of mean energies (Ë), and mean of mean
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(e)

of

scattered photons may be taiiied for a regular 2D array of scoring voxels in the imaging
plane, where the distance separating the scoring voxel center and the incident grid point
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for that pencil beam defines the radius at which to sample the scatter kemel. Predicted
rnean of mean energy and mean of mean

A values are fluence weighted. For a scoring

location in the portal imaging plane at T' = (x', y'), the calculations may be expressed as:

where

x, y =

x and y coordinates of incident photon beam

x', y'

x and y coordinate of scoring voxel in scoring plane

r

&

=

=

vector coplanar to scoring plane, representing (x, y) as projected into
scoring plane

7=

vector coplanar to s c o ~ plane,
g
representing (x', y') in the scoring
plane (note that T and T ' share the same origin)

=

E

-

=

0' =

scattered photon fluence into scoring voxel at F
mean of mean energies of scattered photon Buence at T
mean of mean angles (with respect to z-axis) of scattered photon
fluence at F
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scattered photon fluence kernel
mean energy of scattered photon fluence kemel
mean angle (with respect to z-axis) of scattered photon fluence kernel
incident relative fluence distribution (incident photon bearn fluence
normalised to central axis value)
radiological thickness (Le. equivalent thickness of homogeneous water)
of patient through (x, y)

air gap (distance separating patient exit surface and scoring plane)
throwh

(x9

Y)

The resolution of the incident grid of pencil bearns (Le. the number of pencil
beams per unit beam ara) into a phantom will have a direct impact on the accuracy of
predicted parameters. However, if the choice of incident grid resolution is made to ensure
oversampling of the scatter kemels, then the prediction accuracy will not be aEected.
Since the scatter kernels were scored using radial bins of 0.25 cm width, a choice of
0.1 cm for the incident grid resolution guarantees an oversampling situation. This
resolution was used for the incident grid in alI studies performed in this chapter, except in

one series, where the effect of changing this incident grid resolution was examined.

4.2.4

Monte Car10 simulation using phantoms
The predictions of the pencil beam algorithrns are compared with results of direct

EGS4 simulation of homogeneous and inhomogeneous phantoms. User code DOSXYZ
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Ma951 provides independent simulation results, which are used here as the 'gold
standard' for evaluating radiation field parameters which cannot be measured, such as
fluence fiom specific photon histories (e-g. singly or multiply-scattered, brernsstrahlung

and positron annihilation), mean energies, and mean angles. Incident fields were
simulated in a parallel geometry. Staying in a parallel f?amework and using the same
radiation transport code ensures that differences (beyond statistical uncertainty) between
the pencil beam algorithm calculation and the DOSXYZ simulations will occur due to
only deficiencies in the implemented pencil beam algorithm.
The user code DOSXYZ was modified to score photon fluence through several

planes perpendicular to the incident beam direction. The user specifies the z-coordinate
(dimension parallel to the incident beam direction) locations as well as finite dimension
of the scoring grid and scoring voxel size (2D) in these planes. Planar photon fluence,

mean energy, and mean

4are scored for each rectangular, planar voxel.

For the

simulations performed in this chapter, the scoring grid size was set at 40x40 cm2with the
centre coinciding with the central axis of the incident beam, while the dimensions of the

2D scoring voxels were set at 1 . 0 ~.O
1 cm2. The code was also modified to track particle
history, in the same manner as was done for the pencil beam scoring in section 4.2.2
above. In al1 DOSXYZ simulations, the incident fluence was set at 4x 10'

photons/cm2.

The nine phantom geometries tested here (iilustrated in Figure 4.2) were chosen
based on variations of simple configiirations used for testing inhomogeneity corrections
of dose deposition algorithms [Va93]. Phantom 1 is a homogeneous slab of water, 20 cm
thick. Phantoms 2,3,and 4 are simple lung slab inhomogeneities while phantoms 5 and 6
are simple thin bone slab inhomogeneities. Phantom 7 simulates a lateral neck treatment
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(long thin column of air in a column of water) whereas phantom 8 models a mediastinum
treatment (with rectanguiar lungs). Phantom 9 is a homogeneous haifslab of water, with

the incident beam centred on the slab edge. In ali cases, the incident fields were applied

as ideal step functions, with no account taken for off-axis energy spectra changes.
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Figure 4.2: Phantom cross sections, with a11 dimensions in centimeters. Incident beam
edges are indicated by dotted arrows. Density is gray-scale coded as
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4.2 -5 Experimental validation of Monte Carlo simulations

A comparison of Monte Carlo results was made with the measured central axis

data of J&ay

et al. [Ja94] to establish the validity of the simulations. This is important,

since the accuracy of the pencil beam algorithm predictions is evaluated by direct

comparison to the Monte Carlo simulation output. The user code DOSXYZ was modified
to account for detector response in a 2x2 cm2 area around the central axis. The modeled
detector was that used by J&y

et al [Ja94], an ionization chamber (PTW N23323-2359)

with a 4 cm diameter PMMA buildup cap. As descnbed by Jaffiay et al [Ja94], the

response of the ion chamber was estimated to be:

where (/&&/p)IE
is the mass energy absorption coefficient for the buildup cap, S

z ~is, the
~

ratio of mass stopping powers (air to wali), m&tectoris the mass of the detector, AWIE is the
wall correction factor, and E is the energy of an incident photon. Since the mass stopping

power ratio varies slowly over the energy range of interest [IC76], and the mass of the
detector is constant, these parameters are not significant for a calculation of scatter
fiaction. The wail correction (A,) was calculated according to Attix [p. 353 of At861. By
taking advantage of the scattered and primary photon fluence tracking, the Monte Carlo
simulation was able to separately score the detector response for the scatter signal and the
primary signal. These data were used to calculate the scatter fiaction estimates. The
Monte Carlo simulation used 20 cm thick water slabs, which are almost radiologically
pathlength-equivalent to the 17 cm thick PMMA slabs used in the measurements [Ja94].
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Several square field sizes were s h d a t e d (5x5, lOx10,20x20,30x30 cm2) as the incident
parailel beams.

4.2.6 Assessrnent of accuracy

Pencil beam algorithm predictions are compared dïrectly to the modined
DOSXYZ output of planar scatter fluence, mean energy, and mean @. To summarize
cornparisons of data sets succinctly, the maximum difference as a percentage of total
signal on the central axis at the imagïng plane was used for fluence predictions, whereas
absolute maximum differences were used for mean energy and mean angle predictions.
Since a parailel beam geometry is used here, the estimated e m , as a percentage of total
signal, will not fa11 off as rapidly with increasing au gap as for a diverging geometry.
However, if the differences between a parallel and a divergent beam are accounted for in
a renormalization of the primary (see Appendix B), an approximate conversion of the

percentage error to values more closely refiecting a divergent geometry may be
performed. If this is done, trends in the error estimates are preserved, with a maximum
increase of 2.5% in the percentage errors, and in fact <1.0% for most of the phantoms and
air gaps exarnined here. Therefore, while the percentage error estimates presented in this

chapter are made using data generated with a parallel beam, the discussion and
conclusions will be valid for diverging beams.
Furthermore, it should be noted that a conversion of the raw predicted fluence data
to dose in a given detector would result in a reduction in the magnitude of estimated
percentage errors. This is due to rnost detectors responding less to lower energy incident
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photons compared to higher energy photons [Ja94],thereby reducing the importance of
detector signal arising fiom scattered photons.

The main factors affecting the pencil beam algorithm accuracy include (a) field
size effects, (b) the deviation of the EHP fiom the semi-innnite slab geometry in which
the scatter kemels were generated, (c) the use of the EHP to represent a complex patient

density distribution, (d) the resolution of the incident pencil beam grid, and (e) the air
gaPField size effects were detennined by comparing results of 10x10,20x20, and
30x30 cm2 fields on the homogeneous water slab, phantom 1. It is expected that the

errors in the predictions of the pencil beam algorithm will Uicrease in proportion to the
field area, due to the presence of systematic errors. The effect of the deviation of the

E H . fiom the ideal serni-infinite slab geometry was examined in a physically extreme
situation, that of the half slab (phantom 9), whereas the impact of the creation of the E H .
was studied through several phantom configurations, including both lower and higher
density inhomogeneities at a variety of locations.

The impact of air gap on the pencil beam algorithm accuracy is examined for al1
phantoms. As the air gap increases, the scatter drops off quickly [Ja94; McOOa] (even
with a diverging beam, the scatter decreases more rapidly than the primary), and therefore

it is expected that the error as a percentage of total signal wiil decrease with air gap.
The resolution of the incident pencil beam grid was varied over 0.1 to 5.0 cm, to

determine the effect on pencil beam algorithm accuracy. By keeping the field size
constant (10 x 10 cm2), some resolution choices do not line up with the field edges (suboptimal), and some do line up and provide equal coverage along the field edges (optimal).
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Results will be dependent on exact details of field shape and size, but by estimating the
worst case performance based on the sub-optimal choices of resolution, a general estimate
of algorithm accuracy is obtained that should be independent of field shape. This study

was carried out using the halfslab, phantom 9, since the exiting scatter fluence
distribution contains a broader fkquency content than would result nom most phantom
geometries. A higher fiequency content in the scatter distribution requires a higher
incident pencil beam resolution in order to reproduce it. Thus, this phautom is a good
choice for estimating an upper limit on the required input grid resolution. The study was
performed using scatter fluence data generated at a 5 cm air gap, since larger air gaps
result in a loss of frequency content (e-g. the scatter fluence distribution becomes broader)

and thus do not require as high an incident pencil beam resolution.
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The scatter fiactions estimated by employing a mode1 of the detector response in
the Monte Carlo simulation code were compared to measured data found in the literature

[Ja94]. A simple correction [Appendix B and McOOa] was applied to the Monte Carlo
estimates to account for differences between the parallel and diverging primary fluence

components (inverse square effect and normalization). The cornparison is presented in

Figure 4.3. The overestimate by the Monte Carlo simulations at larger field sizes is a
result of the conversion to a diverging geometry not accounting for the increased

divergence of scatter fluence occurring in a diverging geometry. Overall, the cornparison
is good, giving confidence in the Monte Carlo simulation results.
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Figure 4.3 : A cornparison of scatter eactions measured by JafiÏay et al [Ja94] using an

ionization chamber (6 MV, 17 cm PMMA slab), and estimated with Monte Carlo
techniques including a mode1 of detector response (6 MV, 20 cm water slab). Monte
Carlo estimates were converted [Appendix B and McOOa] fiom a parallel geometry to a
diverging geometry. Four field sizes are shown. DeMations at large field sizes are due to

assumptions in the conversion f?om parallel to diverging geometry, as explained in
Appendix B.
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4.3.2 Accuracy of peucil beam algorithm in predicting fluence
4.3.2.1 Effect of field size

Phantom 1 serves as an ideal case, for which the pencil beam algorithm should
operate the most accurately, since the geometry most closely resembles that under which
the pencil bearn scatter kemels were generated (homogeneous and uniformly thick). For
a 10x 10 cm2 field and a 6 MV spectrum, maximum errors in predicted scatter fluence did

not exceed 0.3%. However, any systematic errors involved in implementing the pencil
bearn algorithm will be proportional to incident field size, since this parameter detemiines

the number of scatter kemels to be summed for scatter prediction. Field sizes of
20x20 cm2 and 30x30 cm2 were studied to establish the magnitude of systematic errors

(see Figure 4.4). In Table 4.1, it is observed that the percentage error is roughly linearly
proportional to field size, over a selection of air gap values. The phantoms simulated in
DOSXYZ are not semi-infinitein extent (nor c m they be in clinical situations), thus it is

expected that the peucil beam algorithm will systematically overestimate the multiplescatter fluence. This is due to the presence of multiple-scatter contributions from
extremely distant points in the semi-idhite phantom, during the scatter kemel
calculation. Since treatments with field sizes larger than 20x20 cm2 occur infrequently
(even mantle treatments involve effective areas of -20x20 cm2, due to blocking), it is

expected that the field size will not contribute errors of greater than -0.8%.
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Figure 4.4: Cross section through centre of scoring plane showing predicted total scatter

fluence per incident beam fluence for phantom 1 at 30 cm air gap for 10x10 cm2, 20x20
cm2,30x30 cm2incident fields with a 6 IMV energy spectnim.

Air Gap (cm)
O
10
20

40

lOxl0 cm2
0.3
0.2
0.2
O. 1

20x20 cm2
0.8
0.6
0.6

30x30 cmZ
1.8
1.4
1.2

0.5

0.9

Table 4.1: Maximum difference between predicted and simulated scatter fluence as a
percentage of total fluence on central axis at scoring plane, for phantom 1 and a 6 MV
energy spectrum, as a fiulction of air gap and incident fieId size.
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4.3.2.2Effect of air gap
Table 4.2 sumarizes the maximum errors in predicted scatter fluence as a
percentage of the total fluence on the centrai axis in the imaging plane, for ali phantom
con£igurations examined here. As air gap is increased, the errors due to replacing the true
phantom with an EHP are reduced, since the scatter fluence rapidly decreases [M4;
McOOa].
For the phantoms studied here, the error in the pencil beam algorithm prediction
for 6 MV photon beams is greater than that for 24 MV photon beams, at any given air
gap. This is a consequence of the increased primary to scatter ratio of the higher energies,
with the increase in the magnitude of primary fluence being more significant than the
changes in the scatter fluence. Since Table 4.2 presents percentage errors with respect to
total fluence on the central axis, the increasing primary fluence of the 24 MV beam
results in a decrease in percentage error estimates as compared to the 6 MV beam.
Singly-scattered photons comprise the majority of error in scatter fluence
prediction over short air gaps for al1 phantoms examined here (demonstrated in Figure
4.3, with the exception of phantom 7, where the e m r in multiple-scatter fluence

prediction dominates due to the much smaller lateral dimensions of this phantom. Note
that the error estimates shown in Figure 4.5 are not additive over the scattered photon
components, since these are maximum percentage errors within an entire scoring plane,

and are therefore not necessarily resulting fiom the same physical position.
For al1 phantoms examined, the maximum percentage error in the predicted scatter
fluence falls below 3% with an air gap of only 10 cm, and below 1.5% for an air gap of

20 cm (refer to Table 4.2). The 5% tolerance for absorbed dose delivery as recommended
by the K R U 24 pC76] is used here as a guideLine for estimating the accuracy required by
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this algorithm as approximately 3%. The errors introduced by this fluence prediction

algorithm will be added in quadrature to errors introduced by subsequent dose prediction
(step O>) in section 4.1). Therefore, introducing an air gap of at least 10 cm for portal
image acquisition will generally ensure that the pencil beam algorithm presented here will
predict portal fluence in the forward direction with reasonable accuracy (G%of total
fluence). This impiies that the pencil beam algorithm presented will be applicable to the
vast majority of clhical portal imaging system configurations. With the increasing trend

towards dynamic treatments, the necessary patient clearance of the portal imager should
ensure that air gaps of less than 10 cm are encountered Sequently. In the rare situation
where an air gap greater than 10 cm cannot be attained, then an altemate analytical
technique exists [Appendix C and Mc98aJ that accurateiy predicts the singly-scattered
photon fluence component. Since this is the major scatter component at small air gap for

most phantom configurations, the overall error would be significantly reduced.
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Energy

6

Air Gap
(cm)
O

Pl

P2

P3

P4

PS

P6

P7

P8

P9

0.3

-4.1

3.0

-5.8

2.9

1.5

1

6.9

0.7

Table 4.2: Maximum difference between predicted and simulated scatter fluence as a
percentage of total fluence (scatter plus primary) on centrai axis at scoring plane, for
phantoms 1-9 (P 1-P9), as a function of air gap and incident energy spectra. A negative
value indicates an underestimate relative to the Monte Carlo simulation results. Al1 field

sizes are 10x10 cm2,except for phantom 7 (8x14 cm2)and phantom 8 (30x30 cm2).
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Figure 4.5: Maximum error between predicted scatter fluence and DOSXYZ output as a
percentage of total fluence on the central mis, as a fùnction of air gap, 10x10 cm2 field.
Results shown are for (a) phantom 2 with a 6 W beam, and (b) phantom 6 with a 24 MV
beam.
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4.3.2.3 Effect of generating scatter kemels in a semi-infinite slab geometry

The deviation of the EHP fiom a semi-infinite slab geometry will have dflerent
effects depending on photon history. As mentioned in section 4.3.2.1, the pencil beam

algorithm will overestimate the multiply-scattered fluence component, for al1 finite
phantom situations. Although this error increases when the phantom dimensions are very
small (Le. as far as possible nom the semi-idbite slab geometry), the proportion of
multiply-scattered photons decreases quickly with air gap, thus reducing the importance
of accurate prediction of this component. This error is also more apparent for the 6 MV
spectnun than for the 24 M V spectrurn, due to the increased significance of multiplyscattered photon fluence at lower incident energies.
The effect upon the singly-scattered and bremsstrahlung components is somewhat
ciifferent. Since these two cornponents are more forward-directed thm the multiply-

scattered fluence, the accuracy of the predicted fluence is e e c t e d only near phantom
edges. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6, using the half slab geornetry @hantom 9). The

multiply-scattered fluence is overestimated, as expected. The predicted singly-scattered
fluence drops off too quickly under the air side of the half slab as compared to the Monte
Carlo data. This occurs due to the difference in geometry between the ideal semi-infinite
slab, which the pencil beam scatter kemel was generated in,and the geometry of the half
slab p hantom. When created, the singly-scattered fluence kernels experienced attenuation
u n i f o d y around the incident pencil beam (ie. in a semi-infinite slab), whereas in the half
slab geometry, singly-scattered photons exiting the face of the half slab do not expenence
significant attenuation and therefore generate a higher fluence under the air-side of the
half slab in the full Monte Carlo simulation. Since the bremsstrahlung component is not
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quite as forward-directed as the singly-scattered fluence, the effect is moderated but stili
noticeable.

Jlt. total s c a t t e r

--+-

singly scattered
-A- - multiply scattered
-D-- brem. a n d pos- a n n .

O

10
20
30
X coordinate (cm)

40

Figure 4.6: Cross section through centre of scoring plane (y = 20 cm), showing predicted
scatter fluence per incident beam fluence by photon history component. Symbols
represent DOSXYZ output, Iines signify pencil bearn algorithm prediction. Results are
for phantom 9 (half-slab phantom) at a 30 cm air gap using a 24 MV energy spectrum.
The orientation of the phantom and incident field are depicted at the top of the figure.
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4.3.2.4 Emors due to use of the EHP concept

When the true phantom column is replaced by the E H .column, the distribution of
scattered photon fluence production is changed. The signincance of this change depends
upon the size, density, and position of the inhomogeneity with respect to the size of the
phantom. While the scattered photons originate fiom a three dimensional volume, their
mean source position may be estimated by performing a fluence-weighted backprojection

of the angular information fiom a given scoring plane. This information may be used to
make some generalizations regarding the behavior of the algorithm. The movement of
the mean scatter source is important, since the divergence of scatter will be incorrectly

accounted for by the scatter kernel, and thus will cause an underprediction of scatter

fluence for an 'upstream' shift and an overprediction for a 'downstream' shifi. Ifthe tme
phantom column contains a small, higher density inhomogeneity (e-g. phantoms 5 and 6),
then the creation of the EHP column will move the mean scatter source downstream,

towards the exit surface, resulting in the pencil bearn algorithm overpredicting the
scattered fluence as observed in Table 4.2. However, a very small underprediction occurs

when using the 24 MV s p e c t m with phantom 6, which may be attributed to increased

bremsstrahlung production inside the deep bone slab occurring in the Monte Carlo
simulation and not accounted for by the pencil beam algorithm. This is due to differences
in atornic number of the defined bone used in the phantom, where the Monte Car10

simulation uses a higher atornic number compacted bone composition w84],
the pencil
bearn algorithm uses density-scaled water. Generally, the eff'ects of bone

inhomogeneities will be small due to their small physical dimension.
If the true phantom column contains a low density inhomogeneity (e.g. phantoms
2-4), then the mean scatter source location within the created EHP column becomes a
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complex issue. Generaliy, low density inhomogeneities (e.g. Lung) within the human
body are larger than high density (e.g. bone) inhomogeneities, thus possessing a greater
potential for creating perturbing effects in the photon fluence. When the low density
inhomogeneity is near the exit surface of the phantom, the mean scatter source of the EHP
column is moved upstream, away fiom the exit surface, resulting in the pencil beam
aigorithm underpredicting the scattered fluence- This effect is partiaiiy compensated by
the systematic overprediction of the multiply-scattered component as discussed in section
4.3 -2.1 and 4.3 .î.3. However, if the low density inhomogeneity is near the entrance

surface of the phantom, the mean scatter source of the EHP column is moved
downstrearn, towards the exit surface. This effect is due to the movement of the centre of
mass in the original phantom, which directly influences the mean scatter source position
in the EHP column. For example, the centre of mass moves upstream a total of 2.0 cm
between phantoms 3 and 4 (fkorn a location of 12.5 cm below the entrance surface for
phantom 3 to 10.5 cm below the entrance surface for phantom 4). Of course, the exact
position of the centre of mass is dependent upon the size, position, and density of the
inhomogeneity. The resulting pencil beam algorithm overprediction for phantom 3 and
underprediction for phantom 4 are observed in Table 4.2. Of interest is the cross-over
point, that is, the position of the inhomogeneity where the pencil beam algorithm neither
overpredicts nor underpredicts the scattered photon fluence. For the 7 cm lung
inhomogeneity of phantoms 3 and 4, the estimated point where this occurs is when the
centre of the inhomogeneity is -1-2 cm above geometric centre of the phantom.
Figure 4.7(a) demonstrates the over-prediction of multiple-scatter fluence and
under prediction of the other scatter components, for phantom 2 at a 30 cm air gap using a

6 MV beam and lOx 10 cm2 field. Figure 4.7(b) shows a similar pattern, explained in the
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previous paragraph, for phantom 6 at a 30 cm air gap using a 24 MV beam and
1Ox 1O cm2 field.

For the inhomogeneous phantoms, the largest absolute mors occur at the exit
surface (see Table 4.2), ranging fkom 1.1% to 6.9% for the 6 MV spectra and 0.5% to
4.4% for the 24 MV spectra. The worst perfomance is for the mediastinum geometry,

where the maximum errors in predicted scatter fluence are 6.9% and 4.2% for 6 MV and
24 MV energy spectra respectively, occurring at the exit surface. It is important to realize

that there exists a variation of enor within any scoring plane, and in fact a large portion of
the scatter fluence error is significantly kss than the maximum value, as iiiustrated in

Figure 4.8 for the mediastuium phantom.
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Figure 4.7: Cross section through centre of scoring plane (y = 20 cm) showing predicted
scatter fluence per incident bearn fluence by photon history component. Total scatter
fluence is represented by *, singly-scattered fluence by +, multiply-scattered fluence by
A, and bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation fluence by 0.Symbols represent

DOSXYZ output, lines signify pencil beam algorithm prediction. Results are for
phantom 2 at a 30 cm air gap using a 6 M V bearn (a), and phantom 6 at 30 cm air gap

using a 24 MV beam (b).
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(OVERCEAF) Figure 4.8: Error in scatter fluence b e r incident beam fluence) predicted

by the pencil beam, as a percentage of total fluence on the central axis, for phantom 8
using a 6 MV beam and 30x30 cm2 field, for air gaps of (a) O cm, (b) 10 cm, (c) 20 cm,

and (d) 40 cm.
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4.3.2.5 Sampling resolution of incident beam

The impact of the resolution of the incident pencil beam grid on the p e n d beam
algorithms' accuracy was studied by varying this parameter between 0.1 and 5.0 cm,
using phantom 9 with a 6 M Y spectra and lOx l O cm2 field, at a 5 cm air gap. In this
section, maximum percentage error is defïned by the largest clifference between the
predicted scatter fluence using a given resolution and that predicted by the highest
resolution (0.1 cm), to isolate the effects of incident grid resolution. This maximum
difference was normalized to the maximum total fluence signal under the water portion of
the half slab phantom, in order to avoid normalization to an open beam fluence, which

would artificially reduce the error estimates.
The maximum percentage error in predicted total scatter fluence was found to be
dependent on the grid points providing coverage extending to the field edges. For
example, an incident resolution of 5 cm performed as well as 1.5 cm, since the sample
grid points at 5 cm resolution cover both the phantom edge and field edge, whereas the
choice of 1.5 cm does not properly represent either the field or phantom edges. This
effect makes it difficult to choose a minimum resolution that will be generally applicable
to arbitrary field shapes. However, by exarnining the variation of maximum percentage
error with incident pencil beam grid resolution, an estimate of worst case performance for
any field shape can be made by fitting a iine to the poorest-perfonning incident

resolutions. This is done in Figure 4.9, where it is evident that choosing an incident
pencil beam grid resolution of 0.5 cm will limit the impact upon predicted scatter fluence
to -1% of total fluence. It should be noted that as the air gap increases, this requirement

falls off rapidly due to the broadening of the scatter fluence distribution (for instance, at a
20 cm air gap, a choice of -1.5 cm will have a simila. e&t

on accuracy), and therefore a
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resolution choice of 0.5 cm is conservative. The choice of resolution will also have a
direct impact on the execution speed ofthe algorithm. This pencil beam aigorithm
predicts al1 three components of the scattered fluence, the mean energies, and the mean
angles, in 1.5 seconds per 100 cm2 field size using an incident grid resolution of 0.5 cm,

on an SGI 02 RlOOOO platform using Fortran 77. In contrast, the Monte Car10
simulations consume at least 10 hours per 100 cm2 field size using the 6 MV spectnun
and at least 20 hours per 100 cm2 field size using the 24 MV spectnun.
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Figure 4.9: Dependence of maximum percentage error of p e n d beam algorithm scatter

fluence estimate on spatial resolution of incident pencil beam grid. The dotted Iine
represents the estimate of worst performance.
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Accuracy of pencil beam algorithm in predicting mean energy and mean angle
The pencil beam algorithm predicted mean of mean energies (using equation 4.2)

associated with the fluence for each photon history to wîthin 0.25 MeV and 0.65 MeV for

the 6 MV and 24 MV simulation results respectively, over al1 air gaps. The mean energy
prediction for the multiple-scatter fluence component is systematically low, due to the
generation of the scatter kernel in a serni-infinite phantom (thereby allowing more lower

energy, higher orders of scatter contributing fiom distant points). An example of this is
given in Figure 4.10. For the majority of air gaps (usually greater than 15 or 20 cm) and
phantom configurations, the absolute error in predicting the mean energy of the multiplescatter component exceeded that of any other component. Mean of mean angles were

predicted (using equation 4.3) to w i t h 15" at the exit surface, and to within 5" at air gaps
of 10 cm or more (for examples, see Figure 4. IO).

The importance of the associated errors may be estimated in the context of
applyïng these predicted radiation field quantities to estimate portal dose. Most portal
image detector systems demonstrate a lower relative response to low energy photon

fluence [Ja94], so errors in the mean energies will have a reduced impact. Angular
corrections for pathlength through a portal detector would be implemented as the cosine
of the predicted angle, which will also reduce the effect of any errors. The important

demonstration is that these radiation field quantities c m be predicted accurately using a
simple and fast technique, and any associated errors will have a reduced effect when
converting fluence to dose.
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Figure 4.10: Cross section through scoring plane (y = 20 cm), showing predicted mean
energy (a and c), and mean angle with respect to the incident pencil beam (b and d), by
photon history component. Results for single scatter are represented by +, multiplescatter by A, and bremssaahlung and positron annihilation fluence by O. Symbols

represent DOSXYZ output, while lines signify pencil beam algorithm prediction.
Results in (a) and (b) are for phantom 2 at a 30 cm air gap using a 6 MV, 10x10 cm2
field, while those for (c) and (d) are for phantom 6 at a 30 cm air gap using a 24 MV,
10x10 cm2 field
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Conclusion

By combining the EHP concept pa98a] with the use of pencil beam scatter
kemels WcOOa] generated by the widely accepted EGS4 radiation transport code [Ne85],
a fast, superposition pencil beam algorithm for predicting scatter photon fluence has been

implemented. The predictive accuracy of this algorithm has been assessed for several
inhornogeneous phantom configurations, and was found to be dependent on air gap,
inhomogeneity, beam energy, incident beam resolution, and photon history. Error in the
predicted total scatter fluence never exceeded 6.9% of the total signal on the central axis
of the detector plane, and in al1 cases studied fell to under 2.8% by introducing an air gap

of 10 cm (within the K R U 24 recommendation w76]
of 5% for absorbed dose delivery).
Error in predicted mean energy was below 0.25 MeV and 0.65 MeV for the 6 MV and
24 MV energy spectra respectively, whereas error in predicted mean B, was under 5" for

air gaps 210 cm. It is concluded that this algorithm is reasonably accurate for use in
fonvard-projecting scattered photon fluence, mean energy, and mean @, at air gaps of
10 cm or more. Furthemore, this algorithm's performance, in both speed and accuracy,

is suitabIe for coupling with a detector-specific, dose prediction algorithm to be
developed in the following two chapters.
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CHAPTER F'IV'EL

A TWO-STEP ALGORITHM FOR PREDICTING
PORTAL DOSE IMAGES IN ARBITRARY
DETECTORS

5.1

Introduction

Ln chapter four, the accuracy and behavior of a two-dimensional, superposition
algorithm for predicting scattered photon fluence into a portal imaging detector was

investigated. It was established that this approach was accurate enough to warrant further
study, specifically to h d a method of converthg predicted fluence to dose in the imaging

detector. A method for taking the incident predicted photon fiuence (both primary and
scatter components) and using it to calculate the resulting dose deposited in a portal
image detector system is presented in this chapter.
Film and electronic portal imaging systems have traditionally been used for
geometnc treatment verification. However, recent efforts LEs96; Fi93; Fi96; Ha96; Ha97;

He9S; Ki93;Ki95;Le86; Mc96a; Mc96b; Pa98a; Pa98b; Pa99d; Va92; Wo90a; Yi90;
Zh95] have demonstrated their potential in a variety of dosimetric treatment venfication

applications. One important application involves the cornparison of a theoretically
predicted portal dose image with a portal dose image acquired during treatment wo90a],
preferably in real time. Any discrepancy between the two images may indicate a
treatment delivery error (e.g. incorrect patient positioning, beam modifier setup, dose

J -

Based on [McOOcJ
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delivery, etc.). Once the error is identified, it may be corrected by intempting the
treatment (intratreatment approach), or correction of subsequent treatment fkctions
(intertreatment approach) [Sh96b]. A second related application i s the subtraction of the
calculated scatter dose component from a measured image, with a subsequent
backprojection of fluence througb the patient wi90; Ha96; Mc96a], which assumes the
patient geometry has not changed since the initial CT simulation. The successf'l
irnplementation of such applications hinges on the ability to accurately predict portal dose
images.
Portal dose image prediction has been studied previously by several research
groups, using a variety of approaches. The delta-volume algorithm was used [Wo90a] to
predict portal dose images for a cobalt-60 beam, which were compared to measured
images. Cornparison was made at smaii air gaps, and it has subsequently been
demonstrated that the delta-volume technique is not suitable for prediction at larger air
gaps Mc96bl. The superposition of Monte Carlo-generated, point-interaction dose
kernels has been used for portal dose image prediction for a 6 MV beam over small air
gaps (1 1-22 cm) using a water-equivalent detector &fc96b]. Concems involving scaling
of the primary dose kernel for high atomic number materials and across larger air gaps

[wogob] were not addressed, aithough some work on the former has been presented by
Sauer [Sa95]. These issues are im~ortant.since m a . commercial ~ o r t aimagers
l
incornorate a hieh atomic nurnber material as the dose detector. Meanwhile, other groups
wa97; Pa98a] have examined pencil beam style algonthms (two-dimensional), which are

attractive since they are inherently faster than three-dimensional superposition
approaches. In-house Monte Car10 simulation software was used by Hansen et al [Na973
to generate pencil beam scatter fluence kernels for a 6 MV photon beam, which allows
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the removal of scatter fiom the portal dose images through an iterative deconvolution
process, and an estimate of radiological thickness of the patient. Air gaps ranging £kom

-32-90 cm were examined in that work, but no attempt was made at converting the
fluence into detector dose. This has been rectified recently, where an analytical approach
was employed to convert to dose in a Compton recoil electron detector, and successfùl
predictions at small air gaps were made [SpOOb]. In contrast, an experirnental approach
was taken by Pasma et al pa98a], which involved the derivation of scatter dose kernels

from an extensive series of measurernents for 6,23, and 25 MV beams. These kemels are
applicable only to a Philips SRI-100 electronic portal irnaging system. The predicted
images in that work were taken over a range of air gaps of 40-60 cm.

When applied at larger air gaps or to small phantoms, the portal dose image
contains very Iittle scatter [Ja94; McOOa], and consequently the accurate prediction of this
component is not stringently necessary, nor challenging to the prediction algorithm.

Although larger air gaps are typical for Elekta (formerly Philips) treatment machines,
several commercial electronic portal irnagers provide air gaps of less than 40 cm wu95;
Sh96a1, while portal film cassettes may be placed to achieve almost any air gap. Varian
and Eliav offer variable source detector distances (SDDs). TheraviewXablon offer SDDs

of 135-165 cm, Siemens offers a fixed SDD of 140 cm resulting in air gaps of 10-35 cm.
Due to these concems, a prediction algorithm which can perform accurately over a wide
range of air gaps is required. However, with the increased use of dynamic treabnents and
controlling of gantry motion Erom outside the treatment room, this concem may dùninish
in the fi~ture.
To circurnvent these problems, an algorithm has been developed here, which is
flexible enough to predict the dose deposition in virtuaily any portai irnaging detector
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(including high Z detectors), over a wide range of air gap, and using a wide range of
beam energies. The algorithm is implemented in two steps: (i) primary and scattered
photon fluence into the detector is predicted, and (ii) this fluence map is then converted to
deposited dose. The first step is independent of the detector, whereas the second step is
completely govemed by the detector con6guration. The separation of the dose
calculation in this manner allows detailed Monte Carlo modeling of specinc detectors to
be performed, without affecting the fluence prediction. This gives the algorithm great
adaptability, which is important due to the wide variety of portal imaging systems
available (e-g. screedfilm pi93; Va921, screenkamera Ffu95; Bo923, scintillation
detector Po921, liquid ionization chambers wu95; Bo92], linear diode arrays po92;

Fi961, and amorphous silicon arrays wu95; Bo921). The algorithm requires knowledge
of the patient density (CT data), SDD, and incident beam fluence and energy spectrum.

Pre-calculated, Monte Carlo-generated scatter fluence kemels (independent of the
detector) and dose deposition kemels (characterizhg the materials and geometry of a
specific detector) are employed. The scatter fluence kemels are valid for polyenergetic
incident beams, and need only be calculated once per incident energy spectrum. They
have been shown to be highly independent of the exact details of the energy spectrwn

~ c O O aand
] should therefore be independent of linear accelerator manufacturer. The
dose deposition kemels need only be calculated once for any detector. As the algorithm
predicts dose, it rnay be calibrated to treatment machine output, allowing quantitative
comparisons of absolute measured and predicted dose images, not just qualitative
comparisons of relative images.
The presented algorithm offers a fast (2D) approach, and is demonstrated to be
accurate over small and large air gaps. This work extends previous studies which
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examined the fluence prediction step FfcOOb] in detail. In this chapter, the dose
conversion step o f the algorithm is âeveloped in detail, and the performance for a variety
of phantoms, beam energies, and air gaps is compared with rneasurements using a linear

array ionization chamber detector incorporating both low and high atomic number
buildup materials.
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5.2.1

Predictïng fluence reaching the portal imager
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The portal dose prediction algorithm is implemented in two steps. The f h t step
involves calculating a map of photon fluence incident upon the portal image detector.

Assuming an ideal point source, diverging rays are traced through a 3D computed
tomography data set to the surface of the detector, along which the radiological
pathlength is calculated using a fast technique [Si8S]. The radiological pathlength is
defined as the exact distance a rayline traverses through a 3D voxel multiplied by the
electron density of the voxel, summed over al1 voxels encountered throughout the length
of the rayline. Combined with a knowledge of the incident energy spectnim and a 2D
rnap of relative incident fluence, this allows the primary fluence at the detector to be
calculated per energy bin. The primary photon fluence spectnun at a point in the scoring
plane is found as:
d#p(T, E)

dE
where

-

(T)
.~~P(-P(E)t(0)
dE

(

x=

x coordinate of incident photon beam

Y=

y coordinate of incident photon beam

x'=

x coordinate in scoring plane

J,' =

y coordinate in scoring plane

-

r =

f0

1'

-cos(@

vector coplanar to scoring plane, representing (x, y) as projected into
scoring plane
vector coplanar to scoring plane, representing (x', y')
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photon energy

4+,(T) -incident relative beam fluence spectrum
f i ~

t=

radiologicd thickness (ie. equivalent thickness of homogeneous water)
of patient along diverging ray h e through (x, y)

p=

linear attenuation coefficient for water

fi =

distance between source of primary photons and measurement surface
where incident beam fluence distribution was acquired

SDD = source to detector distance

8=

angle between central axis ray line and line joùiing source and (x', y')

The four terms in equation 5.1 si@@ the incident beam fluence spectrum, exponential

attenuation, inverse square fall off (due to divergence from a point source), and a term to
convert to planar fluence, respectiveIy. Recall that by definition, the total primary fluence
at a scoring voxel,

#p

(T) ,may be found by summing contributions over al1 energy:

The incident energy spectra used here are obtained from Monte Car10 simulation

m 5 a ] (with the 24 MV spectrum of that work being tnincated to 23 MV) and rebinned
into eight energy divisions. The 2D maps of relative incident fluence are measured using

a scanning ionization chamber with appropriate b r a s buildup cap, to remove contaminant
electronsThe fluence and associated mean energies of scattered photons entering the

detector are calculated using 2D scatter fluence kernels. These radially symmetnc
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kernels are generated using the EGS4 Monte Carlo radiation tramport code me85]. Each
kemel represents the scatter fluence response at a given distance (air gap) behind a
homogeneous slab of water, due to an incident p e n d beam of photons. These kernels
have been generated for a range of slab thicknesses (1-50 cm) and a u gaps (0-100 cm).

The associated mean energies of the scattered photon fluence were also scored. A
description of the creation and analysis of these scattered photon fluence kernels is
presented elsewhere WcOOa] as well as in chapter three of this work. A superposition of
appropriate scatter kemels with the incident beam fluence map allows the prediction of
fluence and mean of mean energies of the scattered photons entering the detector, as
described below.
Before the scatter calculation occurs, the patient density data are converted to an
equivalent homogeneous phantom @HP)as introduced by Pasma et al Pa98al. The
conversion consists of replacing the original CT voxel data with the radiologicaI
pathlength data, along diverging raylines. The radiological pathlength data (which may be
interpreted as the water-equivalent thickness along a ray line) is shified along the rayline
to maintain the position of the original centre of mass. A new air gap distance is
calculated, representing the exit surface to detector surface along the diverging ray line.
A grid of pencil beams is then transported through the patient, where the EHP thickness

and air gap determine the scatter kemel chosen for a particular point, and the resulting
fluence contribution is weighted by the appropnate relative fluence of the incident beam.
The scatter fluence and the mean of mean energies calculations are descnbed in section
4.2.3. Note that a single scattered fluence value and mean of mean energies value is
obtained for each scoring voxel, and therefore this scattered fluence calculation approach
will be termed the 'monoenergetic' approach. However, the calculation may be modified
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to provide a distribution of scattered fluence and mean energies, by tracking individual
scatter fluence and mean energy contributions to a scoring voxel fiom al1 hansported
pencil beams. For each transported pencil bearn, the fluence and mean energy
contributions of scattered photons to a scoring voxel at ?' are given by
(f )

K,(t(0,g@),

- f 1' )

and K$@),

- 7'1) ,where the variables are the same as

in section 4.2.3. This tracking results in a set of ( #*, Ë ),which afterwards may be
binned into n discrete energy bins of width 2avia the summation
n

-

-x
Ei+a

#s

,which yields the discrete distribution representing

i=O E , - a

distribution, the sum over mean energies results in gi(?')

d#S

('7 - For this

dE

= d4',("1

f i Since this

'iË

technique produces a distribution of scattered fluence and associated rnean energies, it is
called the pseudo-polyenergetic approach.

The resolution of the grid for al1 calculations in this chapter is chosen to be
0.5 cm. A study of the factors aEfecting the accuracy of predicting the magnitude and
quality of scattered photon fluence using this technique has been performed [chapter four;
McOOb] and 0.5 cm was found to be a good choice to ensure accuracy and maintain

speed. Currently, the algonthrn does not account for electron fluence into the portal
image detector, which may origùiate at the exit side of the patient. This electron fluence
will be exiting with an angular spread due to scattering interactions within the patient as
well as beam divergence, and will therefore decrease rapidly with air gap. Electrons
which reach the detector will in most cases be absorbed in a buildup layer of the image

detector, which is thicker than the range of the most energetic electron. Therefore, for a
properly designed detector, patient-generated electrons will not produce image signal.
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5.2.2 Converting fluence to dose in the detector

The predicted fluence entering the detector is used to generate a dose map. This
step requires pre-calculated dose deposition kernels unique to a specinc detector

configuration (see Figure 5.1). These are generated using EGS4 De851 and user code

DOSRZ. For a given detector, a radially symmetric dose pattern is scored due to a
perpendicularly incident, monoenergetic photon pencil beam. The dose kemel is scored
in the material layer which generates the portal image signal (ie. not the buildup or other

surroundhg material), and kemels are calculated for a range of incident energies (0.1-0.6

in steps of 0.1, 0.8, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5,2.0-6.0 in steps of 1.0, 8.0, 10.0-24.0 in steps of2.0;
units of MeV). The simulation parameters ECUT and PCUT are set to 0.516 MeV and
0.005 MeV for al1 simulations in this chapter. Resulting statisticai errors in the scored

dose kemels are f1.2%, averaged over al1 incident energies and radial bks, and do not
exceed f5% for any individual bin. To find the primary dose image, dose kemels are
convolved with the primary fluence for each scored energy bin, then summed together for

the total dose deposited due to primary photons. This process may be written as:

where: x =

x coordinate of incident photon beam

y=

y coordinate of incident photon beam

y

=

x coordinate in scoring plane

Y' =

y coordinate in scoring plane

r

vector coplanar to scoring plane, representing (x, y) as projected into

d

=

scoring plane
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F'=

vector coplanar to scoring plane, representing (x', y')

E=

photon energy

d#p (7') -dE
primary fluence spectmm

KD

=

radially symmetric dose kemel for a specific detector, for an incident
pencil beam of photons of energy E, per incident photon

D,

=

dose deposited in the detector layer due to primary photons
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Figure 5.1: Cross section illustratïng geometry of dose kemels for a portal imaging
detector consisting of two layers of material.
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Since the energy spectrum of the scatter fluence is not known exactly, the method
for converting the prirnary fluence to dose c a ~ obe
t applied to the scatter fluence. The
dose image for the scattered fluence is found by employing the reciprocity theorem. The
reciprocity theorern is used here to relate the scored dose kemels to incident scatter
fluence. The dose deposited at a point in the detector due to an incident small photon
beam (of area Lx 1 cm2)is approximately the same as that contained in the dose kemel
integrated over the dimensions of the scatter scoring voxel(1xl cm2). Performed for al1
incident photon energies, the result is a fûnction converting incident fhence to dose (Cs),
as:

where the integration is performed in cylindrical coordinates over the square bounds of
the scoring voxel of side s (=1 cm in this work). The factor of eight cornes from the 8fold syrnmetry of the square, and therefore integration over only one-quarter of a quadrant

is required. This fùnction rnay be employed using either the monoenergetic or pseudopolyenergetic scatter fluences described in section 5.2.1. In the monoenergetic approach,
the dose due to scattered photons

(a)
is calculated as

whereas the pseudo-polyenergetic method calculates scattered photon dose as

In this chapter, the pseudo-polyenergetic approach is used, since it offers increased
accuracy due to sampling over more energies than the monoenergetic method.
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When converthg fluence to dose, the primary and scatter fluence are assumed to
be perpendicularly incident upon the detector. The primary will not be highly oblique (ie.

-8 degrees at the corner of a 20x20 cm2field at isocentre) and while the scatter fluence
may demonstrate significantly oblique angles at very short air gaps, the magnitude of
contribution to total dose will be dominated by the primary- Establishg electronic
equilibrium in the detector layer of the imaging device will reduce the effect of this error
by moving the rapidly changing buildup region above the detector layer, which will then
lie within the slowly decreasing region of the depth dose curve. In the cornpansons

presented in this chapter, no signincant error (>3%) has been observed due to the
assumption of perpendicular incidence.

5.2.3

Off-axis spectrum softening

The portal dose prediction algorithm is flexible, allowing complex models
representing the fluence distributions exiting the radiotherapy treatment unit head to be
incorporated (for example, those resulting &omBEAM CR0951 simulations). A simple
approach is demonstrated here by including the influence of the flattening filter on the
primary energy fluence spectnim. Position (relative to the target), dimensions, and

material of the flattening filters for the 6 MV and 23 MV beams were required. The
raytracing algonthm was used to generate files containing data representing the
pathlength through the flattening filters between an ideal point source and isocentre, and
only need to be generated once. The pathlength information is used to modifjr the
weighting of each energy bin of the original (on-axis) prirnary fluence spectrum. No
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significant increase in algorithm execution tirne was observed when incorjmrating this
feature.

5.2.4 Experimental validation

The algorihm output was compared to measured data behind a 29 cm thick simple

polyrnethylmethacrylate (PMMA) slab phantom, a simple square cork inhomogeneity
(10x 10x 10 cm3)
in a 19 cm thick PMMA slab, and an anthropomorphic phantom (PM

Alderson Phantom, Radiology Support Devices Inc., Long Beach, CA) Photon beams
with nominal energies of 6 MV and 23 MV were used, for two treatment sites on the
anthropomorphic phantom (lung and pelvis, respectively). A range of air gaps (1080 cm) was examined. CT data for the anthropomorphic phantom were collected on a

Siemens Somatom 4 Plus, and converted fiom original attenuation units (known as
Hounsfield units or HU) to electron density Somation using p,=O.OOl *HU for HU1100
and p,=0.0005695*HU+0.44501 for HU>lOO, based on linear fits to measured data and
work by Battista Pa801. Incident field fluence data were measured using a scanning
ionization charnber (PTW corp.) with a brass buildup cap. A linear array of 47 fluid filled
ionization chambers (LA48 fiom PTW Corporation, Freiburg, Germany) was utilized as
the portal image detection device, allowing a profile to be collected in -1.5 seconds.
Profiles were taken in the cross-plane axis, aligned with isocentre, and are normalized to
the maximum dose point within the profile. For the simple cork inhomogeneity phantom,

additional profiles were taken parallel to these, at 5 cm off-axis (backprojected to
isocentre) to lie undemeath the cork. For the anthropomorphic phantom measurements,
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two different configurations were used, one with P M M A buildup (3.5 cm), and the other

with brass buildup (0.2 cm), while only the PMMA buildup detector was used in the
simpler phantoms. The use of two different detectors allows the investigation of the
accuracy of the dose deposition kemels when a high atomic number material is used in
the detector configuration.

Although the LA48 bas a manufacturer-specined error of Il%,an independent
error estimate was obtained by setting up, acquiring a profile, then taking down the
detector five h e s at a single SSD (130 cm). This was perfonned for both treatment
sites, using both detector configurations, and allows the variation of the measured profiles
to be estimated (see results in section 5.3.3).
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Results and Discussion

5.3.1

Dose kernels
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The dose kemels generated for a specific detector configuration allow an estimate
of detector response to be made. By integrating the energy deposited in the detector layer
over al1 radii, an estimate of total energy deposited is obtained for a specific incident
photon energy. The results of this integration are presented in Figure 5.2 for eight

detectors. Three of the detectors were chosen for comparison to previously published
results, including a high resolution storage phosphor, a standard storage phosphor with
0.8 mm lead buildup, and a Kodak X-omat film sandwiched between two 0.8 mm lead

plates. The response hctions for these detectors have been estimated with Monte Car10
simulation and verified with experiment pa87; Ba911, and compare weil with those
estirnated here using EGS4. The other detectors presented represent an LA48 array with
3-5 cm of PMMA buildup, an LA48 array with 0.2 cm brass buildup, the Philips SRI-100

metaVphosphor detector with an extra 0.1 cm steel buildup plate w 8 a ] , and the
Siemens ~ e a m v i e w ~meta1,phosphor
'"~
detector. These four response functions compare
well with similar systems presented by JafEay [Ja94], where the LA48 configurations
used here approximate Compton detectors (ie. where signal is generated due only to
Compton recoil electrons). Compared to the Compton detector approximations, the
relative increase in the metaVphosphor detector response at low energies demonstrates
greater sensitivity to low energy scattered photon fluence. The pseudo-polyenergetic
approach of taking several samples fiom across the scatter energy fluence spectnun has a
significant effect for high Z detectors (see Figure 5.3) due to their complex response at
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low energies, and should provide increased accuracy over an approach based on selection
of a single monoenergetic kernel.

- - - - m - - - - w - - - - v - - - - m - - - - j
high resolution storage phosphor
.
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Figure 5.2: Detector response (normaiized at 10 MeV) for eight portal imaging detectors
obtained by integrating energy deposited over entire detection layer. Detectors include a
high resolution storage phosphor [Ba91], ST storage phosphor with 0.8mm lead buildup
[Ba9 11, film sandwiched between two 0.8 mm lead sheets [Ba87], linear array (LA48)

with 3.5 cm PMMA buildup, LA48 with 0.2 cm bras buildup, Siemens ~ e a m v i e w ~ ' " ~

detector, and a Philips SRI-100with an additional 0.1 cm of steel buildup Pa98al.
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for a slab of PMMA, 15x15 cm2,6 MV field, at 20 cm air gap.
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5.3.2 Effects of the flattening filter

Including the effects of the flattening filter on the primary energy fluence results

in a significant improvement in the agreement between measured and predicted dose
profiles, as demonstrated in Figure 5.4. The off-axis softening of the primary spectrum
due to a decreasing pathlength through the flattening filter results in a lower predicted
dose profile with increasing off-axis radius when compared to predicted profiles without
the flattening filter modeled. Profiles in Figure 5.4 are for a large air gap in order to

reduce the scatter dose to a srnail, flat contribution. Modehg of the treatment head may
be easily incorporated into the flexible portal dose prediction algori-,

cornparison demonstrates its potential importance.

and this
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Figure 5.4: Demonstration of improvement in cornparison with measured data obtained

by modehg primary energy fluence hardening through the flattening filter (FF). Data is
acquired using an incident 6 MV, 1% 15 cm2field, with the LA48 detector with PMMA
buildup, 29 cm thick PMMA slab phantom, at an air gap of 80 cm. Cornparison is done
at large air gap to reduce the scatter dose contribution to a smali uniforrn value.
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Experimental validation of portai dose prediction algorithm

Predicted portal dose images for each phantom at a 10 cm air gap are illustrated in

Figure 5.5. Predicted and measured profiles in the cross plane (or x direction) are
presented for the simple slab phantom, the simple lung phantom, and for the
anthropomorphic phantom (both 6 MV lung and 23 MV pelvis sites) in Figure 5.6. The
data presented for smail air gaps of 10 cm demonstrates the algorithms' ability to
accurately handle scatter fluence and scatter dose prediction, even when this component
is a significant fraction of total dose. The error estimated (as descnibed in section 5.2.4)
for the measured values is +1.3%, which is within the symboi size. Analysis of
comparisons for each individual phantom has been performed in accordance with
recornmendations of Van Dyk et al pa93]. Data points are separated into three
categories: relative dose (7%and dose gradient <3û%/cm, relative dose >7% and dose
gradient <30%/cm, and dose gradient >30%/cm. For the h t two categones, histograms
of the percent differences are presented, whereas for the third category, histograms of the

isodose line separation are presented. Dose gradients were calculated as the maximum
gradient around a dose point, whereas the isodose line separations were estimated as the
deviation between measured and predicted relative dose values divided by the gradient

Mc96bl. This analysis is presented in Figure 5.7. In situations of large scatter fiaction
(simple slab phantom), a systematic overestimate of scatter dose may be observed. This
is at least partially attributable to the systematic overestimation of the multiply-scattered

photon fluence component by the £luence prediction portion of the algorithm [Chapter

Four and McOOb]. In fùture versions of the algorithm, this effect may be reduced by
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regenerating the scatter fluence kemels in phantoms with nnite lateral dimension, or by
an empirïcal correction based on the lateral extent of the phantom.

Combining all data points for ail phantoms, detectors, and air gaps, approximately
96.5% of the data points in low dose gradient regions (N=1682) compare to w i t h . 3% of

maximum relative dose, and 98.5% of the data points in high dose gradient regions
(N=198) are within 4 mm. This quali-ty of performance is within the current

recommendations goveming treatment planning algorithms [AA98]. With the movement
towards clinical implementation of 'step and shoot' and dynamic treatments, algorithm
speed becomes an increashgly important issue, due to the increased number of beam
deliveries. The total time to calculate a portal dose image at a l x 1 mm2resolution over a
40x40 cm2 scoring plane takes G minutes on a Pentium Pm-450MHz computer when

coded in the Interactive Data Language p r o g r d g environment (Research Systems

Inc., Boulder, CO).
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Figure 5.5: Predicted total portal dose images at 10 cm air gap behind a slab phantom (a),
a simple lung phantom (b), thorax of anthropomorphic phantom (c), pelvis of

anthropomorphic phantom (d). Beam energy and field size are 6 MV, 15x 15 cm2for (a),
@), and (c), and 23 MV, 10x1O cm2 for (d). Position o f measured profiles presented in

Figure 5.6 corresponds to horizontal white lines.
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(OVERLEAF) Figure 5.6: Sample predicted and measured profiles behind al1 phantoms
tested here. Beam energy and field size are 6 MV, 15x15 cm2 for (a), (b), and (c), and
23 MV, 1Ox 1O cm2for (d). Both smaii and large air gaps are demonstrated (with

normalization performed to maximum point of total dose at smail air gap, to keep relati
magnitudes at different air gaps preserved). Calculated scatter dose is also illustrated.
Detector configurations are LA48 with PMMA buildup in (a) and (b), and LA48 with
brass buildup in (c) and (d). Error in the measured data points is estimated at f1.3% (see

section 5.2.4 for explmation).
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Figure 5.6 continued on next page. ..
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Legend:

Percent Difference (c30%/crn) or
separation (>30%/cm) in mm

Figure 5.7: Analysis of measured and predicted total dose cornparison, using categories
proposed by Van Dyk et al Wa931.
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Discussion and Conclusions

An algorithm has been presented which predicts portal dose images.

Implementation involves f k t predicting the primary and scattered photon fluence into a
detector, then predicting the dose response of the detector. The algorithm utilizes precalculated Libraries of scatter fluence kernels and dose deposition kemels, which are
obtained through Monte Car10 radiation transport techniques. The algorithm is fast,
atlows a separation of primary and scatter, and can mode1 arbitrary detector matenals.
The algorithm may take advantage of energy fluence modeling of the radiotherapy

treatrnent heads. The ability to incorporate easily the effect of the flattening filters on the

prirnary energy fluence spectnun was demonstrated. The pencil beam dose kemels for
several detector configurations were analysed to produce detector response curves. The

accuracy of the algorithm was uivestigated for 6 MV and 23 MV beams over air gaps of
10-80 cm for a PMMA slab phantom, a PMMA slab with a cork inhomogeneity, and an

anthropomorphic phantom. Two different detector configurations were used, involving
low and high atomic number buildup material. For dose gradients GO%/cm, the
difference between 96.5% of predicted and rneasured dose points is within 3%. For
higher dose gradient regions, penumbras are within 4 mm. This level of accuracy is

within the guidelines set out for treatment planning dose calculation algorithms [AA98].
It is concluded that this approach represents a fast, accurate, and flexible solution to portal
dose image prediction.
The presented method compares favourably with existing portal dose image
prediction techniques pa98a; McOOb] in tenns of accuracy (<3%). Being a twodimensional approach, it is also simple to implement and quick to execute (inherently
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faster than any full three-dimensional technique). The sepration of the fluence
calculation fiom the dose calculation provides the algorithm with a great deal of
flexibility, aIIowing the dose response of arbitrary portal image detectors to be modeled
accurately via Monte Carlo techniques. In chapter three WcOOa], the scatter fluence
kernels have been shown to be nearly independent of the details of the energy spectnim of
the incident beam, and therefore should be widely applicable for most commercial linear
accelerator units. The dose kemels for any portal image detector may be easily generated
with a basic understanding of EGS4 and detector specifications of rnaterials, thicknesses,

and densities. Once generated, both the fluence and dose kemel libraries do not need to
be calculated again. The next chapter presents a validation of the algorithm on a high

atornic number portal imaging device.
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CHAPTER SIX
DOSIMETRIC INVESTIGATION AND PORTAL
DOSE DIAGE PREDICTION USING AN
AMORPHOUS SILICON ELECTROMC PORTAL
IMAGING DEVKE

6.1

Introduction

The previous chapter presented a two-step algorithm for predicting portal dose
images, and verified the performaace using a low atomic number detector. To establish
the validity of the algorithm on a detector system more representative of those available

clinically, iricluding multiple thin layers and a high atomic number dose detection layer,
the algorithm was tested using a state-of-the-art amorphous silicon imagïng device.
Chapter six not o d y presents this validation, but also examines some of the basic
dosimetric properties of the detector system.
Geometric treatment verification of extemal beam radiation therapy portals is
crucial to ensure proper target coverage and normal tissue avoidance. Most often
venfication is performed through the use of radiographie film or electronic portal
imaging devices (EPIDs). Over the last several years, much effort has been devoted to
expand the use of megavoltage irnaging to include dosimetric applications Fe86, Wo90a,
Yi90, Ha96, Ha97, Ki95, Ki93, He95, Pa98a, Pa98b, Es96,Zh95, Fi93, Va92, Fi96,

Mc96a, Mc96b, Kr98, McOOc, Bogïa, Bo97b, Bo98a, Bo98b1, with the ultimate purpose

of dosimetric treatment verification. A simple, yet effective application discussed by
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Leong et al. Le861, Wong et al. po90a], and more recently demonstrated by Kroonwijk
et al. [Kr98], consists of a direct and real-the comparison of a measured portal dose

image with a theoreticaily predicted portal dose image. Discrepancies between the
measured and predicted image indicate treatment delivery errors, which may be corrected
once identified. This is such a powerful application that Leong Le861 suggests the
potential for 'total elimination of procedural errors in the delivery of radiation'. Ideally
the comparison step would be fully computerized using artificial intelligence software

and perfonned within the h t few monitor units delivered in a treatment fiaction.
Another dosimetric treatment verification application of EPKDs involves the
removal of scatter fiom the measured portal image, then backprojecting the remaining

primary component through the patient CT data set which allows a calculation of
deposited dose in the patient ma96, Mc96al. Others have used simpler approaches to
relate measured portal images with patient mid-plane and/or exit dose estimates m95,
Ki93, Es96, Fi93, Fi96, Va92, Bo97a, Bo97b, Bo98a, Bo98b1, but still require separate

prhary and scatter estirnates in the portal image. Megavoltage CT imaging is also a

related application since it greatly benefits fiom the removal of the predicted scatter
component f?om the rneasured image [SpOOa].
In chapter five, a two-step algorithm for predicting portal dose images in arbitrary
detector systems was proposed and verified using a low atomic number detector system
~ c O O c ] .This flexible algorithm separately models the photon fluence through the
patient and the dose deposited within the detector system. The fluence calculation
involves geometric ray tracing to calculate the prirnary fluence entering the detector and a

2D convolution between the incident treatment beam fluence and p e n d beam fluence
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kemels representing the behavior of the scattered photons. The scattered fluence kemels
are calculated using Monte Carlo techniques and take a large amount of computational
effort to generate, but need only be calculated once. It has been demonstrated that these
scattered fluence kemels are not strongly dependent upon the details of the incident
photon spectrum used to generate them LMcOOa]. The predicted fluence is then
convolved with dose kernels that are specific to a particdar detector system. Each
detector system has a unique set of dose kemels, which may be generated with an
elementary knowledge of the fieely available EGS4 package [Ne851 and user code

DOSRZ P a 9 5 J . The dose kemels are generated for a range of monoenergetic photon
energies using Monte Carlo methods, providing the algorithm with many exciting
features. For example, variations in energy response are accurately accounted for, dose
deposition in any type of material (low or high atomic number) is modelled, electronic
disequilibrium in thin, rnulti-layered detector systems is modelled, and self scatter
contributions fiom the detector system itself are included.

The algorithm was shown to predict measured data within k3% for a variety of
phantoms, air gaps, beam energies, and two different detector configurations WcOOc].
However, the algorithm was not directly venfied on a high atomic number detector
system. Due to the widespread use of metal screedphosphor based detectors, and the
recent commercial availability of next-generation flat panel, amorphous silicon detectors
(which may also incorporate metal screedphosphor detector layers), a rigorous validation
of the algorithm on this type of detector is of great interest. In this chapter, the portal
dose image algorithm is refined and validated against measurements made with the
indirect detection PortalVision as500 amorphous silicon flat panel imager (Varian
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Medical Systerns, Pa10 Alto, CA). The term 'indirect' implies that the photodiodes have

an overlying metaVphosphor layer, which converts the incident radiation to optical
photons tha are subsequently detected by the amophous silicon array producing the
image signal [El99]. Some basic dosimetric characteristics of the as500 imager are also
investigated here, including iinearity of response with dose rate and h

e acquisition,

and response with varying source to detector distance (SDD). The collected data reveal
that a significant amount of optical photon spread occurs within the phosphor layer of the
detector. This phenornenon is known as 'glue' and has been previously identified as a
major effect in camera-based metal screedphosphor detectors, which also allow
additional optical photon scattering fiom components such as mirrors and camera Ienses
@3e95,Mu951. The presence of glare in amorphous silicon EPIDs irnplies some difnculty

for dosimetric applications using these systems. It is demonstrated that the effect may be
accounted for by using a radially symmetric glare kernel to mode1 the optical photon
spread. The invariant kemel is derived fiom collected data and, when applied to
predicted dose images, substantially improves cornparison with rneasurement. The
finding of a substantial contribution of glare to the amorphous silicon EPID images here
is in contrast with previous work w 8 a ] which indicate that this effect is insignificant

for indirect detection flat panel detectors. This apparent contradiction is explained in
section 6.3.1.3.
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6.2.1.1 Detector description
The as500 detector consists of a metal plate (1 mm copper) overlying a
scintillating layer of phosphor (-0.5 mm) which couverts incident radiation into optical
photons. The generated light image is sensed by an array of photodiodes directly adhered
to an amorphous silicon panel. Each pixel on the amorphous silicon panel consists of a

light sensitive photodiode and a thin fiim transistor. The photodiodes are semiconductor
light sensors that generate a curent or voltage when the P-N junction in the
semiconductor is illumiuated by Light [Ha95]. These behave iike capacitors, since
incident light is integrated and captured as an electric charge. The thin film transistor acts
as a switch to control the signal readout, which is digitized through a 14 bit analog to
digital converter. The sensitive area of the as500 detector is -40x30 cm2,with a pixel
size of 0.784~0.784cm2 resulting in an image size of 512x384 pixels. The detector used

in this work is mounted on a Varian 2 100EX dual energy (6 and 18 MV) h e a r
accelerator and has a thickness of 4 cm, a mass of 7 kg, and is mounted on a retractable
arm which allows variable SDDs.
Flat panel detectors have been divided into two classifications pl991 called
"direct" and "indVect" configurations. The indirect configuration employs a scintillator
screen to convert deposited radiation energy to optical photons for readout. This is in
contrast to the "direct" configuration, where no schtiliator is used and the photodiode
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array directly senses the radiation energy- While direct flat panel detectors have been
shown to possess a radiation response similar to than of an ionization chamber, their
sensitivity to incident radiation is lower by at least a factor of 10 when compared to
indirect detectors [E199]. El-Mohri et al [El991 argue that the difference in sensitivity is
due to the reduced gain offered by the photodiodes in the direct detection compared to
that offered by the phosphor layer of the indirect detection. Therefore, a great sensitivity
advantage is gained if indirect detection configurations are used for dosimetric
applications.

6.2.1-2 Energy response

The portal dose calculation algorithm requires a set of dose kemels which score
the dose deposited in the detector layer (phosphor) due to an incident pencil beam of
monoenergetic photons. As described in section 6.2.2, EGS4 with usercode DOSRZ was
ernployed to generate this set of dose kemels. This approach has previously been shown
to yield accurate results, and has been verified [Chapter Five and McOOc] against
published data available on several detector configurations by calculating detector
response functions. A detector response b c t i o n is computed by integrating the
deposited energy of the scored dose kemel over al1 radii, for each incident photon energy.

In the clinical configuration of the detector, the thickness of the overlying metal
plate is insufficient to provide electronic equilibrium in the phosphor layer. This is of
concem, since the image will be more susceptible to secondary electrons generated
within the patient, which may increase image noise and reduce subject contrast.
Furthemore, the overlying layer of metal serves to attenuate preferentially lower energy
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photons (ie. a disproportïonate amount of scatter) and therefore improve image quality by
increasing the primary to scatter ratio. With the water equivalent thickness of the metal
plate and other overlying matenals being approximately 1 cm, the concern is significant
when using the higher energy 18 MV photon beam. To investigate the consequence of
this lack of buildup, images were gathered with the as500 EPID in two different
configurations. The first co~guration(contiguration 'A') was the standard clinical
situation with no additional buildup, whereas the second configuration (configuration
'B ') added a 3-0cm slab of solid water equivalent material directly on the top surface of
the EPID. Note that the collision touch detection guard was removed to make this
possible. The response of a water-equivalent detector was also calculated for
cornparison. The water-equivalent detector was defhed as a 20 cm diameter cylinder of
water with a thickness of 40 cm and with a detector layer defked between 3.3 and 3.6 cm
below the surface.

The user code DOSRZ separately scores dose from scattered photons, thus
allowing an investigation into the importance of this portion of the total detector signal.
Self-generated scatter contributions as a percentage of total signal were examined for the
as500 in both A and B configurations, and for the water-equivaiunt detector.
Kausch et al. Fa991 used Monte Carlo modeling of both radiation and optical
photon transport within metaVphosphor detectors. An interesting result was the strong
dependence of the escape probability on depth of an optical photon generated in the
phosphor (and therefore on where the radiation dose is deposited). Due to this resuIt, the
phosphor layer in the as500 detector was split into three equal phosphor thicknesses for
the Monte CarIo simulations in this work. This aliows an investigation into the
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dependence of the detector response on the relative depth in the phosphor. However,
since the fïndings of Kausch et al. Ka991 indicated that optical photons created in the
deepest layer (closest to the exit side) of the phosphor had the highest escape probability,
the dose kemels generated in the exit layer of the phosphor are used for portal dose image
prediction in this chapter.

6.2.1.3 Linearity

The hearity of the detector response to incident radiation was investigated with
two experirnents. Linearity with respect to the number of acquired fiames (which are

thcn averaged into a single image) was examined using images acquired with 1-10 and
100 b e s . The linear accelerator (linac) was configured for a k e d 1Sx 15 cm2open

field with gantry at 0°, and the detector was positioned at 150 cm SDD. The pixel
average and standard deviation over a -1 cm2 (13x 13 pixels) region of interest (ROI) at
field centre were recorded and used as the signal and error estimate, respectively.
Linearity with respect to dose rate was explored by acquiring constant & m e
averaged images (10 fiames) and vaxyïng the dose rate of the linear accelerator kom 100
to 600 MU/rnin in steps of 100 MU/min. The Linac was configured for a lïxed 15x15 cm2
open field with gantry at 0°, and the detector was positioned at 150 cm SDD. Two 13x13
pixel regions of interest were examined, one inside and one outside the field. One region
was aligned to the field centre, the other was placed -4.3 cm outside the field edge (as

measured at the detector).
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6.2.1.4 Glare

The problem of optical photon scatter (or 'glare') in camera-based metallphosphor
EPIDs is a well known phenomenon [He95; Mu95; Mu98b; Pa99aI. The effect is
primarily attributed to multiple reflections between the screen and mirror [Mu98b;
Pa99a1, but may also arise due to optical diaision withh the translucent phosphor layer.
The multiple optical reflection events have been modelled by Munro et al Nu98bl and
Partridge et al ra99al and s h o w to be highly asymmetncal in the gun-target axis for
screen rnirror systems. Furthemore, Partridge et al [Pa99a] demonstrated that these
multiple reflections may contribute as much as 20% of the prirnary signal in the field
centre, and dominate other potential sources of glare. Heijman et al. Be951 modeled the
glare phenomenon for a camera based SRI-100 EPID (metallphosphor detector viewed by
a CCD camera through two fiont surface mirrors, made by Elekta Oncology Systems,

Crawley, UK), through a convolution of the dose image with a radially syrnmetric glare
kemel representing the spread of optical photons, combined with a measured sensitivity
rnatrix which helps account for the asymmetric portion of the glare phenomenon. The
as500 detector does not possess any mirrors or lenses, however it does incorporate a

translucent phosphor layer, hence a symmetrical glare effect (which would be much
smaller than that due to multiple reflections) may be present. If this glare effect is due to
optical dispersion within the phosphor layer itself, the use of a louwe grid which was
shown pa99a] to significantly reduce multiple reflections in screedcamera systems
would likely be ineffective.

A senes of measurements was performed, demonstrating the presence of the glare
effect in the as500 detector. Images were acquired at a gantry angle of O" for an open
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15x 15 cm2 field at SDDs of 120 cm, 150 cm, and 180 cm for both the 6 and 18 MV beam

energies. These measurements were repeated with the gantry at 270° to remove the
possible influence of backscattered photons that may be present when the gantry was set
to O0 and the detector was in close proximity to the floor. This was a concem since
metauphosphor detectors demonstrate increased response to 180' backscattered photons
which have an energy of 0.25 MeV independent of incident beam energy. An increased
response due to backscattered photons should become evident as an increase in
background signal in situations where backscattering material (such as floors and walls)
are closer to the detector.

The glare effect was modeled using an iterative approach. The glare kernel of
Heijman et al. [He951 was fitted using two exponential fûnctions added to a delta
fûnction (strictly speaking, the delta fùnction is actually a recto fiinction when applied,
due to the discrete coordinate system of the image). This was used as the f h t estimate of
the glare kernel. The predicted dose image was convdved with the kemel and the resuit
compared to the measured EPID image. The delta portion of the glare kernel was

increased or decreased until no further improvement in image cornparison was measured.
It is well knuwn that the convolution of any image with a delta fünction simply retums
the image (scaled by the area under the delta fiuiction). Therefore, although the approach

outlined above assumes a specific fûnctionality, it allows a convergence to the correct
magnitude of glare contribution. The appropriateness of the non-delta component is clear
when comparing the measured and predicted images at points outside the field.
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Portal dose prediction algorithm
The portal dose image prediction algorithm used in this chapter has been

described in detail in chapter five WcOOc], so only a brief overview is presented here.
The algorithm is implemented in two steps. The k t step involves calculating a
map of photon fluence incident onto the portal image detector. A 2D data set of
radiological pathlength is found by applying a fast ray tracing [Si851 technique from an
ideal point source through the patient's 3D computed tomography data set to the EPID
surface. With a lcnowledge of the incident energy spectnun and a 2D map of relative
incident beam fluence, the p h a r y fluence per energy bin entering the detector may be
calculated. The incident energy spectra used were generated via Monte Carlo techniques
[DeOO, Mo851 (6 MV, and 18 MV by interpolating 15 and 24 MV). The 2D maps of
reIative incident fluence are measured using a scanning ionization chamber with
appropnate polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) buildup cap, to remove contaminant
electrons. Currently this is not an efficient method for collecting these data, and future
work will explore the feasibility of using incident fluence rnatrix export options available

in some commercial treatment planning systems. Alternative methods to estimate the
incident beam fluence include Monte Carlo simulation @Zog51and head scatter models.

The fluence spectnun of scattered photons entering the detector are calculated
using 2D scatter fluence spectra kemels generated by Monte Carlo techniques. A
description of the creation and analysis of these scattered photon fluence kemels was
discussed in chapter three and presents scattered fluence kemels generated in semiinfinite water slabs, and tracks fluence and mean energies. A superposition of
appropriate scatter kemels with the incident beam fluence map allows the prediction of
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fluence and energies of the scattered photons e n t e ~ the
g detector. The incident fluence
is sampled over a regular grid of points, with each point uniquely detennining a scatter
kernel based on radiological thickness and air gap valid at that point. The sampling
resolution of the incident fluence for al1 caiculations in this chapter is chosen to be
0.5 cm. This choice introduces less than a 1%error in predicted scatter fluence, as found

in a study of the factors affecting the accuracy of predictïng the magnitude and quality of
scattered photon fluence using this technique WcOOb].
The libraries of scattered fluence kernels were recalculated for this chapter with
EGS4 and user code DOSRZ using water slabs of finite radius (17.5 cm) to reduce the

small overestimation of the multiply-scattered photon fiuence component, as descnbed
previously in chapter four WcOOb]. Furthemore, the fluence was scored in 0.1 MeV
wide energy bins, allowing access to the full scatter fluence energy spectrum data for
these scattered fluence kemels, not just mean energies. The fluence kemels were
compared to the previously generated data set for consistency, whereas the fluence
kemels and the scattered fluence spectra for the singly-scattered photon component were
compared to results of a computer program, which calculated this using an analytical
approach involving Klein-Nishina cross sections, Compton kinematics, and inverse
square fall-off. Using the new kernel libraries containing the scatter fluence spectra data,
fluence energy spectra of the scattered photons are contributed by every pencil beam
transported through the patient and are tallied in each scoring voxel in the detector plane,
resulting in an estimate of the energy spectnun of the scatter fluence. The calculation
evolves fiom section 5.2.1 to estimate the scattered photon fluence spectnim as
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x and y coordinate of incident photon beam

x', y' = x coordinate in scoring plane
vector coplanar to scoring plane, representing (x, y) as projected into
scoring plane
vector coplanar to scoring piane, representing (x', y')
photon energy
incident relative fluence distribution (incident photon beam fluence
normalised to central axis value)
scattered photon fluence spectrum kemel
radiological thickness (ie. equivalent thickness of homogeneous water)
of patient along diverging ray lïne through (x, y)
air gap (distance separating exit surface and scoring plane) along
diverging ray line intersecting (x,y)

Note that

@x

(Tt) =

(') dE describes the total scatter fluence at the scoring voxel.

dE

The predicted fluence enterhg the detector is converted to a dose map. This step

requires pre-calculated dose deposition kemels unique to a specific detector
configuration. These are ais0 generated using EGS4 and user code DOSRZ. For a given
detector, the radially symmetric dose pattern due to a perpendicularly incident,
monoenergetic photon pencil beam is scored. In the case of the as500 detector, dose
kernels are scored in the phosphor layer which generates the portal image signal, for a
range of incident energies (0.1-0.6 in steps of O. 1,0.8, 1.O, 1.25, 1.5,2.0-6.0 in steps of
1.O,8.0, 10.0-24.0 in steps of 2.0; units of MeV). ECUT and PCUT represent the lower
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energy b i t for electron transport and photon transport respectively, and are set to 0.516
MeV and 0.005 MeV. Resulting statistical errors in the scored dose kemels are S . 6 %
(for the as500 cod5guration A), e . 6 %(for the as500 configuration B), and +1.5% (for
the water detector), averaged over ail incident energies and radial bins. For any
individual scoring bin, the statistical uncertainty does not exceed H.8%of the dose
scored in the smaliest radial bin for a11 incident energies and detectors descnbed here.

The primary dose image is calculated by convolving the dose kernel with the primary
fluence for each scored energy bin, then summing the dose maps fiom al1 energy bins
(see equation 5.3).
The scattered £luence spectrum is converted to dose

(a)
via the method

introduced in section 5.2.2, and modified to make use of equation 6.1 :

6.2-3 Experimental validation

The algorithm output was compared to measured data acquired with the as500
EPID for several phantom configurations. These included a 26 cm thick homogeneous,
solid water, slab phantom and an anthropomorphic phantom (Rando, Alderson Corp.).

Three treatment sites on the anthropomorphic phantom were studied: lung, pelvis, and
head at nominal photon beam energies of 6, 18, and 6 MV respectively. A range of air
gaps (-20-50 cm) was examined. CT data for the anthropomorphic phantom was

collected on a Picker PQ5000 CT scanner, and the attenuation data (in Houndsfield units)
were converted to electron density information using p.4.00 1*HU for HLTi100 and
pe=O-OOO52S*HU+l.O4746 for HD100, based on linear fits to measured data and work
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by Battista et al. [Ba80]. Incident field fluence data was measured using a scanning

ionization chamber (PTW corp.) with a PMMA buildup cap. The as500 EPID was used
to measure image data in both configurations (A and B), without and with and extra
buildup Iayer, as described in section 6.2.1-2.
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Results and Discussion

6-3.1 Flat panel detector characteristics

6.3.1.1 Energy response
Scored dose kernels for the as500 EPID (configurations A and B) are presented in

Figure 6.1. The dose kemels for an incident photon energy of 1 and 10 MeV in Figure
6.l(a) demonstrate peaked kernels with exponential tails. The width of the dose kemels
increases at higher energies due to the greater energy (and therefore range) of electrons
generated. The width of the dose kernels is generaily greater for the detector in
configuration B, since the greater buildup thickness allows more electron scattering
before the phosphor layer is reached, and also because more scattered photons are
generated in the thicker buildup layer.
The dose kernels as a function of radius and incident photon energy are presented

in Figure 6.

lm),with configuration A using solid lines and cordïguration B using dotted

lines. The regions where photoelectric effect, Compton scatter, and pair production
interactions dominate (as calculated by the XCOM package p e ] ) are labelled.
Configuration B exhibits wider kemels (especially in the high Compton and pair
production regimes for radii > 0.2 cm) due to the reasons mentioned above.
When the dose kemels are converted into deposited energy and integrrtted over al1
scoring bins, a detector response function is generated. This assumes that the measured
optical signal in the amorphous silicon detector will be proportional to the deposited
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Figure 6.1: (a) Dose kemels for the as500 detector in configuration A (solid line) and B
(dotted line), for 1 MeV md 10 MeV incident photon energy. (b) Ail dose kernels for
the as500 detector in configuration A (without extra buildup, solid lines) and 8 (with

extra buildup, dotted h e s ) , as a b c t i o n of radius and incident photon energy. Dose
contours are labeled in units o f Gyhcident particle.
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(OVERLEAF) Figure 6.2: (a) Detector response for the as500 detector in con6guration
A (solid lines) and B (dotted Lines). (b) Relative detector response normalized to 10

MeV for the as500 detector in configuration A (without extra buildup, solid line) and B

(with extra buildup, dotted line), and a water detector (dashed line). (c) Percentage of
total deposited energy which is attributable to scattered photons arising in the detector

itself, for the as500 detector in configuration A (solid h e ) and B (dotted he), and a
water-equivalent detector (dashed line).

Percentage of Detector Response
due to Scatter within the Detector

Relative Detector Response
(norrnalized at 10 MeV)

Detector Response
(x 10-l2Jlincident particle)

O*.
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dose, which is generdy assumed to be true CRa93; Ka991. These results are presented in
Figure 6.2. The response due to scatter within the detector itself is available, since the
user code DOSRZ separates scatter dose fiom the total dose, and becomes important only
at lower incident photon energies. It is apparent fiom Figure 6.2(a) that the standard

configuration (A) of the as500 detector does not have enough buildup to achieve
electronic equilibrium in the phosphor layer at higher photon beam energies. For this
detector, the response levels off at -7 MeV, in contrast to configuration B where the
response begins to level off around 24 MeV. The curves begin to separate at -4 MeV.
Therefore, a thicker buildup layer than currently exists will serve to increase the detector
response to incident photons of energy greater than -4 MeV. This will increase image
quality for al1 incident beam energies greater than 4 MV, since scatter will be
preferentially attenuated and the higher energy prirnary photons will generate a greater
relative response in the detector. This is an important finding for potentially improving
detector design for improved image quality (since the effects on spatial resolution and
noise would need to be investigated). Furthemore, this implies that researchers using the
detector for megavoltage CT will need to have the optimal buildup for the beam energy
used in order to maximize image signal while minimizing noise and dose to the patient.
The relative detector responses are presented in Figure 6.2@), with a waterequivalent detector added for cornparison. The response curves are norinalized to f O
MeV. The as500 detector exhibits the characteristic increase in response at lower photon
energies known to occur for metaVphosphor detectors (due to the importance of the
photoelectric effect in the high atomic number phosphor layer), as may be observed in
previous work [Ja94, McOOc]. Note that the as500 in configuration B exhibits better low
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energy filtration (4-10MeV) than the water detector, and also a greater relative response
at energies over 10 MeV.

The percentage of energy deposited due to scattered radiation within the detector
itself is important for energies below -2-4 MeV, as illustrated in Figure 6.2(c). The
as500 EPID in configuration B demonstrates an overall higher self-scatter contribution
than configuration A, due to the larger layer of buildup (and thus larger amount of
scattering material). This figure demonstrates the signincance of the scatter signal, and

the importance of being able to accurately mode1 it. Note that the Monte Car10 generated
dose kemels of the approach presented in this chapter inherently incorporate this effect.

The variation in detector response with depth in the phosphor layer was
examined. Figure 6.3 presents the detector response curves for the as500 EPID in
configurations A and B. Again the lack of electronic equilibrium above -7 MeV for the
as500 in configuration A is observed, since the exit layer has a greater response than the

entrance layer above this energy. In configuration B, the adequate choice of buildup over
al1 incident energies examined results in the exit layer yielding a smaller response
function than the entrance Iayer. The difference in detector response with phosphor layer
is srnall, but these differences will likely increase if the phosphor thickness is increased.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Detector response of various layers of phosphor in the aS500,
configuration A. Entrance layer (dashed line), middle layer (dotted line), and exit layer
(solid line) are presented. @) Detector response of various layers of phosphor in the
aSSOO, configuration B. Entrance layer (dashed line), middle layer (dotted line), and exit

layer (solid line) are presented.
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6.3.1.2 Linearity

The linearity of detector response with an increasing number of fiames being

integrated into the image is presented for both 6 and 18 MV beam energies in Figure
6.4(a).

The detector responds within +0.5%, except for one outlier.
The dose rate dependence of detector response for a 6 MV beam is presented in

Figure 6.4@). A central axis ROI is examined, as well as an ROI outside the field edge.

The requested dose rate (valid for the calibration geometry) was varied between 100 and

600 MCT//min. A constant 10-fiame average acquisition time of 2 seconds was used,
resulting in smaller error bars with increasing dose rate. The detector responds within

k2% (with one outlier) of ideal linearity. This is higher than earlier investigations p1991,
which have found f1% Iinearity, but is based on only one measurement series. Linear
accelerator stability will also contribute to this result.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Linearity of as500 detector in configuration A with frame integration,
using images of an open, 15x15 cm2 field for 6 MV (circles) and 18 MV (squares) beams.

(b) Dose rate dependence of as500 in configuration A, using images of an open, 15x15
cm2, 6 MV field. Two ROI'S are examined in the images, one on the central axis (circles)
and one -4 cm outside the field edge (squares).
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6.3.1.3 Glare
Profiles of aS5OO images (configuration A) of an open field (15x15 cm2) taken at
various SDDs are presented in Figure 6.5. The central axis greyscale decreases in a
manner very closely reproducïng the inverse square law. By taking the average greyscale
in a 1 cm2 ROI at the image centre and normalising to the 120 cm SDD image, the

inverse square law was obeyed within 1.7% for the 6 M V data and within 0.6% for the 18
MV data However, if a region outside the field is examined, no appreciable decrease in

greyscale is observed (in fact, there appears to be a very slight increase). Since there was
no absorber in the beam path, the effects of scattered radiation should be negligible. In
addition, the spatial dependence of the energy spectra incident on the detector should
simply move dong linear dimensions with increasing SDD. For example, the energy

spectra incident at point P-r cm off central axis for SDD =100 cm should be the same as
at point Q=1.5-rcm off central axis for SDD=150 cm. This will not be strictIy true since

an ideal point source is assumed, but should be relatively accurate since the contribution
of flattening filter and collimator effects is only -943% of the total nuence for an open

field PeOO]. Thus, the compensation of the inverse square law in regions outside of the
field may not be explained through energy spectnim arguments. However, an optical
photon effect (glare) does explain this behavior, as follows. The glare effect has been

previously modelled as a convolution of some blurring kernel (a point spread function
describing the glare effect) with the incident dose image, which produces the optical
photon image [He95]. The invariant glare kemel in that work was depicted essentially as

a delta fùnction added to a slowly decreasing tail component. When the SDD is
increased, field dimensions scale linearly, and therefore the incident field area (as
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measured at the detector) increases by the square. Therefore, for a point outside the main
field, a glare effect (if present) would be proportional to the area of the incident field
through the convolution relationship. This would explain an exact compensation of the
decrease expected by the inverse square fa11 off. It is observed in Figure 6.5 that this
accurately describes the acquired data. Furthemore, if the effect is an optical one, then it
should be present in a magnitude independent of incident beam energy. This is observed

in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. Figure 6.6 presents relative profiles, which are nonnalized to the
greyscale value on the central axis. Notice that the magnitude of the effect outside the
field is similar when comparing images acquired at 6 and 18 MV beam energies.
One small effect which may be of concern here, is the presence of backscattered
photons fiom the floor. Compton kinematics indicates that 180° backscattered photons
possess an energy -0.25 MeV, independent of incident photon energy. It is known that
metaVphosphor detectors exhibit an increase in response at lower energies, and thus this
effect is a concern here. A second set of open field (15x15 cm2) images was taken at
various SDDs, but with the gantry at 270°, to greatly increase the distance between the
detector and backscatter (in this instance, the wall), and therefore allow the inverse
square effect to remove most of the backscatter fluence. The data indicate that this
orientation does not change the profiles significantly (4%), and thus backscattered
photons are not responsible for the observed effect. Therefore, the glare effect is present

in the as500 detector, and is likely to be present in al1 flat panel detectors incorporating
scintillation layers which allow optical photon spread.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Profiles of images acquired using the as500 detector in configuration A,

for an open, 15x15 cm2, 6 MV field. SDDYsinclude 120 cm (solid Iine), 150 cm (dotted
line), and 180 cm (dashed line). (b) Profiles of images acquired using the as500 detector

in configuration A, for an open, 15x15 cm2, 18 MV field. SDD's include 120 cm (solid
line), 150 cm (dotted line), and 1 80 cm (dashed line).
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Figure 6.6: (a) Profiles of images acquired using the as500 detector in configuration A,
for an open, 15x15 cm2,6 MV field. Profiles are normalized to central axis, and SDD's

include 120 cm (solid line), 150 cm (dotted line), and 180 cm (dashed line). (b) Profiles
of images acquired using the as500 detector in configuration A, for an open, 15x15 cm2,
18 MV field. Profiles are normalized to central axis, and SDD's include 120 cm (solid

line), 150 cm (dotted iine), and 180 cm (dashed line).
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The g1a.e effect was specifically investigated by Munro and Bouius wu98a] for a
similar flat panel detector and they concluded that the effect was negligible. This is
probably due to the small range of illuminated areas studied in their work. The pertinent
experiment involved a very mal1 detector (9.6x9.6 cm2) and a change in illuminated area
on the detector surface from 67.2 to 91.9 cm2. Based on the current work, less than a 1%

effect would be expected £kom this magnitude of illuminated area change.
The glare effect is modeled with a radially symmetric function which is
convolved with the calculated portal dose image. This was perfonned iteratively, ushg
the kernel k t proposed by Heijman et al. [He951 as the initial estimate. This proposed
2
kernel was fitted to the h c t i o n &)=a-exp(-b-r)+c-exp(-d-r) with ~ 0 . 0 l96+0.OOO7,
b-2.7kO.1, c=0.0013~0.0001,M.13k0.02. This fitted fhction was then added to a
delta fûnction. A predicted open field (1Sx 15 cm2)dose image (Pd) was convolved with
the glare kemel and the result compared to the corresponding measured as500 image.
The delta function portion of the glue kemel was adjusted until differences between the
convolution product and measured image no longer decreased. The spatial resolution of
the glare kemel used here is l x 1 mm2, and the delta function was defined as a single
pixel at the centre of the glare function. The resulting glare function and raw data are
plotted in Figure 6.7(a). This glare kemel is applied to predicted dose images throughout
the rest of this chapter. Profiles through the predicted dose image, dose image after
convolution with the glare kemel, and corresponding measured as500 image are
presented in Figure 6.7(b), for an SDD of 120 cm and 6 MV beam. Excellent agreement
is obtained throughout the profile, with a significant gain in signal outside of the field
(-3-4% of central axis signal for this example). It is interesting to note that the measured
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images exhïbit profiles which have sharper penumbras than the predicted images. This is
due to the use of an incident fluence matrix (in the prediction algorithm) tha was

measured 6 t h a scanning ionization chamber of inner diameter -6 mm, serving to spread
the penumbra of the predicted dose profile more than the measured profile (recall pixel
widths of 0.784 mm). The glare h c t i o n derived fiom the images taken at SDD's of 120,
150 and 180 cm demonstrated variations of 4 . 5 % in the delta fiinction height, indicating

independence on SDD, as expected Erom the glare effect.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Glare kemel used to mode1 the glare effect. The initial kemel estimate is
represented by solid circles, the dotted lhe represents the final glare kemel. (b)
Normalized profiles of a predicted portal dose image of an open, 15x 15 cm2, 6 MV field
(solid line), the result of convolving this image with the glare kernel (dotted he), and the
measured data using the as500 in configuration A (dashed line).
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6.3 -2 Experimental validation of dose algorithm

6.3.2.1 Scatter fluence kemels

To verim the accuracy of the scatter fluence kemels, cornparison of the singly
scattered photon fluence component to results of analytical calculations is made in
Figures 6.8(a) and 6.9(a). Cornparison is excellent throughout the data set, except for
minor discrepancies at small radius, due to the analytical calculation not modeling in-air
scatter. When compared to similar distributions presented in chapter three fMcOOa],
srnall differences are observed due to the use of a finite radius phantom, including
differences in singly scattered fluence at larger radii and small air gap, and a small
decrease in multiple scatter fluence magnitude at any given air gap/radius. The spatial
locations labelled a and P (marked by stars) representing radii 0-0.25 cm and 19.7520.0 cm, both at air gap 30 cm, have been chosen for closer examination. Figures 6.8 (b)

and (c) and 6.9 (b) and (c) illustrate the energy fluence of the scattered photons through
those scoring bins. For both the 6 and 18 MV beam energies, several observations may
be made. An overall decrease in fluence is observed in moviog fiom location a to P, as
expected from the Klein-Nishina cross section. The bulk of the singly-sccittered photon

fluence decreases in energy, also expected, since higher angle scatter results in lower
energy scattered photons. The muitiply-scattered energy fluence maintains its shape
(heavily weighted to lower energies), while decreasing in magnitude. Singly- and
rnultiply-scattered photon fluence is of greater magnitude at the 6 MV beam energy,
whereas the bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation component becomes more
important at the 18 MV bearn energy. For the 18 MV beam (and somewhat less
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noticeably in the 6 MV beam) a spike in the bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation
component is observed in the 0.5-0.6 MeV energy bin. This is due to the two-photon
positron annihilation process requinng a minimum of 1.O22 MeV energy in the positron
in order to yield two 0.5 11 MeV photons.
Another verification of the Monte Carlo-scored energy fluence spectra is
presented in Figures 6.8(d) and 6.9(d). The analytical calculation results were tallied by
energy bin ('inwidth 0.25 for 6 MV beam and 0.5 for 18 MV beam), and overlaid with

the Monte CarIo results (bin width 0.1 MeV) for points a and

Due to the different bin

widths, the distributions were converted to counts/MeV and nonnalised to unit area, to

allow cornparison. It is evident that the analytical and the Monte Carlo results are

sirnilar. These cornparisons establish confidence in the Monte Carlo simulations of the
scatter fiuence spectra kemels.
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Figure 6.8: (a) Scattered photon fluence normalized to the number of incident particles
(x

10" cm") due to an incident 6 MV pencil beam of photons, behind a 20 cm thick water

slab with radius 17.5 cm, at a range of air gaps. Solid lines represent singly-scattered
photon fluence, dashed lines represent multiply-scattered photon fluence, and dotted lines

represent bremsstrahiung and positron annihilation photons. Gray lines represent results
of an analyticai singly-scattered fluence calculation for cornparison. Locations a and P
are used in m e r analysis presented in (b, c, d) on next page.
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(OVERLEGF) Figure 6.8: @) Scattered fluence energy spectnun in location a. (c)
Scattered fluence energy spectnim in location B. (d) Cornparison of Monte Car10 scored
(solid lines) and analyticaily cdculated (dotted Lines) singly-scattered photon energy
fluence, at locations a and p.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Scattered photon fluence normalized to the number of incident particles
(x 10"

cm") due to an incident 18 MV pencil beam of photons, behind a 20 cm thick

water slab with radius 17.5 cm, at a range of air gaps. Solid lines represent singlyscattered photon fluence, dashed lines represent multiply-scattered photon fluence, and
dotted lines represent bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation photons. Gray lines

represent results of an analytical singly-scattered fluence calculation for cornparison.
Locations a and p are used in M e r analysis presented in @, c, d) on next page.
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(OVERLEAF) Figure 6.9: (b) Scattered fluence energy spectnim in location a. (c)
Scattered fluence energy spectnim in location 9. (d) Cornparison of Monte Corlo scored
(solid lines) and analytically calculated (dotted lines) singly-scattered photon energy
fluence, at locations a and p.
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6.3 -2.2 Cornparison of predicted and measured images

Predicted and measured profiles in the cross plane (x direction) through the
central axis are presented for the simple slab phantom in Figure 6.10. The predicted dose
data are presented in three parts: the predicted total dose @,)

the scatter dose

component, and the predicted dose convolved with the glare kemel (D@g(r)). Data in
Figure 6.10 (a) and (b) were generated with an incident 1% 15 cm2, 6 MV field using the
as500 detector in configuration A at an SDD of 150 cm. Data in Figure 6.10 (c) and (d)

were generated with an incident 15x 15 cm2, 18 MV field using the as500 detector in
configuration B at an SDD of 120 cm. The inclusion of the glare effect is observed to
improve the agreement in both cases (especially for the 18 MV example). Analysis of
cornparisons of the predicted and measured images has been performed in accordance
with recommendations of Van Dyk et al. LVa93J. Although these recommendations are

made for patient dose calculation, the categories of analysis applied to calculated and
measured portal Mages, appears usefül. Data points are broken into three categories:
relative dose ~ 7 %
and dose gradient <30%/cm (low dose gradient), relative dose >7%
and dose gradient <30%/cm, and dose gradient >30%/cm (high dose gradient). For the

first two categones, histograms of the percent differences are presented, for the third

category, histograms of the isodose line separation are presented. Dose gradients were
calculated as the maximum gradient around a dose point, whereas the isodose line
separations were estimated as the deviation between measured and predicted relative dose
values divided by the gradient Nc96bl. In the images presented here, none possess low
dose gradient pixels under 7% relative magnitude. This is because situations where a
large contribution of scattered dose to the portal imager were deliberately investigated to
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ensure the portal dose prediction algorithm was adequately chailenged. In Figure 6.10
@), 91.5% of the predicted low dose gradient pixels >7% agreed within f5% of the

measured values, whereas 95.0% of the predicted high dose gradient pixels agreed within

f5 mm of the measured values. h Figure 6.10 (d), 100% of predicted low dose gradient
pixels (7%and 91-9%of the predicted low dose gradient pixels >7% agreed within f5%
of the measured values, whereas 97.8% of the predicted high dose gradient pixels agreed
within +5 mm of the measwed vaIues.

Figure 6.11 presents data generated by a 15x15 cm2,6 MV field incident
perpendicularly onto the chest of the Rando phantom, and using the as500 detector in
configuration A at an SDD of 130 cm. Notice that the heart and spinal column are
located in the central image region. In Figure 6.1 1 (d), the glare modeling is
demonstrated to have a significant improvement in the regions outside of the primary
field. The histogram analysis reveals 86.1% of the predicted low dose gradient pixels
27% agreed within f5% of the measured values, whereas 93.5% of the predicted high

dose gradient pixels agreed within k5 mm of the measured values.

Figure 6.12 presents data generated using a 1 5x 15 cm2, 18 MV field and the
as500 detector in configuration A at an SDD of 130 cm. The field is perpendicularly

incident on the pelvis region of the Rando phantom. Note that the images presented in
Figure 6.12 (a) and @) have been contrast enhanced (in equal amounts) fbr presentation
purposes only. The glare modehg is demonstrated to significantly improve the
predicted profile in the regions outside of the primary field. The histogram analysis
reveals 91.1% of the predicted low dose gradient pixels >7% agreed within +5% of the
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measured values, whereas 98.2% of the predicted high dose gradient pixels compared to
withio k5 mm of the measured values.

Figure 6.13 presents data generated using a 15x 15 cm2, 6 MV field and the aSSOO
detector in configuration A at an SDD of 130 cm. The field is laterally incident on the
head of the Rando phantom. In Figure 6.13 (d), the glare modeling is demonstrated to
have a significant improvement in the regions outside of the primary field. Notice the
rnisalignment between the measured and predicted images (the head appears to be
slightly rotated in the counter-clockwise direction in the predicted image), which also
shows up in a poor profile cornparison in Figure 6.13 (d). This tilt was iikely introduced
by a poor alignment of phantom with lasers when the CT data set was acquired. This

visual assessment of poor alignment is confirmed in the quantitative analysis. The
histograrn analysis reveals only 83.9% of the predicted low dose gradient pixels >7%
agreed within f5% of the measured values, whereas 93.5% of the predicted high dose

gradient pixels compared to within k5 mm of the measured values.

In the simple phantom situation the quality of performance of the portal dose
prediction algorithm is within the current recommendations for treatment planning
algorithms [AA98]. In the more complex anthropomorphic phantom situations, the
quality decreases due to the increased difficulty in reproducibility of setup, as well as
inexact modeling of the scattered photons. The quality of performance found here is
similar to the current recommendations for treatment planning algorithms [AA98].
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Figure 6.10: (a) Measured and predicted image profiles through isocentre at 150 cm

SDD for a 15x 15 cm2, 6 MV field incident on a 26 cm thick, homogeneous, waterequivalent slab using the as500 in configuration A. Included are the measured data

(solid line), predicted dose convolved with glare (dotted h e ) , predicted dose without
glare (dashed line), and scattered dose (dash-dot iine). (b) Analysis of cornparison of

measured and predicted images in (a). Figure 6.10 continued on next page.
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Figure 6.10 (continued): (c) Measured and predicted image profiles through isocentre at
120 cm SDD for a 15x 15 cm2, 18 MV field incident on a 26 cm thick, homogeneous,

water-equivalent slab using the as500 in coniïguration B. Line labeling as in (a). (d)
Analysis of cornparison of measured and predicted images in (c).
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Figure 6.1 1 : (a) Measured image at 130 cm SDD for a 15x 15 cm2, 6 MV field incident

on the chest of the Rando phantom. (b) Associated predicted image for coniïguration in

(a). (c) Difference image using (a) and (b), 50Y0 relative dose difference indicated by
black, 0% relative dose difTerence indicated by white. Figure 6.11 continued on next
page.
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Figure 6.1 1 (continued): (d) Profiles taken transversely through the images in the

location indicated by the white line in (a) and (b). Included are the measured data (solid
line), predicted dose convolved with glare (dotted iine), predicted dose without glare
(dashed line), and scatter dose component (dash-dot Line). (e) Analysis of cornparison of
rneasured and predicted images presented in (a) and (b).
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Figure 6.12: (a) Measured image at 130 cm SDD for a 15x 15 cmZ,6 MV field incident

on the pelvis of the Rando phantom. (b) Associated predicted image for configuration in
(a). Note that a contrast enhancement function was applied equally to each image,
strictly for improved visual clarity and not for analysis. (c) Difference image using (a)
and (b), 50% relative dose difference indicated by black, 0% relative dose difference
indicated by white. Figure 6.12 continued on next page.
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Figure 6.12 (continued): (d) Profiles taken transversely through the images in the

location indicated by the white line in (a) and (b). Included are the measured data (solid
line), predicted dose convolved with glare (dotted line), predicted dose without glare

(dashed line), and scatter dose component (dash-dot line). (e) Analysis of cornparison of
measured and predicted images presented in (a) and (b).
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Figure 6.13 : (a) Measured image at 130 cm SDD for a 15x 15 cm2, 6 MV field laterally

incident on the head of the Rando phantom. (b) Associated predicted image for
configuration in (a). (c) DiEerence image using (a) and (b), 50% relative dose difference
indicated by black, 0%relative dose difference indicated by white. Figure 6.13 continued
on next page.
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Figure 6.13 (continued): (d) Profiles taken transversely through the images in the

location indicated by the white Iine in (a) and (b). Included are the measured data (solid

he), predicted dose convolved with glare (dotted he), predicted dose without glare
(dashed line), and scatter dose component (dash-dot he). (e) Analysis of cornparison of

measured and predicted images presented in (a) and (b).
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In addition to accuracy, the algorithm speed is important. This is due to the trend
towards more dynamic radiation treatments involvuig many or even moving beams. The
total time to calculate a portal dose image at a 1x 1 mmz resolution over a 40x40 cm2

scoring plane is -2 minutes on a Pentium Pm-550MHz cornputer when coded in the
Interactive Data Language (Research Systems Inc., Boulder, CO) programming
environment. The majority of this time (approximately 75%) is spent on ray tracing
through the CT data set to calculate the exact diverging radiological pathlength. Porhng
just this portion of the code into a lower level language is expected to bring the total
calculation time to under thirty seconds per portal dose image on the current hardware
platform.
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The basic dosimeûic characterisitcs of the as500 amorphous silicon EPID have
been investigated. The linearity with dose rate was fou& to be +2% and the linearity
with fiame averaging was found to be &OS%, sufficient for utilization in ciosimetry. An

examination of EPID images with iocreasing SDD indicated the presence of additional

signal in the image which could not be accounted for through energy spectra and detector
response arguments. However, this image data could be successfblly explained through

an optical glare effect occurrhg in the phosphor layer. The effect was modeled here by
convoiving a glare kemel with the predicted dose image to yield a result which may then
be directly compared to the measured image. The glare kernel used was derived fiom the
work of Heijman et al. [He951 on a video based metavphosphor detector and modified to
optimize the open field predictions in the as500 EPID. The identification of a significant
glare component in this type of detector is in contrast to previous work Wu98aJ. It was
proposed hcre that the previous nu11 finding was due to a srnaIl detector size (relative to
the aS500) combined with a correspondingly srnail range of illuminated areas. The glare

kernel in this chapter may be used in two ways. The convolution of the glare kemel with
the predicted dose image provides a result that is comparable to the measured image. It is

also possible to iteratively deconvolve the glue kemel nom the measured image, to yield
a dose image. However, only the former approach is investigated here.
Monte Carlo-generated dose kemels for the as500 detector in two configurations
(with and without additional buildup) were studied. Detector response analysis revealed
that the inherent buildup is only adequate up to -4 MeV photons, and that the photon
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scatter occurring within the detector becarne signincant at low energies ( e - 3 MeV).
Furthemore, the addition of buildup should irnprove image quality for photon beams
>6MV, due to the increased detector response to prîmary photons.

A two-step algorithm for predicting portal dose images WcOOc] was refined and
validated on the as500 amorphous silicon EPID, which senred as a high atomic number
detector. A water equivaient solid water slab phantom and three simulated treatment
fields (mediastinum, pelvis, and lateral head) on an anthropomorphic phantom were
studied. Beam energies of 6 and 18 MV and a range of air gaps (-20-50 cm) were used.
Modeling of the glare effect was demonstrated to show improved cornparison to
measured data, especially in image areas outside of the primary field. Portal dose images

in the phosphor and coupled to the glare mode1 generally allowed prediction to w i t b 5%
in low dose gradient regions, and to within 5 mm (isodose iine shift) in high dose
gradient regions, of the measured image.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SUMXlARY
7.1

Conclusion

When treating cancer patients using radiation therapy, outcome is dependent on
destroying the cancerous tissue while simultaneously mùllmizing damage to healthy
tissues. V e r i w g the geometric intersection of the treatrnent volume with the treatment

beam leads to a reduced uncertainty in the dose delivery. Classically, geometric
verification has been performed with radiographie fih. This slow and labour-intensive
approach has by and large been replaced with electronic portal irnaging devices.
Recently, researchers have begun e x p l o ~ methods
g
of extending electronic portal
irnaging devices to perform dosimetric measurements. This allows a two-dimensional
dosimetric verification of each treatment in addition to the geometric verifkation, with no
increase in time or labour costs.
The major proposed dosimetric applications of portal Unaging devices include a
cornparison of measured and predicted images pe86; Wo90a; IG981, recalculating of
patient dose distributions using measured dose images wa96; Mc96a; Yi901, and various
estimates of exit dose or midplane dose [Bo97a; Bo97b; Bo98a; Bo98b; Ki93; Ki951.

The successful implementation of these applications requires the accurate calculation of
dose deposited within the portal image detector.
To date, severd methods have been proposed to predict portal dose images
including the use of a patient dose calculation algorithm wo90a], the three-dixnensiond

convolutiodsuperpositionalgorithm wc96b], and two-dimensional pencil beam
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algorithms [Ha97; Pa98al. None of these methods has been shown to be applicable over
the wide range of commercial and experimental portal imaging systems currently

available. The patient dose calculation aigorithm Wo90aJ is not accurate when scaling
over the large air gaps involved Nc96bl. The three-dimensional
convolution/superpositionalgorithm has been shown to have problems with air gaps
wo90b; Wo941 and when applied to high atomic number materials [Sa95]. The twodimensional pencil beam approaches proposed to date are also Limited. The approach
taken by Pasma ra98al requires an extensive series of measurements, requires a detector
calibration to dose-to-water, and uses nonphysical scatter kernels which may not provide
accurate results at shorter air gaps. The method proposed by Hansen Fa971 is limited to
a detector that approximates a photon counter, and has not been investigated over a wide

range of air gap or beam energy. This group has recently moved away fiom fluence
kemels generated with Monte Carlo simulation, towards an analyticaiiy-based approach.
The recently proposed method [SpOOb] attempts to convert fluence to dose through an
analytical approach assuming an ideal Compton recoil detector, which indicates 2-3%
error for low atomic number detecton. A significant portion of the error is due to
approximations in the dose conversion of multiply-scattered photon component [SpOOb].
The algorithm perfoms accurately for the singly-scattered photon component, but

significant errors have been encountered in the multiply-scattered photon dose component
when applying the method to high atomic number detectors (up to 8% of central axis
signal [SpOOa]). According to Wong p o 9 0 a ] this error is too high for dosimetric
applications. In fact, Wong Wo9OaJ recommended an accuracy of about 3% to elicit
useful information fiom the cornparison of predicted and measured portal dose images.
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Therefore, portal dose calculations must be accurate to fùliy realise their potentid
applicability.
The main objective of this research was to devise an algorithm which wiil
accurately predict portal dose images in arbitrary portal image detector systems, under a
variety of clinically realistic conditions. The initial approach attempted to utifize
equivalent-fields concepts, due to their simplicity and the extensive relevant experience of
the supervisor in this particular area. This method was demonstrated to be too inaccurate
for off-axis dose calculations within the patient, and was not pursued M e r for portal
dose image prediction. However, the work effectively bndged two generations of dose
calculation algorithms, aliowing a unique redevelopment of the older equivalent-fields

theory (one-dimensional) through the application of modem three-dimensional
convolution dose calculation techniques. The equivalent-field investigation is presented
in Appendix A of this thesis.
At that tirne, the available algorithms that had potential for portal dose image
prediction were analysed and it was felt that a two-dimensional pencil beam approach
was attractive due to the inherent speed advantages over three-dimensional

convolution/superpositionalgorithms. The main objective of this thesis has been
achieved with a two-dimensional, p e n d beam style algorithm, which separates the
fluence prediction and the conversion of fluence to dose into two stages. The
development of this algorithm is detailed in chapters three through six.
Chapter three describes the calculation of the scattered photon fluence kemel
libraries using Monte Car10 methods. These radially symmetric kemels have been
generated for many thicknesses (1-50 cm) of homogeneous water slabs and at many air
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gap values (0-100 cm). Incident photon energies used include monoenergetic 2.0 and
10.0 MeV spectra, and polyenergetic 6 and 24 MV spectra. The resulting kernels are

examined for the behavior of fluence and mean energy with air gap, phantom thickness,
and photon history. The kemels are M e r processed to yield scatter fkactions, full width
at half maxima, and modulation transfer functions, to augment the understanding of these
kemels. The kemels are found not to have a strong dependence upon the exact nature of
the incident energy spectra, and should therefore be widely applicable across linear

accelerators made by different manufacturers.
A hvo-dimensional pencil beam style algorithm is descnbed in chapter four. The

algorithm hnplements the scattered photon fluence kernels generated in chapter three
through a superposition of appropriate scatter kemels with the incident beam fluence.
This yields a prediction of radiation field parameters of the scattered photon fluence

entering a portal imaging detector plane. Factors such as air gap, field size, phantom
geometry, incident beam resolution, and photon history affect the accuracy of this
approach, and are therefore studied in detail. It was found that the algorithm is accurate
to within 3% of maximum dose for a variety of phantom geometries and field sizes, when

an air gap of 10 cm is introduced. This (or larger) size of air gap will allow enough
scatter to diverge to ensure the accuracy of the predicted scatter fluence. This level of
to
,justify
accuracy was considered sufficient, using ICRU24 recommendations w76]
fwther efforts into coupling the fluence prediction algorithm to a dose conversion
algorithm.
Chapter five described the method by which the predicted primary and scattered
photon fluence distributions are converted into dose images. The method permits
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individual portal image detector systems to be modelled, given a knowledge of the
geometry and material composition. Monte Carlo methods are used to calculate dose
deposition kemels for a variety of incident photon pencil beams. These are then either
convolved (for primary fluence) or superposed (for scatter fluence) with the predicted

fluence distributions to yieid separate estimates of primary and scatter dose images, The
predicted dose images are compared to data measured with a linear array of 47 fluid-filled
ionisation chambers. Simple slab and anthropomorphic phantoms (using lung and pelvis
treatment sites) are examined, at 6 and 23 MV beam energies, and over a wide range of

air gaps. The predicted dose images are cornpared to the measured dose profiles and are
found to lie within 3% of maximum dose in regions of low dose gradient (i)O%/cm) and
within 4 mm displacement in regions of high dose gradient (>30%/cm).
Chapter six presents an investigation into some simple dosimetric properties of a
high atomic number detector system, and also provides a validation of the algorithm

against this type of detector. The amorphous silicon flat panel detector investigated in
this chapter incorporates a metaVphosphor screen to generate an image composed of

optical photons. Independence of response on dose rate (&OS%), linearity with Erames
acquired (k2%), and response with variations in gantry rotation and source to detector
distance were investigated. A 'glare' phenornenon (optical photon spread) was observed,

and was characterised and modeled as a radially symmetric blurring kemel. This kemel
was applied to the calculated dose images as a convolution and successfiilly accounted for
the optical photon spread. The portal dose calculation algorithm was validated on a

water-equivalent, solid slab phantom, and an anthropornorphic phantom were examined at
beam energies of 6 and 18 MV and over a range of air gaps (-20-50 cm). In the many
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examples presented in this chapter, portal dose images in the phosphor were predicted to
within 5% in low dose gradient regions, and to within 5 mm (isodose iine shift) in high

dose gradient regions.
The algorithm, as developed in chapters three through six, is able to overcome al1
of the major obstacles described in section 2.3.1. The algorithm has been demonstrated to
accurately (using the guidelines of AAPM 62 1-81)

predict portal dose images in thin

and multi-layered detectors, as well as both low and high atomic number detectors. The

algorithm has also been successfully demonstrated over a wide range of clinicalIy
relevant parameters, such as air gap, beam energy, and patient inhomogeneity. The
algorithrn execution t h e is fast and competitive with existing portal dose calculation
techniques. It is expected that when ported to a computer language which provides better
optimisation support, the execution time will be significantly better than that of any
existing technique. Execution speed is becoming a more important factor as radiation
treatments become more dynamic in nature, thus requiring more computational effort to
generate enough dosimetric data for a trestment verification. Furthemore, the algorithm
may easily incorporate any current or future detector system that may be modeled using
Monte CarIo methods. To generate the necessary dose kemels for a detector system is
straightforward and requires only elementary knowledge of the radiation transport code
EGS4. This algorithm is a significant contribution to the field of radiotherapy, and
enables the advancement and improvement of several proposed dosïmetric applications of
portal irnaging systems. These will increase the overall accuracy and effectiveness of

radiotherapy treatments, ultimately increasing cure rates of cancer.
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Future Work

Two minor modifications of the algorithm may be made to enhance the overall
applicability and clinical usefulness. These are: modeling of photon scatter and
attenuation in compensators and physical wedges, and ailowïng input of incident beam

fluence matrices fiom commercial treatment planning systems. Both of these could be
easily accomplished if the algorithm was implemented into a commercial treatment
planning system, which already implements these features for patient dose calculation.

An added beneflt of this would be the reduction of calculation time to weil under 30
seconds per field, since the main time sink of the primary fluence calculation would

akeady be done as part of the patient dose calculation.
Calculating the attenuation of primary photons in a compensator or physical
wedge is straightforward if the thickness and matenal is known, whereas the photon
scatter may be modeled using an analytical approach to calculate the singly-scattered
photon fluence [Mc98a]. Multiply-scattered photon fluence due to compensators or
physical wedges will be small compared to singly-scattered fiuence, since the materials
are generally thin (0.1 - 1.5 cm of metal), wilt be disproportionately attenuated by the

patient since they are of lower energy, and will diverge more quickly, since they exhibit
higher exit angles with respect to the incident beam direction. Often, the scatter from
beam modifjing devices is ignored in patient dose calculations, and this is iikely be a
better approximation for portal image detectors, due to the increased distance fiom the
beam modifjrïng device. Many of the state-of-the-art 3D superposition algorithms

currently bnplemented on some of the commercial treatment planning systems, aiready
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account for attenuation and beam hardening of primary photons through beam modifjhg
devices.
The use of commercial treatment planning systems to provide an estimate of
incident beam fluence would be a significant step towards clinical adaptation of the
algorithm, by providing one of the necessary a priori data sets. With the increasing use
of intensity-modulated radiotherapy techniques, some commercial treatment planning
system vendors have implemented beam fluence export options. Unforhmately, the
systems at this institute do not currently possess licensing for these fluence export
features, although it is being considered for the fùture. When appropriate Licensing is
obtained, the impact of the additional uncertainty of the exported incident beam fluence
data would have to be studied. Clearly, the accuracy would be directly dependent on the
quality of the 'head scatter' mode1 implemented. A more attractive method of accessing
the incident beam fiuence data would be implementation of the algorithm in a commercial
treatment planning system. This would Save having to export and irnport beam fluence
data.

An important dosimetric application of predicted portal dose images is the
cornparison to measured images to reveal treatrnent setup errors, which rnay then be
corrected through either intra- or inter-treatment intervention. The clinical feasibility of
this application is greatly enhanced if the cornparison is completely automated, and done
quickly (within the first few seconds of treatment) to allow immediate intervention.
Exploratory work in this area has begun, by examining the application of neural networks
to identiQ simple setup errors, and much more work needs to be done. This will require
research to obtain a better understanding of the differences between the measured and
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predicted images. It is not yet known if the set of possible image differences will lead to
a unique indication of the cause of the treatment et-ror. Furthermore, tolerances will need
to be set for the image differences. For example, what wiil constitute an 'acceptable'
image difference that will not impact patient treatment by over 3%? These tolerances will
probably need to be detennined experimentaily and may Vary depending on treatment
site.

The proposed back-projection method of dose verincation [Ha96; Mc96bI will
benefit fiom an accurate portal dose calculation algorithm. However, this approach
assumes the patient CT data set acquired during simulation is the same during treatment
(which is generally untrue). Backprojection of fluence and subsequent recalculation of
dose within the patient wili lead to higher uncertainties in this distribution due to the
assumption of static CT data, as weil as additional errors introduced by the
backprojection. Aithough the portal dose image comparison approach discussed above
also assumes static CT data, any treatment delivery error could be identified and corrected
within the first few seconds of treatment (e.g. without requKing a backprojection

calculation). However, if radiotherapy treatments begin incorporating megavoltage CT,
or when tomotherapy wa99] becomes clinically available, the patient CT data may be

collected at the time of treatment. This would allow a more accurate use of both the
backprojection approach and the dose image cornparison method, since the patient CT
data would more exactly represent the patient at the time of treatment.
Intensity rnodulated radiation therapy (involving extremely complex beam
delivenes with gantry and multileaf collimatot movement during treatment) is a state-ofthe-art application where this algonthm could have a direct impact. Currentiy, only
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pretreatment verification of the radiation delivery is possible. This involves delivery of
the treatment to a radiographie film phantom [Ch961 or gel dosimeter [O1981 to estimate

patient doses, Alternatively, the treatment may be Celivered to a portal imaging device,
without any phantoms (or patient) present to attenuate the beams or generate scatter

[Cu99;Ma97; Pa99b; PaOO]. This approach c a .be used to ve-

leaf movement or

incident fluences. An extension of this method would be to accumulate portal images
throughout the treatment with the ~atient~resent,and compare these to predicted portal

images. This could provide a dosimetric treatment venfication of the entire treatment
delivery.
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DETERMINATION OF EQUIVALENT PHOTON
FIELDS THROUGH INTEGRATED ID
CONVOLUTION I(ERNELS

A.l

Introduction
Equivalent field relationships are based on the equality of central axis depth dose

curves for variously shaped fields pa96]. This is the most commonly accepted
definition and will be used in this appendix. It is acknowledged that alternate definitions
exist (e.g. Tatcher and Bjiirngard [Ta93]). The equivalent field relationships developed in
the British Journal of Radiology Supplement 25 Da961 using measured data, may be
examined with 3D scatter kernels used in convolution dose calculation techniques, and
produced by Monte Carlo simulation. The use of Monte Carto-generated data overcomes
severd difficulties associated with measured dose quantities, including: (a) inability to
separately determine primary and scatter components, (b) lack of lateral electronic
equilibrium at small field sizes [Rigo], (c) conversion of measured square field data to
theoretical circular field data, and (d) extrapolations of measured dose to zero-field size,
which are susceptible to uncertainties Dj883.
The convolution method for the calculation of three dimensional dose
distributions in homogeneous or heterogeneous media is an accepted, physically sound
operation involving the convolution of a map of energy deposition with a function
representing the primary fluence distribution wa92]. The map is generaiiy termed the
energy deposition kemel and often computed using Monte Cario methods. The use of
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one-dimensional kemels has been examined previously with empirical approaches [Jo49,
Iw85,Iw90] and Monte Carlo generated data [Fi88, Ba971. In this appendix, Monte
Carlo generated scatter kemels and a one-dimensional convolution approach are used to
investigate the properties of "equivalent tieldsyyof radiation.
An equivalent field relationship associating circular to square fields will be
denved and compared to the BIR 25 empiricai data. The good comparkon provides
evidence that phantom scatter behavior is mainly responsible for the hinctionality of
equivalent field relationships. The use of a single circular to square field relationship for
high energy photon beams (cobalt-60-6 MV, and 24 MV) will be validated through a

dernonstration. This energy independence of the equivalent field tables has k e n unclear
to date we97,Mc98bI.

It will be shown that choosing an equivalent field implies an optimal matching of
central axis depth dose curves at a single depth. Furthermore, the extent to which the
equivalent field concept loses validity for highly elongated fields, highly irregular field
shapes, and points away from the central axis will be demonstrated.
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A.2.1. Integrated 1D kernels for dose calculation

The convolution approach to predicting dose deposition is well known w 5 ,
Ah87, Ho941. Only a review of the relevant portions will be presented here.
A point spread function describing the spatial energy deposition around a primary

interaction site may be calculated through Monte Carlo simulation. This point spread
function is generally tenned the energy deposition kernel (EDK). When spatial
invariance of the EDK is assumed, the dose deposition arising €rom scattered radiation
transport through a medium may be modeled as a pure convolution process of the EDK
and the primary fluence distribution. Sconng the energy deposited via charged particles
arising from primary interactions separately from the energy deposited via charged
particles arising from scattered photons allows the "primary dose" distribution and the
"scattered dose" distribution to be calculated separately. Mathematically, one may
express the dose as a superposition integral in 3D between the EDK and terma (the total
energy released per unit mass, which is proportional to the primary fluence). For
monoenergetic primary photons of energy Ep in a homogeneous medium and parallel
geometry, the kernel is invariant, and thus the superposition reduces to a convolution
yielding the dose as:

oie =(+),, - ( E ~ ) - ( @ @+K@~ @ K ~ )

(A. 1)

where DJDis the dose deposited, Kp is the primary EDK, Ksis the scatter EDK, and <P is
the primary fluence. For a polyenergetic incident spectmm, this calculation is repeated
for each energy bin in the incident spectmm Pa931.

By pre-integrating the fuil three dimensional EDK in the transverse dimensions
over lirnits of the defined field bounds, an integrated 1D kernel representation along the
depth axis (z) is obtained for a particular calculation point of interest in the transverse

plane (x, y). Pre-integrating the scatter kernel and then performing a 1D convolution with
depth is mathematically equivalent to a full 3D convolution approach Fi88, Ba971.
Thus, convolving the primary fluence with the integrated ID kemel for a partkular
transverse plane calculation point and incident field definition will yield the sarne dose
distribution along the depth axis as a full 3D convolution calculation. This approach is
inadequate for use as a modem ciinicd dose calculation engine (due to the constraining
assumptions of a hornogeneous medium of uniform thickness, and parallel incident
beam), but is extremely useful for studying equivalent fields relationships, due to the
summary of information ont0 a comrnon depth axis.
The 1D kemel approach relies on a Monte Carlo-generated 3D cylindrical kemel
data set and Clarkson radial integration to generate an appropriate 1D kernel for an
arbitrary transverse plane calculation point (x, y), as illustrated in Figure A.1. Since the
kernels are scored in ring shaped voxels, the angular integration of the kemel around the

at point (x,y)
interaction point is impticitly performed. The integrated 1D kemel (K,,)
(),
rnay be calculated using the scatter EDK (K.) and the incident bearn fluence profile @

as:
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Figure A. 1: Integration of a three-dimensional energy deposition kemel over defined
field bounds, after alignment with transverse plane calculation point (x, y). This results in
the integrated 1D kemel valid for that calculation point and given field.
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The scatter kernels are generated in homogeneous water and are therefore
representative of phantom scatter contributions. An y derived equivalent field
relationships are then characterizing phantom scatter behavior only, and do not include
possible head scatter dependencies. Furthemore, the integrated 1D kernel method
developed here does not account for divergent beam geometry, which would require a full
superposition approach. However, equivalent field relationships generated in a parallel

geometry produce good central axis agreement in diverging geometry. This important
assumption was verified by comparïng Monte Carlo simulated central axis depth dose
curves for square and equivalent rectangular fields, as described in section A.3.3.
The integrated ID kernel convolution method allows a direct and simple
comparison of kernels and associated depth dose curves at arbitrary transverse calculation
points and for arbitrary field shapes. This usefd characteristic allows modem
convolution dose calculation techniques to be used to study equivalent fields, since
information is summarized ont0 the depth axis.

A.2.2. Equivalent Fields

The common definition of equivalent fields is "any set of fields which possess the

same central-axis depth dose characteristics Da961". For a given energy spectrum
incident on a homogeneous medium and assuming lateral electronic equilibrium, the
primary component of the central axis depth dose for any shaped field will be the same,

and only differences in the scatter component will affect the final shape of the central axis
depth dose. Therefore, convolution dose calculation theory implies that it is the
difference in scatter contribution and hence the scatter kemel, that ultimately detennines
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the equivalency of various fields. In the convolution approach to scatter calculation, two
factors affect the final scatter estimate: 1) the integrated energy of the scatter kemel, and
2) the shape of the scatter kemel. These factors are a direct consequence of convolution

mathematics. If the kemel shape is similar (as for centred square and circular fields), then
the differences in the total integrated kernel energy will dominate the differences in the
resulting calculated scattered dose. Thus, equivalent field relationships may be derived
by comparing the integrated energy of the kernels, when the kemels are of similar shape.

In situations of Iateral electronic disequilibrium, for which the depth dose will aiso be
affected by the primary kemel, factors (1) and (2) above for both pnmary and scatter
kernels must be used to determine field equivalency. In this appendix, only situations
where Iateral electronic equilibrium exists will be considered.
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A.3 Methods

A.3.1 Generating scatter kemels using Monte Car10 simulation
Monte Car10 simulation using EGS4 [Ne851 is employed to determine the EDKs
in a cylindricai coordinate system. A modified version of the user code INHOMP was
used to generate the EDKs in a cylindrical geometry. This serves to remove sampling
problerns encountered if a discrete data set scored in a spherical coordinate system (e-g. as
generated by Mackie et al ma8811 were to be used for integration over cylinàrical
bounds ont0 the depth a i s . Scoring of deposited energy was separated into: (a) prirnary
photon interactions (the prirnary kernel), and (b) scattered photon interactions, as well as
bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation events (the scatter kernel). Incident photons
were forced to interact at a point deep within the phantom geometry. This biasing was
offset by weighting the photon and al1 its daughter particles by the photon's probability of
interacting in the phantom. The scoring voxels were defined to ensure high resolution in
areas of rapid energy deposition falloff (0.05 cm around the interaction point). Scoring
regions consisted of disks of varying thickness centred on and perpendicular to the depth

mis, and partitioned by radiai bounds (see Figure A.2). The kemels were scored in a
water slab 300 cm thick, with radiai boundaries extending from 0.1 cm up to 1OOO cm
radius. The forced interaction point lies at a depth of 60.0 cm within the scoring
geometry, allowing forward scatter to be tracked to 240 cm and back scatter to 60 cm.
The EGS4 transport parameters ECUT and PCUT were set to 0.551 keV and 0.01 keV
respectively, and ail kemels were simulated using 5x10~incident photons.
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Figure A.2: Cylindncal scoring geometry for Monte Carlo simulation of energy
deposition kernels. Square ring geometry was scored simultaneously.
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Kemels were generated for monoenergetic energies ranging fiom 0.1 MeV to

22 MeV. The accuracy of the integrated 1D kernel calculation method was verified for
polyenergetic spectra via cornparison with such experimentally measured parameters as
tissue maximum ratio (TMR) tables. Furthemore, an independent polyenergetic (6 MV
beam) Monte Car10 simulation of a 15x15 cm2field was used to venfy the accuracy of
the integrated ID kemel dose cdculation approach applied at points off of the central
mis.

A.3.2 Denving equivalent fields through conservation of energy

The Monte Car10 code used to generate the cylindricd kernels was modified to
simultaneously score energy deposition in square annular 'rings', as illustrated in Figure
A.2. Integrating the kemel contributions from within square and circular shaped

transverse bounds yields total energy deposited by scatter kemels for various field sizes
(through reciprocity), thus creating ideai data sets that may be used to verify circular to
square field equivalence relationships. This concept may be extended to fields of
arbitrary shape, whereby an integration of energy over the field bounds yields the
contained energy. A unique equivalent circular or square field may be obtained by
equating the integrated energies. This method is hereafter referred to as COE (for
conservation of energy approach).
Fitting an analytical function to the Monte Carlo-scored scatter kernel data
reduces the effects of statistical noise. The directly scored square field data may be used
to venfy the accuracy of the analytic fit to the circular field data. Previous work has
demonstrated that the derived equivalent fields are not cntically sensitive to the exact
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nature of the scatter radius function used pa56, As80, Da961. Therefore, a function
similar to the BJR 25 scatter radius function but providing a significantly better fit to the
kemel data is chosen:
Sr = A[I

- exp(-~r')]

(A-3)

where A, B, and C are fitting parameters, and SJescribes the integrated kernel energy as
a function of radius. Parameter A represents the total energy contained in the scatter
kemel, B and C govem the increase of equation (A.3) with field size. A unique energyradius relationship is generated for each polyenergetic beam energy spectra by summing
the spectrally weighted result from each monoenergetic kernel.
These relationships may be used in a similar manner as the scatter radius function
Pa961 to derive the equivalent square field for a particular circular field radius.
However, these relationships: (1) have k e n denved using Monte Carlo simulation, (2)
allow an equivalent field choice to be made based on conservation of energy of the
integrated 1D scatter kernel, and (3) yield an associated equivalent field kernel which may
be used to generate a depth dose curve using convolution techniques.

A.3.3 Application to equivaient fields concepts

The COE approach was used to generate equivalent field relationships for circular,
square, and rectangular fields, using cobalt-60,6 MV, and 24 M V energy spectra ma87,
Mo851. These were compared to BJR 25 data.

A cornparison of Monte Carlo simulated central axis depth dose curves between
parallel and diverging beams was made. EGS4 with user code DOSXYZ was employed
to generate central a i s depth dose data for two pairs of square and equivalent rectangular
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fields, using a 6 MV energy spectra incident on a large cube of homogeneous water. The
equivalent rectangular field choice was made using the COE approach, which assumes a
parallel incident field. The field size pairs simulated were a 10x10 cm2 and equivalent
17x7 cm2, as well as a 27x27 cm2 and equivalent 45x20 cm2. For the diverging geornetry

the simulation assumed an ideal point source at 100 cm SSD, and field sizes were defined
at the phantom surface. For the 10x10 cm' and 17x7 cm2 fields, the average percentage
differences over 0-30 cm of the central axis depth dose curve were 1.5%and 1.6% for the
parallel and diverging geometries respectively, whereas the average statistical
uncertainties (added in quadrature) were 2.0% and 2.3% respectively. For the 27x27 cm2
and 45x20 cm2 fields, the average percentage differences were 2.98 for each of the
parallel and diverging geometnes respectively, whereas the average statistical
uncertainties were 2.5% and 2.8% respectively. The differences in the results of the
parallel and diverging geometries are small, and this supports our contention that the
equivalent field relationships generated within a parallel framework will be valid in a
diverging geometry.
The validity of the equivalent field method for highly elongated rectangular
treatment fields (specifically, 30x2 cm2 field and cobalt-60 spectmm) was investigated.
This was accomplished through cornparison of the actual ID kernel on the central axis
(that is, the kemel resulting from integration over the given field bounds) with equivalent
circular fields' 1D kemels and depth dose curves. Both COE equivalent and BJR 25
equivalent fields are examined. It is demonstrated that an equivalent field will only
provide an exact depth dose match at a single depth.
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Compared to the BJR 25 tables, the COE methoci predicts equivalent fields that
provide a better depth dose curve match over ail depths, since information from the entire
kemel depth range is used. In contrat, the BJR 25 equivalent field tables are generated
by dose matching at a depth of 10 cm, which is a clinically practical choice for a

significant number of treatments. The COE method may be modified to ensure matching
depth dose curves at a specific depth by generating the energy-field size relationship
(equation A.3) using scatter kernels truncated dong the z-axis. This approach generates
equivalent fields with better depth dose matching over the range of kemel tmncation (Le.
over shallower portions of depth dose curves). This modified approach is shown to
provide an equivalent field with an exact depth dose match at 10.0 cm depth, for the same
elongated field scenario as above (30x2cm2).
The equivalent fields technique applied to off-axis points has k e n previously
examined by Tatcher and Bjihgard [Ta93], and hence the validity of the COE method as
implemented in the present work was investigated for off axis caIculation points (both
inside and outside of the defined beam). This study consists of a direct cornparison of
both 1D kernel shape and resulting depth dose curves of actual kemels and COE
equivalent kernels generated at various off-axis points, within and around an incident
15x15 cm2 field exhibiting an ideal step profile and cobalt-60 energy spectrum.
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Results and Discussion

A.4.1 Validation of integrated

1D kernel dose calculation technique

The accuracy of the integrated 1D kernel dose calculation method was verified by
comparison with a Monte Carlo simulation of a three-dimensional isodose distribution of
a 15x15 cm2 unifom field, using a polyenergetic 6 hW spectrum. The voxel size in the
full 3D simulation was 1.0xl.Ox0.5 cm3 from the surface to a depth of 7.0 cm, then
1.0 cm3 for the remainder of the phantom. Good comparison was obsemed in the isodose

distribution of a midplane, with the largest differences occurring in regions of high dose
gradient (Figure A.3). Only 7.5% of the midplane voxels differ by more than 2% of the

maximum dose. The method was also compared to central axis tissue-maximum ratios
(for 6 MV and 24 M V spectra), and tissue-air ratios for a cobalt-60 beam spectrum using
experimental data presented in the CRC Handbook [Ja93] and the BJR 25. For a

15x15 cm2 field, the ID kemel convolution dose calculation results agree to within 1.5%
of maximum TMR in regions of charged particle equilibrium for al1 energy spectra.
Therefore, the integrated 1D kernel dose calculation yielded results in agreement with
Monte Carlo simulation for a parallel, uniform square field incident on a homogeneous

water slab.
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Figure A.3: Isodose Lnes generated for the midplane of a 15x15 cm2 square incident field
and 6 MV spectrum using the integrated ID kernel convolution approach (solid lines),
and Monte Car10 simulation (dotted lines). Shown are 1%, 5%, IO%, 30%, 5O%, 70%,

and 90% isodose curves.
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Denving equivalent field relationships through conservation of energy
For circular fields, the total integrated scatter energy deposition as a function of

radius was modeled with equation (A.3) as described in section A.3.2. The analytical fit

and Monte Carlo-integrated data sets are compared in Figure A.4. The fit parameters
were determined using a robust non-linear Pearson minimization (provided by
commercial curve fitting software), and the relevant fit statistics are lîsted in Table A. 1.
A rough estimation of the total energy contained within the scatter kernel was performed
to verify the validity of the value of parameter A. The calculation consisted of summing

the difference between the incident photon energy and the average energy absorbed per
photon [Jo83], per spectral energy bin, over al1 energy bins. This calculation yielded
results which agreed with the fit parameters to within 3.5% (Table A.1).

The total scatter energy contained within a given square field was obtained by
Clarkson radial integration of the analytical function describing the circular field data,
over the square field limits. For any given circular field, an associated equivalent square
field may be chosen based on conservation of energy (Figure AS). The resulting
equivalent field relationship compares well to the BJR 25 data at the zero field size limit,
but diverges at larger field sizes. Differences are, however, only -2% at 60 cm diameter

field size. This circular to square field conversion relationship is found to be similar over

widely varying incident energy spectra.
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Figure A.4: Total integrated energy of scatter kemel versus field size (related to kernel
radius via reciprocity) for a 6 MV spectrum. The analytical fit to the circu!ar field data is
used to generate square field data and is compared to directly simulated results.

A (j oules/photon)
standard
in A
B (cm-')
Standard Error in B
C (unittess)
Standard Error in C
F-value
A (theoretical estimate)

or

Cobalt40 spectra
6.333~10-l2
0.006xl0-'~
0.0726

6 MV spectra
7.019x10-'~

24 M V spectra
8 . 6 6 10-l2
~

0.0006
0.986

0.003
379562
6 . 310-l2
~

7. 1x10-l2

8.9~10-l2

Table A.l: Fit statistics for the total integrated scatter kemel energy, using equation

(A.3), and theoretical estimate of fit parameter A (see text for detail).
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Figure AS: Derived circular to square field relationships for cobalt-60,6 MV, and 24

MV energy spectra compared with empirical BIR 25 data. Difference at 60 cm diameter
is -2%. Best fit line to BIR 25 data is: diameterlsquare side=0.891+0.00046-diameter.

Best fit line of al1 energy spectra results shown is: diarnetedsquare
side=0.89 15i-û.000158.diameter.
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A.4.3 Energy inde,pendence of equivalent fields
The results from section A.4.2 above suggest that the ttuee-dimensional shape of
the scatter kernels is responsible for the similarity of the equivaient field relationship for

varying energy spectra. This provides support for the use of a single circular to square
equivalent field table for d l high energy beams. While the 3D shape of the scatter kernel
does change significantly with energy, the relative difference in total energy content as
integrated over square and circular b i t s centred on the central axis does not. Thus, the

energy independence of equivalent field relationships is a direct consequence of the
physical nature of the phantom scatter kemels.

A.4.4 Generating equivalent field relationships for rectangular fields

The conservation of energy method may be easily applied to rectangular and
irregular shaped fields. Tables of equivalent circular and square fields for each incident
energy spectra were generated via COE, for a series of rectangular fields. For rnost
cornmon field sizes, the equivalent square fields are within 0.5 cm of the BJR 25 tables,
but differences of up to 2.5 cm occur at extremely large, moderately elongated field sizes

(e.g 60x15 cm2),as illustrated in Figure A.6. However, at these field sizes the difference
in equivalent square field size only result in small errors in percentage depth dose. For
exarnple, the COE-based equivaient field predicted for a 6 M V , 30x5 cm2 field is 8.9x8.9
cm2, whereas the BJR 25 predicts 8.2x8.2 cm2 (a difference of 8.5% on a side). The
experimental percentage depth doses [Ja93] for these curves differ by no more than 0.6%
(of maximum dose) over al1 depth. Therefore, the differences in predicted equivdent
field sizes between the COE approach and the BJR 25 tables translate into small
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Figure A.6: Magnitude d i m e n c e (contours in cm) between equivalent square fields of
various rectangular dimensions as caiculated by the scatter kernel integration method
(using a 6 MV spectrum) and those presented in BJR 25.
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differences in predicted dose. The calculated circula.conversion tables demonstrate a
sirnilar cornparison to the BJR 25 tables and are similar for al1 energies. These results
show that a conservation of energy approach applied within a convolution calculation
framework and only accounting for phantom scatter, wilI generate equivalent field
relationships comparable to those experimentally derived for rectangular fields.

A.4.5

Validity of the equivalent fields concept
The validity of the equivalent fields concept for highly elongated fields is studied

(for a 30x2 cm2 field and cobaltdO specua), by examining the two kemels associated
with the predicted equivalent fields (4.38x4.38 cm2 COE, 4.1x4.1 cm2BIR 25) and their
resulting scatter depth dose predictions. Figure A.7 shows the actual scatter kemel as
generated with Clarkson radial integration, and the two kemels valid for the predicted
equivalent fields. Note that polyenergetic kemels (energy bin weighted) are shown for
illustration purposes, whereas the scatter dose calculations are actually performed using
several monoenergetic kernels. The resulting predicted scatter dose distributions are
included in Figure A.8. It is observed that both kernels associated with the equivalent
fields (COE and BJR 25) result in an overprediction at shallow depths, and an
underprediction deeper in the phantom, compared with using the actual kernel. Since the
shapes of the equivalent field kernels are very similar, their predicted scatter doses
parallel one another, with the dose difference arising mainly due to the difference in the
total energy of the kemels (1.e. the area underneath). The difference in shape between the
equivalent kemels and the actual kernel is more significant than the difference in shape
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between the equivalent kemels. This manifests itself in the convolution dose result since

al1 the equivdent dose curves are similar in shape to each other (merely shifted dong the
dose axis due to slightly different total energy content of the kernels), yet different in
shape from the actual dose curve. This emphasizes that no two fields are tnily equivalent
in the strict sense of matching depth dose curves. Additionally, an equivalent fieldapproximated depth dose curve will generally overestimate the dose at shallow depths
while underestirnating at deeper points. The magnitude of this effect will depend on the
inegularity of the field shape, specifically, on the amount of large radius kemel
contribution versus small radius kernel contribution. This simple example demonstrates
that an equivalent field choice based on a single parameter (total scatter energy content in
COE or estimated scatter dose content in BJR 25) necessarily implies an optimal
matching at a particular depth. The work of Tatcher and Bjihngard [Ta931is supported by
these results, which indicate that the inclusion of depth in any equivalency relationship
should increase the accuracy of the match at a particular point.
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Figure A.7: Illustration of the difference between the accurately calculated kernel and

the kemel associated with the equivaient square fields found by COE and BIR 25
look-up table, for a 30x2 cm2 cobalt-60 beam. The inset magnifies the kernels around

the point of forced interaction (z=60 cm), where the equivalent kemels overestimate
the actual kernel.
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Figure A.8: Result of different kernels on predicted centrai axis scatter for cobalt-60
bearns. The actual kernel result represents the scatter dose predicted witli the kernel

pnerated with Clarkson radial integration over the 30x2 cm2 field. Using the equivalent
COE kernel provides a better match over al1 depths, whereas using the equivalent BJR 25

kernel provides a better match at shaliower depth. The equivalent predicted scatter dose
curves intersect the actual scatter dose at 16.4 cm for the COE-equivalent kemel and
10.4 cm for the BIR-equivalent kemel. Matching at a specific depth may be

accomplished by choosing an equivalent field based on an energy relationship generated
with tmncated scatter kernels (the range of tmncation has been chosen to result in a depth
dose match at 10.0 cm).
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A.4.6 ModiQïng depth dose matching by using tmncated kemels

Generating an energy-fieldsize relationship equation (A.3) using scatter kemels
tmncated in the forward direction at +15 cm with respect to the forced interaction point
(chosen empincally) results in an exact matching at 10.0 cm depth of predicted central
axis depth dose curves. This indicates that the COE method may be modified to achieve
depth dose matching at specific depths. This exact depth dose matching at 10.0 cm depth
for a 30x2 cm2 field of cobalt-60 and its 'truncated' COE-equivalent 4.09x4.09 cm2 field
is illustrated in Figure A.8. Since the kernel shapes associated with al1 of the equivalent
fields in Figure A.8 remain sufficiently similar to one another, no significant shape
differences in the resulting scatter depth dose curve appear. The main difference between
these equivalent kernels is the total scatter energy content, which results in a shifting of
the scatter depth dose curve downwards with decreasing energy content. Using a
'tnincated' COE approach results in an improved dose match over shallower depths at the
expense of greater depths, and also demonstrates how the total energy content of the
kernel affects the convolution dose calculation.

A.4.7 Investigating the equivalent fields concept away from the central axis

Off-axis kernels within the defined treatment field show a shape similar to the
central axis kemel, k i n g sharply peaked at the interaction point and falling off
exponentially in the forward and backward directions. Outside the defined treatment field
the 1D kemels become much less sharply peaked, with a significant decrease in total
kernel energy, since contributions from points dose to the interaction point become less
significant than those farther away. While conservation of energy may be used to find an
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equivalent field in off-axis situations, the kemel shapc: deviates significantly from the
central axis equivalent kernel, and results in a ~i~pificantly
different scatter distribution
with depth. Thus, whereas equivalent fields may be approximated for points within the
treatment field, the approximation gets worse as the caiculation point moves toward the
beam edge, and points outside the treatrnent field give extremely poor results. This is
demonstrated by examining severai caiculation points in and around a 15x15 cm2field,
for a cobalt-60 bearn (Figure A.9). The actuai kernels generated via Clarkson radial

integration are presented dong with their COE-equivaient square field kemels in Figure
A. lO(a) and (c). The rounding of the actual kernel as the caiculation point leaves the

treatment field is compared to the equivalent field kemel, which is always sharply peaked.
The resulting scatter doses rnay be examined in Figure A.lO(b) and (d). The shapes of the
dose distributions calculated with the equivalent field kemels are significantly different
than those generated by the actual kemels. This dramatically illustrates the breakdown of
the single parameter equivalent field approximation as the calculation point moves further
from the central axis.

Figure A.9: Calculation points chosen to illustrate the change in 1D kernel shape and
hence scatter dose distribution as the point moves away from the central axis, for a 15x15
cm2 field. See Figure A.10.
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Figure A. IO: Effect of moving off the central axis, while trying to maintain an equivalent
field relationship, using calculation points illustrated in Figure A.9. (a) The accurate 1D
kemels calculated via Clarkson integration. @) The resulting scatter dose using the
accunte kemels in (a). (c) The kemels associated with the COE-equivalent fields. (d)
The resulting scatter dose using the equivalent kernels in (c).
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Conclusions

The equivalent fields concept has k e n investigated through a variation of modem
3D convolution dose calculation methods. The validity of a 1D convolution in depth (of
a pre-integrated scatter kernel) to determine dose is conhned. Dose calculation results

provide excellent agreement with independent 3D Monte Car10 simulation over an entire
calculation plane, as well as with measured central a i s TM& and TARs, for a
15x15 cm2 field incident on a unifom water phantom using a variety of energy spectra.

Relationships describing in-phantom scatter energy deposited as a function of
field size were developed for several incident energy spectra by integrating the Monte
Carlo-generated scatter kemels over radius and utilizing reciprocity. These relationships
were used to generate various equivalent field relationships, relating square, circular, and
rectangular fields, which agree with BJR 25 data (mostly within 0.5 cm). Results support
the use of a single circular, square, and rectangular equivalent fields relationship for al1
energies. The energy independence of equivalent field relationships was confirmed using
a simple conservation of energy approach applied to phantom scatter only. The widely

used equivalent fields concept has been demonstrated to be derivable within a modem 3D
convolution calculation framework using Monte Carlo-generated scatter kemels.
The mathematics of convolution implies that the resulting function is affected by
both the shape and area of the kernel. Therefore, treatment fields of different shape will
be approximately equivalent when the scatter kemels are similar in shape and total energy

content. This has been illustrated using an elongated rectangular field, showing that
similarly shaped kemels with different total integrated energies predict the same shape of
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dose distribution, with the area underneath the resulting dose distribution related to the
integrated energy of the scatter kemel.

Furthemore, it was shown that the equivalent

field concept inevitably results in an optimal match with the actual percentage depth dose
at a single depth only, with an overestimation in dose at shallower points and
underestimation at deeper points. The vahdity of the equivalent fields concept at
calculation points off of the central axis was investigaied for a simple square field
situation. Generalizing the findings, it is concluded that the single parameter equivalent
field concept breaks down as the calculation point approaches the beam edge, and is
extremely inaccurate outside the defined treatment field.
The application of modem convolution dose calculation techniques has provided

an improved understanding of the equivalent fields concept. The continued use of the
BIR 25-equivalent fields tables is recornmended for al1 photon energies.
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APPENDIX B
CONVERTING DIVERGENT BEAM SCATTER
FRACTION DATA INTO A PARALLEL
GEOMETRY

The scatter fraction data of Jaffray et al. [Ja94] was produced using an ideal point
source, and a fixed source to phantom exit surface distance of 100 cm. T o compare to
scatter fraction data generated with an ideal p e n d beam and assuming reciprocity
(irnplying a parallel geometry), a conversion is performed which compensates for the
inverse square fall-off of the pnmary. The general idea is to compare the geometries at
field sizes that are defined in the depth-wise middle of the phantom (Le. at a depth equal
to half the phantom thickness), which assumes a sirnilar scatter fluence production. This

also requires a renormalization of the pnmary distribution in the diverging geometry to
match the primary in the parallel geometry, at the exit surface of the phantom.
For a divergent beam assuming a source-to-exit surface distance of SAD (source
to axis of rotation distance), the primary fluence at an air gap distance of a behind a
phantom of thickness t, with the inverse square component norrnalized to the exit surface
is:

SAD
PL = ( S A D

+

where

1

exp(-)ir)

is the effective attenuation coefficient valid for a given incident energy

spectmm and phantom material, and attenuation in air is neglected. For the parallel
geornetry, again ignoring attenuation in air, the primary fluence at a distance a behind the
same phantom is:
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Simultaneously normalizing both divergent and parallel primary fluences at the exit
surface of the phantom by substituting (B.2) into (B.1) gives:
SAD

SAD+a

Usinp the standard definition of scatter fraction of SF

=*,

where S is the scatter

fluence and P is the primary fluence, rearranging and solving for the scatter gives
SF-P

,y=--1-SF

Assuming the scatter fluence generated in a parallel geometry is sirnilar to that generated
in a diverging geometry for field sizes defined at t/2, the scatter contributions from the

different geometries may be approximated:

Solving for the parallel geornetry scatter fraction,

and substituting the ratio of primaries from above,

SE, =

1

which, after simplification fields,
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This conversion to a parallel geometry was made to Jaff?ay et aL's [Ja94] data in chapter
three, and plotted in Figures 3.6 (b)and (c), 3.7 (b) and (c) and 3.8 (b) and (c). The
assumptions of this simple conversion lose validity for large field sizes, thick phantoms,
and small air gaps, since the difference in shape of the scattering volume between the

parallel and diverging geometries becomes significant in these situations.
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ANALYTICAL PREDICTION OF FIRST SCATTER
ENERGY FLUENCE INTO A PORTAL IMAGING
DEVICE

C.l

Introduction
Several techniques for predicting the scatter contribution to a portal imaging

device have been presented in the literature, and briefly described in chapter two. These
are composed of 2D convolution/superpositionstyle scatter fluence predictors ma97,

Pa98a], or scatter dose prediction based on density scaling of 3D dose deposition kemels
within a superposition framework Mc96bl. Both of these approaches have certain
disadvantages. The sirnpler 2D scatter fluence predictors do not take exact patient
inhomogeneity into account, thus inherently limiting the accuracy of this approach. The
validity of the 3D density scaling/superposition approach has not been investigated in
high atomic number rnaterials, which is of concern since many electronic portal imaging
devices (EPID's) incorporate metal screedphosphor (see section 2.32).
First scatter fluence has been shown to dominate scatter reaching the portal
irnaging plane over the therapeutic range of high energy photons [Ja94, McOOa]. In this
appendix, a purely analytical cdculation of singly-scattered photon fluence into portai
imaging devices is investigated. An overview of the implemented method is given, and
cornparisons of predicted fluence results to those of Monte Car10 simulation for a variety
of inhomogeneous phantom configurations.
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Materials and Methods
The method presented is based on the numencal integration of the analytical

equations governing Compton scatter. By sampling over a lattice of 'scatter source7
points within the volume defined by the intersection of patient and beam, Fust scatter
fluence contributions to a point in the image plane may be calculated Repeating this
process for a grid of points in the image plane provides a map of first scatter fluence. By
dividing the incident energy spectrum into bins and repeating the process for each energy
bin, the first scatter fluence of a polyenergetic beam may be predicted. The attenuation
dong each ray line may be calculated exactly, using a fast recursive algorithm [Si85].
The probability of interaction is found using the Klein-Nishina differential cross section,
whereas the energy of the scattered photon is established using Compton kinematics.
Combining these effects, the equation to be evaluated is (see pp. 125-134 of [At86], and
refer to Figure C. 1):

Here I(E,r,rb) is the integrated attenuation coefficient for energy E along the path Irb-r.1,
Eo is the incident photon energy, El is the scattered photon energy, ro is the 'classical

electron radius', and o incorporates the Klein-Nishina differential cross section (cm').
The first and third terms account for attenuation along the incident and outgoing rays.
The second tenn scales the fluence by the probabiiity of scattering through angle @,
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includes a divergence factor, and accounts for conversion to planar fuence. To
generalize this equation to diverging geometries, an extra divergence factor for the
incident ray may be incorporated.
In the current work, the scoring plane was 40x40 cmZwith &=l.O

cm2 and

sarnpling throughout the phantom was performed at 0.5 cm3 resolution. Calculations
were perfoimed for a variety of field sizes, phantom thicknesses, and heterogeneous
configurations, with an incident energy spectrum typical for a 6 MV photon bearn.
ResuIts were compared to EGS4 me851 Monte Car10 simulations, which directly scored
the first scatter fluence at a specified z-plane.

Figure C. 1: Scoring geometry.
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Results
The analytical mode1 shows excelIent agreement with Monte Carlo simulation in

several simple homogeneous and inhomogeneous phantom situations (see Table CA).
Figure C.2 reports total fluence predicted in the scoring plane at selected points for an
inhomogeneous, 20 cm thick lung/water slab (upper right inset, Figure C.2), with an
incident 10x10 cm' field and 30 cm air gap. The uncertainty estimate on the Monte
Carlo-scored fliience accounts for most (87%)of the observed differences (upper Left
inset, Figure C.2).

fhantom
water siab
lungwater slabs
vertical slab
enclosed cube
lung slab
waterhng slabs
waternung abutted

Basic Radiation Parameters of Singly Scattered Photons
Fluence
Mean Energy
Mean Angle
86.3
89.1
87.9
87.6
84.2
86.0
86.6
90.7
76.1

Table C .1: Percentage agreement between analytïcal mode1 and Monte Carlo simulation
for various simple phantoms.
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Figure C.2: Cornparison of Monte Carlo-simulated first scatter fluence with analytical
results.
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Discussion and Conclusions
This appendix demonstrates the feasibility of employing an accurate method of

predicting first scatter energy fluence into a portal imaging device, based on a Fust
principles technique which takes into account patient heterogeneity. As expected, the
technique agrees well with Monte Carlo simulations. This approach allows the output
energy fluence to be coupled to a convolution style dose prediction algorithm specifically
tailored to high Z materials (see chapters five and six), with a theoretical predicted portal

image as the final outcorne. Furthemore, this approach allows a compromise between
speed and accuracy by scaling the sampling resolution within the phantom, as well as the

sampling resolution of the scoring plane.
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APPENDIX D:
UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATES

Every step of the portai dose prediction aigorithm may introduce uncertainty into
the final predicted dose image. In this section, the uncertainties involved are estimated

along with the corresponding proportion of total execution time for the particular step.
The uncertainties arise due to errors in a priori data used (including errors in Monte
Carlo-generated kernels), and errors due to assumptions of the implemented algorithm.
Al1 contributing uncertainties are assumed to be independent, and are added in quadrature
to estimate the overall uncertainty in the algorithm.
Errors in the a prion data include errors in the CT data (acquisition as well as the
conversion to electron density), the incident beam fluence matrix, the dimensions of the
flattening fiIter, physical parameters associated with the detector system (eg. densities,
thicknesses, materials), and the incident energy spectra used. Errors in acquiring the CT
data and converting to electron density are estimated at 1%[Th99]. Errors in the relative
fluence matrîx representing the incident beam are introduced by measurement error and
also by fluctuations in electronics, and are estimated to be -1%. Errors in the dimensions
of the flattening filter and the physical parameters describing the detector should be very
low (<US%), since accurate engineering schematics as well as matenal and density
specifications are provided fiom the manufacturer. Statistical errors in the incident
energy spectra used are 4%per bin wo8Sa], but these are random and should cancel out
when averaged over the entire spectnim. However, since these distributions are
calculated via Monte Carlo techniques, the systematic uncertainty may be estimated at 2-
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5%, increasing with lower energies (up to 5% for O MeV)- These uncertainties arise
from the radiative stopping power distributions used Bo901. This implies that errors in
the incident spectra will affect the final predicted dose image in a manner unique to the
detector configuration k i n g used. The response function of the detector will determine
which energy bins will have greater contribution to the predicted dose image. However,
assuming a constant response with energy (eg. a photon counter), the overail uncertainty
will be -3%. Detectors with higher response at energïes below 2 MeV may exhibit
uncertainties slightly higher than this in predicted dose images.

Two sets of Monte Carlo-generateci kernels are used in the algorithm. The first
represents scattered photon fluence data, the second characterises dose deposition within
a specific detector configuration. The statistical uncertainty in each data set is <3% and

c5%, respectively, for the fluence and dose kernels. These statistical uncertainties will be
averaged out over the convolution/superposition process. It is therefore the systematic
errors which are important here. The error in photon cross section data for low Z
materials at energies dominated by the Compton effect is cl%. Since the scattered
photon fluence kernels are generated using water slabs, and the Compton effect
dorninates over the energy range 0.003 iMeV to above 50 MeV. Thus, the error estimate
for these fluence kernels is 1%. The systematic errors in the dose kernels arise from cross
section data representing photon interactions and mass stopping powers (both collisionai
and radiative), which govem the energy loss of electrons in a medium. The uncertainty in

the mass collisional stopping powers is 1-2%. Mass radiative stopping power uncertainty
ranges from -5% below 2 MeV to 2-5% €rom 2 MeV to 50 MeV. It should be noted that
the mass collisional stopping power dorninates over the entire therapeutic energy regime
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for low Z materials, and over a significant fraction of the energy regime for high Z
materials (for example, 0-9 MeV for lead). Since detectors may includ2 low andor high

Z materials, the worst case assumption of a high Z detector is used here to arrive at an
uncertainty estimate of 3% for the mass collisional stopping powers. Again assuming a
high Z detector, the uncertainty estimate for the photon interaction cross sections is -2%.
The final factors contrïbuting to uncertainty in predicted dose represent the effect
of assumptions made throughout the implementation of the algorithm. These include
assumptions such as the replacement of an inhomogeneous patient with an homogeneous
phantom, assumption of semi-infinite slab geometry for fluence scatter kernels, sampling
resolution of the incident bearn, perpendicular orientation of fluence incident upon
the detector, and the use of a mean energy spectmm for scattered photon fluence. Due to
the complexity of many of these issues, the contributions to uncertainty are very diffïcult
to estimate accurately. The worst case scenario estimates the combined uncertainty for
the patient replacement and semi-infinite sIab geometry assumption to be less than 3%
(and decreasing rapidly with increasing air gap). The use of a 0.5 cm grid resolution for

the incident beam introduces an error of cl%.These error estimates are described in a
comprehensive study of uncertainty in the fluence prediction portion of the aigorithm
[McOOb]. The error resulting from the assurnption that the photon fluence is incident
perpendicuIarly on the detector will Vary, depending on the true angle of incidence. This
angle will be quite smail for primary photons (8" for a point 15 cm off axis), but will
increase for scattered radiation. However, if adequate buildup is provided for the
detector, the effect of this obliquity will be reduced, since the dose will be only slowly
decreasing along the fluence ray line. It is estimated that the error introduced by this
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effect (combining pnmary and scatter) is Q%. The final uncertainty factor in this group
results from the use of a mean energy fluence spectnim to represent the scatter dose
kemel.
This analysis may be extended to examine the proportion of algorithm execution
time corresponding to the specific calculation step where each uncertainty is introduced.
This allows an objective evduation in terms of both speed and accuracy, for every step of
the algorithm. Therefore, this analysis may indicate where future effort should be
expended to improve the algonthm's performance. The algorithm is broken into five

main calculation steps, as described in Table D.1. Table D.2 provides a summary of the
uncertainties and corresponding execution times. Examining Table D.2, the errors which
may be assigned to a particular calculation step can be summed per step to give: 7.0% for
C, 1.5%for E, 1.0% for A, and 0.5% for B and D. This indicates that more effort could

be placed in parts C and E, which are the scatter fluence and scatter dose calculation. to
irnprove accuracy. The primary fluence and dose calculation (B and D) are relatively
accurate, but comprise the majority of the execution time. Methods of ray tracing, which
are faster but less accurate, may be investigated to improve the overall balance of speed
and accuracy. The calculation step A has -1 9% error that cannot be avoided, since the CT
conversion to electron density is required. This conversion is based on an electron
density calibration curve, which is experimentally measured, and will have an inherent
lirnit to its precision.
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Section label

Calculation description

A

conversion o f CT data to electron density
~ r i m a r vfluence calculrition (includino EHP cdculation)
scatter fluence calculation
primary dose conversion
scatter dose conversion

B
C
D

E

Percentage of total
execution time

1

4.6

I

73.8
10-9
10.2
0.5

Table D.1: Surnmary of percentage algorithm execution time as a function of caiculation
step.

Uncertainty Group

Specific Uncenainty

n priori data

CT acquisition and
conversion fo electron
densi ty
incident beam fluence rnatrïx
physical parameters of
flattening filter, detector
incident energy spectra
fluence kernels
dose kemels

assumptions in
algorithm

replacement of patient with
water, and semi-infinite slab
assumption
grid resolution of incident
beam
perpendicularly incident
fluence
use of mean energy fluence
spectrum for scatter dose
calculation

1 TOTAL

Worst Case
Uncertainty
Estimate

Prac tical
Uncertainty
Estimate

Calculation
step in
algorithm

1%

1%

A

1%
0.5%

0.5%
0-596

n/a

3%
1%
d((2%)'+(3%)')=
3-396
3%

da

d(( 1.5%)'+(2%)')

da
da
da

=2.5%
1%

B. C

1%

-5%

C

2%

1%

D,E

2%

2%

C,E

6.4%

4.3%

2%
1%
.

Table D.2: Uncertainty estimates and associated calculation section of the aigonthm in
which they are involved.
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